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Summary 
 
Vocal communication is the primary mode of signaling in a wide variety of species and commonly plays 
a decisive role in reproduction and survival of both the sender and the receiver. In birds, vocal signals 
have evolved to be astonishingly diverse, with thousands of different vocalizations used for highly 
disparate functions. Some vocalizations are loud and broadcast to reach the greatest possible number of 
receivers; others are barely audible and directed to a specific individual, often a mate. The function of 
each element of a bird’s vocal repertoire is not always simple to interpret and the same signal can have 
multiple functions. To understand the role and influence of each vocal signal of a species, and thus the 
principles of vocal communication, we need to precisely quantify not only each sender vocalization, but 
also the context of its emission. 
In my thesis, I used the zebra Finch (Taeniopygia guttata) as a model species to study the vocal 
communication of birds. I focused on pair communication as the smallest functional unit of a group. I 
considered all the vocal signals emitted but I focused my attention on the calls: of which thousands are 
emitted daily. These vocalizations are unlearned, very soft (low amplitude), very short (>100 
milliseconds) and very similar among different individuals. Therefore, my colleagues and I developed and 
evaluated a method to individually record small animals (chapter 1). I describe a device, miniaturized 
backpack microphones, able to record birds singularly and the tools needed to record several individuals 
synchronously. This tool can be employed in many experimental settings to quantify the vocal behavior of 
multiple individuals with only a transient effect on their behavior and capable of capturing the softest of 
their vocalizations. I first used this tool to verify that birds were able to tell who was calling (chapter 2). I 
found that even the short unlearned calls have an individual vocal signature and birds are particularly 
eager to answer their mate’s vocalizations. Then, I studied the development of, and signals used in within 
pair communication (chapter 3). I described in detail the timed vocal exchanges of paired zebra finches; I 
observed that their antiphonal calling resembled duets. Moreover, I found that pair communication 
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develops along with pair formation, so that by the time the pair is formed the number of calls used to 
answer each other is similar between partners. Finally, I aimed to discover when the calling interactions 
were taking place to have insights into the functions of these short, soft, unlearned vocalizations of zebra 
finches. To do so, I assembled a simple method to track automatically the position of the birds while 
recording their vocalizations. I was then able to describe how the relative positions of partners within a 
pair influenced the probability of calling (chapter 4), which revealed the precise meaning of a specific 
vocalization. This experiment also shows the accuracy and precision of our behavioral quantification, 
marking an important step towards new methods to automatically generate ethograms. Altogether, my 
dissertation contributes to our understanding of bird vocalization by determining that the continuous 
calling of zebra finches is not just “a soft background hum”, but rather the foundation of organized vocal 
networks. 
 
 
 
  
1| General Introduction 
 
General Introduction 
 
Vocal communication 
Understanding communication is part of studying how animals make decisions, which can be a conscious 
process or not (Schmidt, Dall, & van Gils, 2010). Focusing on the vocal channel, I developed and used 
tools to accurately describe bird behavior, quantify their decisions, and infer communicative principles. 
Vocal communication is a widespread form of conveying messages. It is rapid, works over short to 
medium distances, and does not leave tracks (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 1998). It is used by many taxa 
across the animal kingdom, primarily as a signal to inform and modify the decision process of receivers. 
For human listeners, birds hold a special place among animals. This is due to several practical reasons 
besides the aesthetic and euphonious fascination: they are common around us, often extremely chatty, and 
some species are easy to raise and manipulate. What also makes birds special for us is that they share with 
humans the ability to learn their vocalizations (Barrington, 1773; Doupe & Kuhl, 1999). As a result, birds 
became the most common model to study vocal communication and learning (Brainard & Doupe, 2013). 
Vocal communication studies have mainly focused on compiling and understanding vocal repertoires 
(Fischer, Wadewitz, & Hammerschmidt, 2017) and, more recently, constructing vocally defined social 
networks (Gill, Goymann, Ter Maat, & Gahr, 2015). Vocal learning is the capability to modify the 
spectral and temporal features of vocalizations using a template, and is quite rare in the animal kingdom 
(Petkov & Jarvis, 2012). Vocal learning is a relatively rare trait even in birds; it has evolved only 2 or 3 
times; in the order of hummingbirds (Apodiformes) (Baptista & Schuchmann, 1990) and in the progenitor 
of parrots (Psittaciformes) and passerines (Passeriformes) (Suh et al., 2011). The independent evolution of 
vocal learning in these two clades is also possible (Zhang et al., 2014). Thus, only a few of the circa 20 
(depending on the different taxonomies) orders of birds learn vocalizations. However, all birds 
communicate vocally. 
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Vocalizations in birds can be divided in songs and calls. The distinction is far from clear cut, but a simple 
definition states that songs are longer and more spectrally modulated, whereas calls are shorter and have 
simpler spectro-temporal structure. Passeriformes are taxonomically divided in two clades Passeri 
(oscines) and Tyranni (suboscines) and only the former are able to learn vocalizations. For the clade 
Passeri, the songs are usually regarded as learned whereas the calls, with few exceptions, as are thought to 
be unlearned (Marler, 2004). It must be noted that for the vast majority of species of this clade we do not 
know whether calls are learned or innate. However, in the vocal learner species for which we have 
sufficient information, the majority of the repertoire mainly consists of unlearned vocalizations. Despite 
this overwhelming majority of unlearned vocalizations present in the class Aves most of the research has 
focused on learned songs. Songs are indeed a useful model for vocal learning given its analogies with 
human speech acquisition (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999). For example, in the focal species of the present 
dissertation, the zebra finch (Taeniopigya guttata), thousands of studies have tried to unravel every aspect 
of their song, from learning to usage during mate choice, and only an order of magnitude less have 
included their calls (web of science for “zebra finch* song*”= 2725, “zebra finch* call*”= 388). 
However, in an average day, a male zebra finch produces only few hundred songs but it emits several 
thousand calls (chapter 3), and females do not even sing. Hence, I suggest that in order to understand 
vocal communication, a deeper knowledge about unlearned vocalizations is necessary. This knowledge 
will also aid the understanding of vocal learning because, undoubtedly, the learned sounds have evolved 
upon unlearned ones. 
Unlearned vocalizations, calls, are particularly interesting because they serve many disparate functions, 
whereas learned sounds, usually only have a few (Marler, 2004). Songs were commonly found to have 
two functions: mate attraction and territorial defense. Call functions range, not exhaustively, from mate 
attraction, to territory defense, alarm, recruitment, echolocation, contact, aggression and, most 
interestingly, calls can mediate social relationships (Gill et al., 2015). 
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The vocal repertoire 
The first step to comprehend how a species communicates acoustically is to describe, classify, and 
quantify the acoustic parameters and spectral features of all vocal signals. The entire variety of vocal 
signals of a species is called vocal repertoire, but the definition of the categories, in many cases, is far 
from univocal. I will briefly describe what drives the evolution of different spectral shapes for different 
calls and how vocalizations are catalogued. Then I am going to argue that the study of the entire 
repertoire of signals and their functions is necessary to tackle general questions about vocal 
communications such as “why do birds vocalize so much?” or “what selective pressures might have 
favored learning?” or “ are vocal and social complexity related?” 
Calls can be divided into two categories depending on how strongly the environment drives the evolution: 
the ones shaped by the “acoustic adaptation hypothesis”(Morton, 1975), and the ones that do not have 
strong constraints in their spectral content. The acoustic adaptation hypothesis states that the environment, 
influencing sound propagation, determines the usage and/or the spectral content of calls. A review on this 
topic found that vocalizations of anurans and mammals can mostly be explained by this framework 
whereas for birds, this does not always hold true (Ey & Fischer, 2009). In fact, in birds, only alarm and 
territorial calls are shaped by the biotic and abiotic environment (Boncoraglio & Saino, 2007; Hollén & 
Radford, 2009). Alarm calls, for instance, need to aid or avoid being located and territorial calls have to 
travel as far as possible. No relation with the environment, however, can explain the spectral shape of the 
soft contact calls used in mediating relationships, or breeding calls used to choose the nest site. The only 
possible explanation to fit these calls into the acoustic adaptation hypothesis is if the spectral content 
stimulates the brain of the receiver in a specific way their shape would still be a byproduct of their 
function (sensory bias; Ryan, 1990); but this remains to be proven for any bird call. This lack of strong 
constraints for spectral shape makes these types of calls (contact, breeding, etc.) interesting because their 
spectral content can be rapidly changed and modified by evolution or referential rules, and they can easily 
evolve to serve multiple functions.  
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Calls have also been divided into stereotyped and graded (Marler & Mitani, 1988). In graded calls the 
spectral structure of the different vocalizations fades one into another (continuous), whereas in 
stereotyped calls it is fixed (discrete). Continuous signals are usually assigned to continuous variables; in 
contrast, discrete signals are usually assigned to alternative conditions (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 1998). 
Where to set the limit between two categories of graded calls is often not an easy task. As a result the real 
repertoire size is often under debate (e.g. for zebra finches see Elie & Theunissen, 2015) and much more 
information is necessary to delineate it (Fischer et al., 2017). In addition, many studies on the vocal 
repertoire composition are dependent on the technique used to set the limit between the different 
categories, and not based on the animal perception. Seldom have researchers asked the animals whether 
the categories that we describe were recognized. 
The tools and experiments described in my theses provide both methods to investigate the entire vocal 
repertoire and examples of insights into the complexity reached when considering all vocalizations 
produced by birds. 
 
Bird calls 
Studying more call functions and investigating larger parts of bird repertoires has recently led to the 
discovery that unlearned bird calls are involved in several cognitively demanding tasks. For example, 
playback experiments on Japanese Tits (Parus minor) have unraveled that sequences of calls actually 
have syntax (i.e. the position in the sequence is important to convey the meaning) (Griesser, Wheatcroft, 
& Suzuki, 2018; Suzuki, Wheatcroft, & Griesser, 2016). In this case of call usage we find lexical syntax 
which, from a linguistic point of view, is much more interesting than the phonological syntax of songs 
where the sequence of the elements is important but does not convey a specific meaning. Pied Babblers 
(Turdoides bicolor) can combine calls to form a new message, also called combinational meaning 
(Engesser, Ridley, & Townsend, 2016). Not only can calls be combined, but even a single call type can be 
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altered (e.g. changing the amplitude) and used with specific rate and loudness to obtain many functions 
from a small repertoire (Ręk, 2015). Unlearned calls have also been found to have unsuspected functions 
such as the “egg calls” of the zebra finch, mothers vocalize to the eggs to modify the development of 
embryos and prepare the offspring for specific environmental variables (Mariette & Buchanan, 2016). 
Spectral features of calls, despite being unlearned, can still evolve quickly, even faster than songs in 
certain contexts, implying that their flexibility allows them to serve new functions (Sturge, Omland, 
Price, & Lohr, 2016). Although most calls are unlearned, their usage can be learned; nevertheless not 
many studies have investigated this aspect. At the neural level, although unlearned calls can be produced 
using the brainstem only (Simpson & Vicario, 1990), it is interesting to note that telencephalic areas are 
also activated during their production (Benichov et al., 2016; Ter Maat, Trost, Sagunsky, Seltmann, & 
Gahr, 2014). This pattern of neural activity might be derived from learning of how and when to use calls. 
One reason why unlearned calls have not been studied extensively, despite all the listed intriguing 
characteristics, is that it was technically difficult. Calls are short vocalizations often very similar between 
individuals hence is difficult to locate the source. In addition, calls can be loud like in the case of alarm 
and some contact calls; but more often they are of very low amplitude like in the case of contact calls 
used within a flock. Ideally, the function of calls should be studied in wild populations, in a natural 
context. Moreover to capture the entire repertoire, all the life history stages should be studied. However, 
this is not always feasible and certain techniques still cannot be applied in the wild. Under controlled 
laboratory conditions and we can try to extrapolate meanings of calls and then compare them to those 
produced in the wild. During my doctoral studies, I tried to understand how and why zebra finches chat so 
much. I did not reduce my investigation to specific vocalizations but instead always tried to consider the 
entire repertoire.  
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Zebra finch vocal repertoire and communication 
The zebra finch is a monogamous Australian bird which is the model for research in many different fields 
(Griffith & Buchanan, 2010). Many characteristics make zebra finches suitable for vocal communication 
studies. Zebra finches are very vocal, producing thousands of calls and songs daily (chapter 3). They 
have two levels of vocal exchanges: one with the members of the group and one with their lifelong 
partner (Zann, 1994). The zebra finch repertoire is one of the most investigated, but it is still unclear how 
many different call types it includes (chapter 4). The research about zebra finch biology and vocalization 
started in the second half of the 20th century (Immelmann, 1962, 1968, Zann, 1975, 1996). This was the 
foundation for the repertoire description, which was found to be composed of the following call types: 
The loud and distinctive Distance call, emitted when an individual loses sight of its mate. Two types of 
affiliative contact calls, the Stack and the Tet, used for keeping contact and advertise take off. An 
aggressive call, the Wsst call, emitted to intimidate a rival. Several types of breeding calls, Kackle, Ark, 
Whine and Copulation calls, very soft and with few harmonics, used to choose the nest site and pre-
copulation. One alarm call, the Thuck, warning the young to fly. Moreover, juveniles have specific call 
types for food solicitation and localization. However, these early studies lacked a precise and objective 
quantification of behavior, the context of the calls was qualitatively assigned, the position of other birds 
seldom considered, and only a few vocalizations per type were typically analyzed. 
More quantitative studies on the usage of contact calls for antiphonal calling were performed by Blaich 
and colleagues (Blaich et al., 1996; Blaich, Steury, Pettengill, Mahoney, & Guha, 1996). They described 
the calling pattern of separated pairs, and found that zebra finches answer to each other in a timed fashion 
with long duration distance and short contact calls. Because of technical limitations, birds had to be 
separated to be recognized which is why the dynamics of the interaction were not considered. 
In the following years, Vignal and collaborators made an important contribution to the study of the zebra 
finch repertoire. They discovered that the distance calls of males and females contain identity signatures 
and that the social environment is essential for their utterance (Vignal, Mathevon, & Mottin, 2004, 2008). 
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They also described that in the wild paired zebra finches duet at the nest using breeding and contact calls 
(Elie et al., 2010). Subsequently they also investigated the meaning of the nest duets in captivity, finding 
that they are important to mediate incubation bouts (Boucaud, Mariette, Villain, & Vignal, 2016). All this 
work helped to refine the knowledge about vocal communication in the zebra finch. However the labels 
for each call type had not yet been clearly established. 
Elie and Theunissen tried to fill this gap with a new approach (Elie & Theunissen, 2015). They used a 
dataset of high quality recordings of a few thousand vocalizations emitted in a large aviary representing 
different conditions. They linked vocalizations with different spectral features to behavioral observations, 
relating specific contexts and vocal emission. They then applied a blind classifier to understand when the 
two are correlated to finally infer the signal function. Even their study, however, has strong limitations, as 
it only considers a small fraction of the vocalizations emitted daily and lacks dynamicity, because the 
behavioral context is not described with sufficient temporal resolution. In fact, the turn taking dynamics 
and the real time movement and relative position of other birds was not considered. Therefore some calls 
with different spectral features were assigned to the same behavioral context.  
All the listed studies also have further limitations: despite the fact that birds produce thousands of calls 
daily, which might require a considerable effort, very few studies quantified the number of calls produced 
per day or even per hour (Elie, Soula, Mathevon, & Vignal, 2011; Gill et al., 2015). As a consequence it 
is still unclear why a few call types are repeated so frequently. Another unclear point about calls studies is 
that the receiver perspective has never been considered: we can only assume that a Tet has the same 
meaning for all the receivers and there is no coding convention shared between senders and receivers. 
Only by studying the vocal communication from the first encounter of two individuals for many different 
pairs of birds we can resolve this doubt. Furthermore, until recently, it was hypothesized that the most 
common call type, the stack call, was not directed to specific individuals; it was described as undirected 
continuous noise in which the other calls are embedded (Zann, 1996). However we now have cues that 
this is not the case (Gill et al., 2015; chapter 2 and 3). Until now, we did not even know whether receivers 
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can extract information about the individual identity while listening the short, soft, unlearned calls. 
Individual vocal recognition is an important piece of information if we want to assure that birds know to 
whom they are signaling when they decide to do so. 
In my thesis, we used continuous individualized and synchronized recordings, and integrate this vocal 
information real time with the surrounding social context to clarify the function of the different zebra 
finch calls. I first describe a new method to record soft vocalizations. Then, I studied whether calls 
contain information about individual identity. Next, I described how each call of the zebra finch repertoire 
is used within a pair, and finally, I have studied when the signals are emitted to infer their functions. I 
hope that my work on vocal communication in zebra finches will go beyond refining the description of 
the repertoire and its usage, I aim to use the information produced to begin to bridge behavioral 
mechanisms and evolutionary perspective.  
 
 
Methodological challenges and how they were approached 
One microphone for each individual 
To know who is talking to whom and saying what within a group we need audio recordings that are both 
individualized, to recognize who is talking, and synchronized, to reconstruct temporal relationships. 
Different strategies have been attempted to fulfill these characteristics. Researchers isolated birds in 
single cages (Fernandez, Vignal, & Soula, 2017) or they tried to recognize the caller a posteriori using 
discrimination algorithms (Fernandez, Soula, Mariette, & Vignal, 2016; Suzuki et al., 2017). However, a 
strategy that is becoming more and more common is to deploy tools on the bird itself (Anisimov et al., 
2014; chapter 1). In the latter case two different types of device have been employed, loggers and 
transmitters. Briefly, the fundamental difference is that loggers store data and generally need to be 
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retrieved to download them; whereas transmitters send data continuously via radio frequencies, making 
the device lighter and more battery efficient compared to loggers. However to be received, the device 
needs to be within the range of the antenna. In my first chapter we show benefits and limitations of the 
use of miniaturized radio transmitters applied to small birds. Besides describing how the transmitter is 
constructed and how to process the resulting radio signal we focus on how fast birds recovered and how 
the battery exchange, necessary every two weeks, affects the behavior. We then tested the device in 
difficult conditions such as noise and the presence of other individuals comparing its performance with 
recordings from a general microphone. We did not limit the study to the description of the used tool and 
its effect but we also reviewed the current literature and highlighted the research questions that can be 
addressed with our new tool. 
 
Automating and integrating scoring of birds position and vocal behavior 
The quantification of behavior is becoming more and more objective (Anderson & Perona, 2014; Berman, 
Choi, Bialek, & Shaevitz, 2014). Tools are being developed to follow animals continuously in order to 
score automatically how they interact with the environment and each other (Gill et al., 2016; Kays, 
Crofoot, Jetz, & Wikelski, 2015; Sakamoto et al., 2009). The relative position between individuals is 
important to predict and understand vocal communication. Qualitatively we know that the type and/or 
frequency of calls changes depending on the distance between birds (Blaich et al., 1996), however no 
precise quantification has been attempted so far. Tracking birds’ position continuously has always been 
challenging because it needs to be done in three dimensions. With a simple set of strategies we overcame 
this problem and built a real time automatic position detection system for two birds. We employed it to 
integrate birds’ positions with their individualized vocal emission with a fine time resolution. This 
approach allowed us to investigate the entire zebra finch vocal repertoire and resolve uncertainties of its 
characterizations (chapter 4). 
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Vocal individual recognition 
Individuality becomes necessary in groups (Pollard & Blumstein, 2011). Recognition and memorization 
of individuals is required for maintaining relationships (e.g. with the mate or a place in hierarchical 
societies). The study of individual recognition is a necessary step when investigating the complexity and 
the structure of social systems (Wiley, 2013). 
Individual vocal recognition is the ability to identify an individual solely by its vocalizations. This 
capability is widespread among many mammalian and avian species, which can vocally recognize their 
partners, kin or group members (Janik & Sayigh, 2013; Lambrechts & Dhondt, 1995; Nakagawa & Waas, 
2004). Specifically, individual vocal recognition allows real time identification over distance, often when 
vision, olfaction and tactile information would not work.  Furthermore, it allows communication 
specifically to one individual, even in cocktail party situations (Bee & Micheyl, 2008). Despite the 
amount of research invested in the topic, two areas remain unclear: i) the level of specificity and 
multiplicity of recognition (Wiley, 2013) because often only one level of familiarity is tested, and ii) 
whether birds recognize the voice of specific individuals or rely only on “signatures” in the caller 
vocalization. This is because research that has focused on the most prominent vocalizations, and the entire 
vocal repertoire of a species is never been investigated for vocal recognition. For example, vocal 
individual recognition using short, usually unlearned, vocalizations in adult Passeriformes, although 
possibly widespread, has been investigated only in few species. American Goldfinches (Spinus tristis), 
Silvereye, (Zosterops lateralis) and Pinion Jay (Gymnorhinus cyanocephalus), are able to identify the 
partner through short calls (Berger & Ligon, 1977; Mundinger, 1970; Robertson, 1996). Superb Starling 
(Lamprotornis superbus), Apostlebirds (Struthidea cinerea), Large-billed crow (Corvus macrorhynchos), 
and Chestnut-crowned Babblers (Pomatostomus ruficeps) are able to recognize single individuals in a 
group (Crane et al., 2015; Keen, Meliza, & Rubenstein, 2013; Kondo, Izawa, & Watanabe, 2010; 
Warrington, McDonald, & Griffith, 2015). In a few cases, kin and group recognition has been 
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successfully found (Sharp, McGowan, Wood, & Hatchwell, 2005). However, not even in these cases has 
the entire repertoire been investigated. 
 
The ability of zebra finches to recognize individuals has been known for a long time. The first experiment 
to show that they are able to connect vocalizations to specific individuals was performed by Miller in 
1979 (Miller, 1979). They asked whether in a classic T-maze experiment females were able to recognize 
the mate only by listening to songs. In the following years other researchers investigated whether the most 
loud and prominent of the zebra finches’ vocalizations, the distance call, also contains individual identity 
(Menardy et al., 2012; Vignal et al., 2004, 2008). Vocal individual recognition was found in males, whose 
call is learned, and females, where is unlearned. Given that this call type is emitted when birds have lost 
visual contact and need to find their partner, the presence of an acoustic signature can be expected (Blaich 
et al., 1996). Less obvious is why zebra finch receivers would be able to detect individual identity in the 
rest of the call repertoire since they are emitted when birds are close to each other (Zann, 1996). One 
hypothesis is that recognition of specific individuals allows for fast-turn-taking communication in a 
crowd. Chapter 2 investigates which vocalizations in the repertoire of both sexes contain individual 
identity by contrasting three level of familiarity (mate, group member, and unfamiliar); we aim to find out 
if they are able to recognize to whom the voice belongs. 
 
 
Pair communication  
Learning when to answer your partner is a skill that requires some practice to be mastered. Nowadays, it 
is trivial to say that pairs are not all the same in terms of fitness, but why that is the case is still partially 
unresolved. For decades researchers have tried to identify the traits of single individuals that make a pair 
successful (Maklakov & Arnqvist, 2009). Part of this research field examined what makes an individual 
successful in relation with the partner, the study of pair compatibility (Neff & Pitcher, 2005). Studies on 
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pair compatibility have compared chosen pairs with forced ones measuring the resulted fitness (for details 
on different experimental designs see introduction of: Ihle, Kempenaers, & Forstmeier, 2015). As I have 
illustrated, vocal communication in birds is a fundamental channel of signal exchange. Communication 
within a pair can be part of mate choice and pair maintenance, and might differ between more or less 
compatible pairs. The vocalizations of birds during mate choice have been the focus of intense research, 
and the role and pattern of emission of song during pair choice and maintenance is extremely well studied 
(Adkins-Regan & Tomaszycki, 2006; Bolund, Schielzeth, & Forstmeier, 2012; Byers & Kroodsma, 2009; 
Riebel, 2009). However, in Passeriformes the function of other vocalizations during the same processes 
has been almost completely neglected. Lifetime monogamous species not only have to find a mate, but 
they also need to keep the formed bond for an extended time. Lifetime monogamy is quite rare among 
Passeriformes (Henderson, Hart, & Burke, 2000), but its nurture in other taxa often involves 
vocalizations, for example vocal exchanges between Albatross partners are rich and complex (Lequette & 
Jouventin, 1991) and monogamous parrot species partners modify their contact calls to match their 
spectral features (Hile, Plummer, & Striedter, 2000). In Passeriformes, the vocal mechanisms helping pair 
maintenance are neither well known nor investigated. The zebra finch is a good model to explore pair 
vocal exchanges and their role in mate choice and pair maintenance in lifelong monogamy. They have a 
privileged channel of communication between mates that involves different types of vocalizations (Gill et 
al., 2015). In addition, pairs tend to maintain the same partner even when given the possibility to re-pair 
in captivity (Ihle et al., 2015) and in the wild (Zann, 1994). Therefore, pair choice is supposed to be a 
crucial moment for zebra finches since they will most likely keep their partner for life. However the 
research about the traits that makes a bird successful with the opposite sex has resulted in much 
controversy in this species, with many characteristics for quality that have been proposed to be important 
for mate choice: redness of the beak, song complexity or loudness, etc. (Adkins-Regan, 2011; Collins, 
Hubbard, & Houtman, 1994; Riebel, 2009). From all these efforts the picture that is emerging, at least in 
captive populations, is that, despite a mild repeatability of the pair choice, there are no single traits that 
can forecast pair choice and different individuals have repeatable preference for different traits 
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(Forstmeier & Birkhead, 2004) without a general consensus and without a preference for quality (Wang, 
Forstmeier, & Kempenaers, 2017). It was found that zebra finch that were allowed to choose their partner 
have higher fitness independently from the quality of the single individuals (Ihle et al., 2015). Therefore, 
pair compatibility seems to be important for success; however, we still do not know much about what 
parameters describe such compatibility. To be able to find some of these variables we should study pairs 
in a holistic way, starting from the first encounter leading to pair formation. Nonetheless, we are still 
lacking a complete description of what happens regarding vocal behavior involving calls when pairs form. 
Very little is also known about the involvement of vocalizations during the nurturing of the relationship. 
Singing does not seem to play and important role for pair maintenance (Adkins-Regan & Tomaszycki, 
2006) but calls might be involved. While behaviorally we are still lacking a definitive quantitative 
description, neurobiological mechanisms of pair bonding have been studied (Tomaszycki, Richardson, & 
Mann, 2016) and interestingly converging mechanisms of social relationships with mammals have been 
found (Tomaszycki & Atchley, 2017). A more precise understanding of the vocal behavior will help to 
refine the knowledge about neural correlates of pair bonding. 
To describe the role of vocalizations during pair formation and its nurturing we recorded continuous 
video and audio for a week for new and established pairs (chapter 3). We then compared the vocal and 
social behavior of forming pairs with already established ones. We used individual audio recordings via 
backpack microphones, thereby substantially improving the temporal precision and overall accuracy of 
our measurements compared to previous recording methods. We are now in position to speculate about 
the role of unlearned vocalizations during pair formation and maintenance.  
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Chapter 1 
 
A minimum-impact, flexible tool to study vocal communication of small 
animals with precise individual-level resolution 
Abstract 
1. To understand both proximate and ultimate factors shaping vocal communication, it is fundamental to 
obtain reliable information of participating individuals on different levels: First, it is necessary to separate 
and assign the individuals’ vocalisations. Secondly, the precise timing of vocal events needs to be 
retained. Thirdly, vocal behaviour should be recorded from undisturbed animals in meaningful settings. A 
growing number of studies used animal-attached microphones to tackle these issues, but the implications 
for the study species and the research question often receded into the background. Here, we aim to initiate 
a discussion about the limitations, possible applications and the broader potential of such methods. 
2. Using lightweight wireless microphone backpacks (0,75 g including customised leg-loop harness) 
combined with multi-channel recording equipment, we captured vocal behaviour of small songbirds. We 
evaluated the effect of the devices at various levels, including an assessment of how vocal and locomotor 
activities were affected by initial device attachment and battery exchange. We compared our approach to 
existing studies and identified suitable research examples.  
3. We acquired continuous vocalisation recordings of zebra finches, and unequivocally assigned them to 
inter- acting individuals, with system-based synchrony, irrespective of background noise. We found 
effects of initial backpack attachment and of battery replacement on vocal and locomotor activity, but 
they were minimised through the extended recording duration (ca. 16 days) that outlasted habituation 
effects (ca. 3 days).  
4. This method provides the tools to integrate individual vocal communications into a group setting, while 
enabling animals to behave freely in undisturbed, structured and acoustically complex environments. By 
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minimising the effects on the animals, the behaviour under study, and ultimately on the research question, 
this approach will revolutionise the ability to capture individual-level vocalisations in a variety of 
communication contexts, opening up many new opportunities to address novel research questions. 
Published as: Gill, L. F.*, D’Amelio, P. B.*, Adreani, N. M.*, Sagunsky, H., Gahr, M. C., & ter 
Maat, A. (2016). A minimum-impact, flexible tool to study vocal communication of small 
animals with precise individual-level resolution. Methods in Ecology and Evolution, 7(11), 
1349–1358. https://doi.org/10.1111/2041-210X.12610 
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Summary
1. Tounderstand both proximate and ultimate factors shaping vocal communication, it is fundamental to obtain
reliable information of participating individuals on different levels: First, it is necessary to separate and assign the
individuals’ vocalisations. Secondly, the precise timing of vocal events needs to be retained. Thirdly, vocal beha-
viour should be recorded from undisturbed animals in meaningful settings. A growing number of studies used
animal-attached microphones to tackle these issues, but the implications for the study species and the research
question often receded into the background. Here, we aim to initiate a discussion about the limitations, possible
applications and the broader potential of suchmethods.
2. Using lightweight wireless microphone backpacks (0!75 g including customised leg-loop harness) combined
with multi-channel recording equipment, we captured vocal behaviour of small songbirds. We evaluated the
effect of the devices at various levels, including an assessment of how vocal and locomotor activities were affected
by initial device attachment and battery exchange. We compared our approach to existing studies and identified
suitable research examples.
3. We acquired continuous vocalisation recordings of zebra finches, and unequivocally assigned them to inter-
acting individuals, with system-based synchrony, irrespective of background noise. We found effects of initial
backpack attachment and of battery replacement on vocal and locomotor activity, but they were minimised
through the extended recording duration (ca. 16 days) that outlasted habituation effects (ca. 3 days).
4. This method provides the tools to integrate individual vocal communications into a group setting, while
enabling animals to behave freely in undisturbed, structured and acoustically complex environments. By min-
imising the effects on the animals, the behaviour under study, and ultimately on the research question, this
approach will revolutionise the ability to capture individual-level vocalisations in a variety of communication
contexts, opening upmany new opportunities to address novel research questions.
Key-words: backpack microphones, habituation curve, individual vocalisation recordings, short-
term effects, telemetry
Introduction
Due to technological limitations in obtaining good quality
vocalisation recordings from individual animals, many open
questions remain about animal vocal communication, espe-
cially in naturalistic settings. A growing body of studies has
recently come to use animal-borne devices on species ranging
from whales (Johnson, Aguilar de Soto & Madsen 2009) to
chipmunks (Couchoux et al. 2015), opening up new fields of
communication research. Before this, it was challenging to
record and assign vocalisations of focal animals that were
behaving freely inside their natural habitats, or in the presence
of multiple sound sources, such as vocalising conspecifics or
other background noises (Otter, Chruszcz & Ratcliffe 1997;
Brumm 2004; Furrer & Manser 2009; Clemmons & Howitz
2010; Bousquet, Sumpter &Manser 2011). For example, when
studying highly synchronised vocal interactions in social con-
texts, like in duetting birds, the role of individuals has been
very difficult (Thorpe et al. 1972; Mann, Dingess & Slater
2006) or even impossible (Elie et al. 2010) to investigate. Using
modern remote sensing technology, such as microphone trans-
mitters (TerMaat et al. 2014; Gill et al. 2015) or audio loggers
(Johnson, Aguilar de Soto & Madsen 2009; Ilany et al. 2013;
Anisimov et al. 2014; Goldbogen et al. 2014; Couchoux et al.
2015), vocalisations are recorded directly from the sound-pro-
ducing animal and can be assigned unequivocally. It is how-
ever just as fundamental to retain the precise temporal
information of vocal events (Brumm & Slater 2007). This has
been achieved through post hoc synchronisation (Anisimov
et al. 2014) or multi-channel recordings (TerMaat et al. 2014;
Gill et al. 2015). Now that it is becoming increasingly feasible
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to obtain data with individual information and temporal preci-
sion, mechanisms and function of vocal interactions can be
investigated with individual-level resolution. In some cases,
vocalisations could even be recordedwhile the animals covered
large distances or moved freely in otherwise inaccessible natu-
ral habitats (Johnson, Aguilar de Soto &Madsen 2009; Cvikel
et al. 2014; Couchoux et al. 2015).However, it has been shown
that animal-attached devices may not only lead to short-term
changes in movement patterns (Hooge 1991; Schregardus
et al. 2006; Chipman et al. 2007; Anisimov et al. 2014), but
may also have longer-term fitness consequences (Phillips,
Xavier & Croxall 2003; Barron, Brawn & Weatherhead 2010;
Arlt, Low & P€art 2013). Such results, often coming from the
field of movement ecology, suggest that the devices have the
potential to influence exactly those behaviours that were stud-
ied (Ropert-Coudert &Wilson 2005). In vocal communication
research, it would therefore be important to assess the effect of
on-board devices on vocal behaviour (Anisimov et al. 2014),
in addition to more general behavioural patterns such as loco-
motion. But due to the novelty of the field itself (Wilmers et al.
2015), and in view of new exciting discoveries, this and other
methodological aspects often receded into the background. So
far, most studies did not quantify any direct effects of device
attachment on normal behaviour (Hiryu et al. 2008; Cvikel
et al. 2014; TerMaat et al. 2014; Gill et al. 2015), or neglected
to investigate related aspects, such as handling before each
recording period (Anisimov et al. 2014). In addition, on-board
devices may have specific technical requirements that impose
further constraints on animal well-being [e.g. frequent han-
dling for data retrieval and/or battery exchange; unstructured
environments necessary for infrared-based logger synchroni-
sation (Anisimov et al. 2014)]. Because most investigations
did not address in detail the implications of a specific
approach for the study animals (Ropert-Coudert & Wilson
2005; McIntyre 2015), it is not clear how this could affect the
design and outcome of the respective study. Therefore, the
current literature is also lacking a thorough discussion of the
limitations, of possible applications and of the broader poten-
tial of such methods.
Here, we propose a flexible method that could overcome
many of such limitations and describe in detail its technical
specifications, set-up and workflow. By focusing on the meth-
od’s direct and indirect consequences on the animals and the
research questions involved, we discuss possible applications
and the potential for understanding mechanisms and function
of vocal communication. In vocal communication research,
songbirds have often been used as model organisms. Record-
ing birds with on-board devices represents an especial chal-
lenge, because flight and other behaviours can easily be
impaired (Pennycuick et al. 2012; Vandenabeele et al. 2012;
Anisimov et al. 2014). Therefore, we validate the applicability
of on-board microphones for detailed investigations of animal
vocal communication, using the example of small songbirds
and an improved version of a previously published micro-
phone transmitter (TerMaat et al. 2014). This latest version is
currently the lightest on-board device for sound recordings
(0!56 g, 0!75 g including harness). In our study, we evaluate (i)
transient effects on vocal and locomotor behaviour of the ini-
tial backpack attachment and of handling associated with bat-
tery exchange on zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata); (ii) the
system’s performance at accurately and selectively recording
individual vocalisations, even in loud noise; (iii) as well as its
system-based between-transmitter synchrony. In combination
with an extended recording duration that outlasts habituation,
these features allow tracking individual vocal behaviour, even
of small animals, in acoustically and physically complex envi-
ronments.
Materials andmethods
BACKPACKS
The backpacks (Fig. 1) consisted of a circuit board including the
transmitter (TerMaat et al. 2014) (12!3 9 5!5 9 4!5 mm), a minia-
ture condenser microphone (FB-23359; Knowles, Itasca, IL, USA),
as well as a battery (Zn Air, p10; Power One, Ellwangen, Germany)
and an established leg-loop harness (Rappole & Tipton 1991). In
total, backpack weight was 0!56 g without and 0!75 g including the
harness (4!78% of an average 15!7 g zebra finch in our colony). To
build the harness, we attached an elastic cord (1 mm diameter, Kor-
del elastic; Veno Hermann Veddeler GmbH, Bad Bentheim, Ger-
many) to a custom-built silicon casing (Fig. 1c). During attachment,
harness length was customised for each bird to decrease the impact
(Barron, Brawn & Weatherhead 2010). An earlier study on an elec-
trophysiology transmitter showed that the effects of anaesthesia on
singing behaviour and locomotion exceeded the effects of handling
(Schregardus et al. 2006). Therefore, and because backpack attach-
ment was easy and fast (see Results, Video S1), birds were not
anaesthetised.
WORKFLOW
Each transmitter had a specific non-overlapping transmission fre-
quency (270–320 MHz) which was received by its own antenna
(crossedYagi directional antenna for 300 MHz;Winkler Spezialanten-
nen, Annaberg, Germany) and radio receiver (AOR8600; AOR Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan, modified to have an audio bandwidth of 12 kHz), and
the signal was tracked by an oscilloscope (DSO-X 2004A; Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). This allowed stable recordings
of single channels. To digitise the acoustic signals, we used a multi-
channel A/D converter (Fast Track Ultra 8R; M-Audio, Cumberland,
RI, USA) connected to a PC. Each of the resulting digitised signals
were recorded in parallel using multi-channel software (16-bit,
44 100 Hz; ASIO Rec, adapted by Markus Abels, MPIO Seewiesen).
For a flow diagram, see Fig. 4.
ANIMALS
We used a total of 10 adult, parent-raised, domesticated zebra
finches (9 males, 1 female) that were kept on a 12-h/12-h light/
dark cycle with food and water ad libitum. Seven males (aged ca.
1 year) were used for evaluating the effects of backpack attach-
ment and of battery exchange (see ‘Effects of backpack attachment
and battery exchange’) and had been held previously in non-breed-
ing mixed-sex group aviaries. The remaining three birds (2 males,
1 female, and ca. 6 months old) were used to assess the selectivity
of sound recordings (see ‘Selective sound recordings’). They had
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been housed together for 3 months after reaching sexual maturity
(as part of a different experiment).
EXPERIMENTS
Effects of backpack attachment and battery exchange
To evaluate direct behavioural effects of backpack attachment on
zebra finches, we measured individual calling and locomotor activ-
ity in a standardised environment. Because handling is often neces-
sary during an ongoing experiment (e.g. to change batteries or
download data), we also quantified changes in these behaviours
due to battery exchange.
For this, seven male zebra finches were housed in individual cages
(54 9 40 9 28 cm) inside custom-built sound-proof chambers
(70 9 50 9 50 cm) equipped with a microphone (TC20; Earthworks,
Milford, NH, USA) connected to the sound recording system men-
tioned above and a video camera (Handykam, Cornwall, UK). Sound
and video recordings began as soon as the birds were placed in the
sound chambers and continued throughout the day, for 20 days
in total. The first 4 h after ‘lights on’ were used to anal-
yse and track vocal and locomotor activity (data available at
http://datadryad.org/review?doi=doi:10.5061/dryad.h8h35). As a
proxy for the birds’ vocal activity, we used the number of calls
recorded by the external microphones during the 4-h periods.
Locomotor activity of the birds was measured through a quantifi-
cation of automated motion-detected multi-channel videos
(Surveillance System V8.5.0.0; Geovision, Wagenhofen, Ger-
many). Whenever a bird changed its location in the cage, continu-
ous recording was triggered. If there was no further movement of
the bird within 5 s, the recording stopped. The duration of all the
videos was extracted (MediaInfo, 0.7.71) and summed up using R
(R Core Team 2015) for each bird on each morning and was sub-
sequently used as a proxy for locomotor activity.
Isolating zebra finches impacts vocal activity (Perez et al. 2012), but
on day 7, the calling activity of all birds reached a stable plateau (<15%
day-to-day change for minimum 4 days; mean of all birds) which
means this value could be used as baseline (i.e. habituation to cage). On
the next morning (day 8), the birds were caught about 20 min before
‘lights on’ and were equipped with a microphone backpack dummy
(same weight and external case). Subsequently, the birds were released
back inside their cages, and the above-mentioned sound and video
recording scheme were continued. Once vocal activity had again
reached a stable plateau (day 15, see above), with no statistical differ-
ence to baseline levels (day 7, Fig. 2), we proceeded with the next step
of the experiment. To investigate the effect of battery exchange, we
caught the birds on day 16 about 20 min before ‘lights on’, and
exchanged the backpack batteries. Subsequently, the birds were
(a) (c)
(b)
(e)(d)
Fig. 1. Transmitter and leg-loop harness.
Close-up pictures of microphone transmitter
(a) lateral view, including battery; (b) top view,
without battery; (c) silicon casing and leg-loop
harness; (d) male with backpack exposed; (e)
male in normal posture (backpack covered by
feathers).
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returned to their cages, and the recording procedures described above
were resumed. The experiment ended on day 20 because bird activity
levels had returned to baseline values and had not changed significantly
during the four previous days.
Selective sound recordings
The aim of the next experiment was to evaluate the performance
and selectivity of the backpack recordings in challenging acoustic
environments, such as loud noise or the presence of conspecifics.
We thus fitted 3 zebra finches (2 males; 1 female for vocal stimu-
lation) with microphone backpacks, and subsequently housed
them together in a cage (1 9 1 9 1 m) equipped with a micro-
phone (TC20; Earthworks) and a loudspeaker (KENWOOD
KFC-1761S; Kenwood Electronics, London, UK). After a 5-day
habituation period, vocalisations were recorded via the backpack
microphones as well as by the external microphone for the first
4 h after ‘lights on’, on two subsequent days, during different
conditions. On day 1, we recorded the vocalisations without
changing the set-up (‘no-noise’ condition). On day 2, we recorded
the vocalisations during playback of loud, constant white noise
(‘noise’ condition; 80 dB, measured at 1 m from the speaker
using an SPL meter, HD600; Extech, Nashua, NH, USA).
Assigning focal vs. non-focal vocalisations. First, we evaluated
the system’s performance at assigning the vocalisations to the bird
carrying the backpack (‘focal bird’) in the presence of vocalising
conspecifics, in both noise conditions. For each male (♂1, ♂2),
we identified the loudest vocalisation type by comparing wave-
form amplitudes. Due to the similarity of some song syllables
and distance calls, we combined these two categories as ‘loudest
syllable type’. We counted how many syllables of the ‘focal’ and
of the ‘non-focal’ individuals had been recorded in the ‘focal’
individual’s backpack. Within each male’s recording, we used
spectral differences to assign syllables to the ‘focal’ or the ‘non-
focal’ bird. Backpack vocalisation recordings of the ‘focal’ bird
showed higher amplitudes (Fig. S1) and contained higher power
in the low-frequency bands than the ‘non-focal’ birds (TerMaat
et al. 2014; Gill et al. 2015) (Fig. 3). These vocalisations are indi-
vidual-specific (each bird has a unique structure, Zann 1984), and
therefore, we were able to validate the above described assign-
ment based on spectral differences alone.
Performance of backpack vs. external microphone
recordings. Next, to assess the system’s efficiency at recording indi-
vidual vocalisations despite loud external noise, we counted the song
events recorded by the backpack and by an external microphone, in the
two noise conditions. We assigned the songs to either of the two males
based on spectro-temporal differences and used the most characteristic
syllable as a proxy for song. Subsequently, we counted the number of
song occurrences recorded by the external microphone and by the
backpackmicrophone, for bothmales.
Synchronous sound recordings
Although the multichannel recording procedure results in synchro-
nised audio recordings (system-based), we performed a simple
playback experiment to demonstrate this empirically. Six audio
transmitters were distributed equidistantly on a wooden platform,
at 80 cm from a loudspeaker (KENWOOD KFC-1761S; Ken-
wood Electronics). During a period of 24 h, we automatically
broadcasted a zebra finch call from the loudspeaker three times
per hour at 75 dB (measured at 80 cm from the loudspeaker
using an SPL meter, see above) while continuously recording
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Calling behaviour (a) and movement
(b) before and after backpack attachment. (a)
Number of calls and (b) amount of movement
(= duration of motion-detected video record-
ings) for each day before (grey background)
and after backpack attachment (turquoise
background). Black points and vertical lines
indicate Bayesian estimates and credible inter-
vals (CrI). Dashed horizontal black lines show
model estimate of calling activity (a) or of
movement (b) on day 7 (= baseline). If credible
intervals of 1 day do not overlap with this line
in the same graph, there is a difference between
the amount of calling (a) or of movement (b)
compared to the baseline. Data points from
different individuals are represented by differ-
ent white empty shapes (Bird ID). See Tables
S1 and S2 for exact fitted values and credible
intervals. Data available at http://datadryad.
org/review?doi=doi:10.5061/dryad.h8h35.
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sound via the backpacks. The six resulting sound files were anal-
ysed using custom software, following the paradigm described
below (see Sound analyses). The timings of call onsets, as
recorded by the different transmitters, were plotted against each
other (e.g. Fig. 4b,c, data available at http://datadryad.org/
review?doi=doi:10.5061/dryad.h8h35).
Battery life
Theoretical battery life of the transmitters was calculated as the bat-
tery’s rated capacity divided by the device’s consumption of current
(100 mAh/0!22 mA = 454 h, 18!9 days). For an empirical test, five
transmitters were supplied with a new battery (1!45 V, see above) and
placed in a room with constant humidity and temperature (45%,
24°C). Their signal reception was checked once a day. Battery life was
noted as expired when there was no signal.
Transmission distance
Transmission distance was empirically tested using three devices. It was
defined as the furthest point that allowed signal reception and was
assessed in three different conditions: outside a building, without (i)
and with (ii) an amplifier (Rohde and Schwartz, Berg am Laim, Ger-
many, 20 dB rf amplifier), and inside a building (without amplification)
(iii).
ANALYSES
Sound analyses
All sound files were processed and analysed semi-automatically using
custom software, to ‘cluster’ (k-means) the individual vocalisations into
calls and song (TerMaat et al. 2014;Gill et al. 2015). In the habituation
experiment, we focused on the number of calls per individual (all call
types), because, unlike song, calls were produced by the isolated birds
in sufficient numbers for a sound statistical evaluation. In the backpack
recordings, wemeasured the mean amplitudes of the background noise
and of the loudest syllables coming from the focal and non-focal bird.
All amplitude values were obtained by calculating the mean amplitude
of the Hilbert transform of a given sound type using the package ‘see-
wave’ (Sueur, Aubin & Simonis 2008) in R (R Core Team 2015)
(Fig. S1). We used 10 samples for noise and 15 each for focal and non-
focal birds’ vocalisations. All power spectra and sonograms (Figs 3
and 5) were drawn in R (R Core Team 2015) using the package ‘see-
wave’ (Sueur, Aubin & Simonis 2008) (Spectrum size 4096 points, FFT
size 512,’ hanning’ window).
Vocal interaction analyses
For vocal interaction analyses, we used vocalisation recordings from
the 2 males and 1 female in both noise conditions (see ‘Selective sound
recordings’, 4 h per bird per day). We focused on the most frequent
call, the ‘stack’ (TerMaat et al. 2014). As previously described (Anisi-
mov et al. 2014; TerMaat et al. 2014; Gill et al. 2015), zebra finches
are likely to ‘reply’ to another within 0!5 s. Therefore, we used the
number of vocalisations emitted within this narrow time window as
the number of ‘answers’. Based on this, we drew vocal networks
between three interacting individuals (Fig. 5b), with the direction and
thickness of the arrows reflecting the direction and the number of
answers (ranging from 76 to 645). To visualise in more detail the tim-
ing of vocalisations between each set of two birds (data available at
http://datadryad.org/review?doi=doi:10.5061/dryad.h8h35), we plot-
ted peri-stimulus time histograms (Abeles 1982) (PSTHs, Figs 5b and
S2) in addition to the arrows. In these PSTHs, vocalisation onsets of
two birds were aligned and summed up in 20-ms bins. For plotting,
all bin values were normalised by the overall maximum value of a sin-
gle bin (150). The confidence intervals, indicated by horizontal red
lines, are the result of a simulation of 1000 calls placed at random
times in the recording (TerMaat et al. 2014).
Fig. 3. Spectral analysis of the focal and non-focal recording of a distance call. Power spectra (left) and sonograms (right) of the samemale distance
call recorded separately by the ‘focal’ (top row, red) and by the ‘non-focal’ bird’s backpack (bottom row, blue). Both recordings were normalised for
spectral analysis. Note that themaximum-power frequency differed greatly between ‘focal’ and ‘non-focal’ recordings which allowed an unequivocal
identification of the sound-emitting individual. Grey dashed lines indicate frequency ofmaximumpower (peak). Also see Audio S2.
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Statistical Analyses
All statistical analyses were performed using R (R Core Team 2015).
Wemodelled the number of calls and of video duration (proxy for loco-
motor activity, see above) using linearmixedmodels, specifically apply-
ing the function lmer [package ‘lme4’ (Bates et al. 2015)]. Both
outcome variables, the number of calls and the video duration, were
square root-transformed to approach a normal distribution of
residuals. We used the day of the experiment as a categorical explana-
tory variable. For modelling the number of calls, we used individual id,
the centred (xcentred = x ! mean(x)) tarsus length and scorer id as ran-
dom factors to account for between-individual differences in calling
activity and size, as well as a possible observer bias, respectively. For
the locomotor activity model, we used the same random factors,
excluding scorer id (automated scoring).Models including all combina-
tions of random factors were compared to each other using AIC scores
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Fig. 4. Synchronous audio recordings: (a) Workflow, (b) 4-h and (c) 24-h test recording. (a) Workflow of recording process: Each group
member carries a backpack that transmits acoustic signals via a unique transmission frequency. Signals are received by one antenna and
receiver per individual. After digitisation (‘A–D converter’), multi-channel software records all audio tracks simultaneously, in real-time.
External microphones (blue) may be connected to the system, for example as reference. (b, c) Time [hours] of two transmitters plotted
against each other (x-axis: transmitter A; y-axis: transmitter B). Dashed lines indicate theoretical examples of clock drift (black upper: B
faster than A; black lower: B slower than A; white: zero clock drift). Light blue dots show real values from a few hours at the end (b) of
a 24-h test recording (c). Data available at http://datadryad.org/review?doi=doi:10.5061/dryad.h8h35.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Vocal communication in noise. (a) Sonograms of a loud syllable in the ‘no-noise’ (left) and ‘noise’ (right, 80 dB) condition. Exact same sylla-
bles were recorded by the backpack (top) and external microphone (bottom).Note that the noise completelymasks the syllable in the externalmicro-
phone (bottom right), but does not appear in the backpack recording (top right). (b) Vocal network of three birds (1 female, 2 males) recorded via
backpack microphones in the ‘no-noise’ (left) and ‘noise’ (right) condition. Arrows indicate the direction and line thickness the amount of calls used
to answer each individual (see Materials and methods). White rectangles represent peri-stimulus time histograms (see Materials and methods,
Fig. S2, Audio S1).
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(Akaike 1970). Highest ranking models were the ones that included all
random factors. These models were used for subsequent analyses of
calling and locomotor activity. For both linear models, standard diag-
nostic plots were used to assess whether assumptions were met. For the
model parameters, we used flat prior distributions. This means the
credible intervals (CrI) were equal to confidence intervals obtained by
frequentist methods, and sensitivity analyses of prior distributions are
not required. To obtain the new set of parameters, we simulated 10000
values from the joint posterior distribution of the model parameters
using the function ‘sim’ of the package ‘arm’. The 95% CrIs shown in
Fig. 2 were calculated from the 2!5% and 97!5%quantiles of the simu-
lated values as lower and upper limits, and we used the means as esti-
mates (fitted values). We used the derived parameters from the
posterior distributions to test specific hypotheses (e.g. differences from
the baseline). To calculate the probability of a difference between activ-
ity levels on different days, we calculated the proportion of differing
simulated values (e.g. number of calls on different days).We considered
them to be statistically different from each other (significant) if the pos-
terior probability was larger than 0!95. See Tables S1 and S2 for exact
fitted values andCrI plotted in Fig. 2 (negative values set to 0).
Results
EFFECTS OF BACKPACK ATTACHMENT AND BATTERY
EXCHANGE
Attaching the established and customised leg-loop harness
(Rappole & Tipton 1991) lasted 53!7 " 18!2 s (mean " stan-
dard deviation, n = 7), and birds were able to fly immediately
afterwards (Video S1). Handling duration while fitting the
backpacks was thus comparable to, or even shorter than, regu-
lar bird banding – a standard procedure in ornithology.
Calling behaviour (Fig. 2a, Table S1) strongly decreased
immediately after backpack attachment ((fitday # fitbaseline)/
fitbaseline: by 99!97%; P < 0!001) and gradually increased from
the next day onwards. After 72 h, there was no statistical differ-
ence (see ‘Materials and methods’ for definition) between pre-
and post-backpack calling activity (P = 0!102; but remaining
42!5% decrease). Locomotor activity (Fig. 2b, Table S2)
decreased immediately (by 70!16%; P < 0!001), but returned to
pre-backpack values after 24 h (27!96% decrease; P = 0!202).
Capturing the birds and replacing the transmitter batteries
(battery exchange: 5–10 s, total handling time including catch-
ing: <1 min) after birds had habituated to the backpacks sig-
nificantly decreased calling only on the day of manipulation
(by 61!05%; P = 0!024, Fig. 2a; next day: 3!34% increase;
P = 0!532; all comparisons with baseline, see Fig. 2a,
Table S1). Locomotor activity was not affected statistically
but decreased by 45!31% (P = 0!079, see Fig. 2b, Table S2).
Thus, this disturbance was weaker and birds recovered faster
than after initial backpack attachment. Additionally, they did
not impede successful reproduction. Copulations, egg-laying
and parental care were frequently observed (P.B.D’ Amelio &
N.M. Adreani, unpublished data). Also, using an older ver-
sion of the backpacks on previously unmated birds resulted in
a mean clutch size of 4!55 eggs (unpublished data from Gill
et al. 2015) which was similar to the mean in one of the insti-
tute’s breeding colonies (W. Forstmeier, pers. comm.).
SELECTIVE SOUND RECORDINGS IN NORMAL AND NOISY
CONDITIONS
Bird song can be strongly directional (Brumm & Todt 2003;
Brumm, Robertson & Nemeth 2011), and even without noise,
the external microphone picked up fewer song events than the
backpackmicrophones.As explained above (seeMaterials and
methods ‘Assigning focal vs. non-focal vocalisations’), this was
not due to an incorrect assignment of ‘focal’ birds’ vocalisa-
tions (Figs 3 and S1). Instead, this means that backpack
recordings give a more accurate representation of vocalisation
events than externalmicrophones.
Focal vs. non-focal
Assuming that ‘focal’ birds’ syllables had higher overall ampli-
tudes (Fig. S1) and containedmore power in the low-frequency
bands than the recordings of ‘non-focal’ birds (TerMaat et al.
2014; Gill et al. 2015; Fig. 3, Audio S2, see Materials and
methods) resulted in 0–10% of ‘non-focal’ syllables recorded
by the ‘focal’ backpacks during both noise conditions. Specifi-
cally, in the ‘no-noise’ condition, we counted 936 (♂1) and 777
syllables (♂2) in the ‘focal’, and 92 (♂1) and 4 (♂2) in the ‘non-
focal’ backpack recordings (i.e. 9!8 and 0!5%, respectively). In
the ‘noise’ condition, we found 1353 (♂1) and 1244 (♂2) sylla-
bles in the ‘focal’ and 88 (♂1) and 0 (♂2) in the ‘non-focal’
backpack recordings (9!3 and 0%, respectively). Using the
individually distinct syllables for validation gave identical
results. The differences in spectral features alone were enough
to accurately assign the signaller: none of these syllables were
assigned to an incorrect signaller. Therefore, there was no need
for any additional device, for example accelerometers (Anisi-
mov et al. 2014), to reliably assign the vocalisations.
Backpack vs. external
In the ‘no-noise’ condition, fewer events were detected by the
external microphone than by the backpacks. Specifically, we
found 492 (♂1) and 607 songs (♂2) in the external and 525 (♂1)
and 655 (♂2) in the backpack recordings. During ‘noise’, songs
were completely masked in the external recordings and were
only detectable in the backpack recordings (950 (♂1) and 247
(♂2) songs, Fig. 5a, Audio S1). Thus, the on-board micro-
phones were more accurate than conventional ones at collect-
ing data from interacting birds across different environmental
conditions. Therefore, it is possible to draw vocal networks
and investigate vocal interactions with individual-level resolu-
tion, even in acoustically challenging conditions (Fig. 5b,
Audio S1).
SYNCHRONOUS RECORDINGS, BATTERY LIFE AND
TRANSMISSION DISTANCE
The set-up we describe here involved a single, multichannel
recording device. This resulted in identical stimulus onsets in
different recordings (n = 6) (Fig. 4, http://datadryad.org/
review?doi=doi:10.5061/dryad.h8h35), that is precise system-
based temporal alignment of multiple audio tracks.
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Transmission distance (n = 3) without using an amplifier
ranged from 11!3 to 15!8 m inside and from 11!3 to 13!72 m
outside. With amplification, higher values were obtained
(25!1–26!7 m).
Battery life (n = 5) amounted to 16!2 " 0!83 days in stan-
dardised conditions (seeMaterials andmethods).
Discussion
Using our transmitters, we were able to record multiple vocal-
ising individuals unequivocally, even in noise, without any
additional identification technique (e.g. accelerometry inAnisi-
mov et al. 2014). Formany questions in vocal communication,
it is also important to reconstruct the precise timing of vocal
events (Brumm & Slater 2007; TerMaat et al. 2014; Gill et al.
2015). Our approach involved system-based synchrony ofmul-
tiple audio tracks, thus eliminating clock drift. Also, our
microphone backpacks were fast and easy to apply and
allowed the birds to fly immediately afterwards (Video S1).
Fromquantifying activity levels, we found that attaching back-
packs affected not only locomotor, but also vocal behaviour,
that is the behaviour which this methodology was intended to
capture.Moreover, vocal activitywas also affected by handling
necessary for battery replacement or data retrieval (Anisimov
et al. 2014; Couchoux et al. 2015) which, to our knowledge,
has not been evaluated before. All measured behavioural
effects were only temporary, with vocal and locomotor activity
recovering after 72 and 24 h after backpack attachment, and
vocal activity recovering within 24 h after battery exchange.
Because stress levels are lower in non-isolated zebra finches
(Perez et al. 2012), it is possible that more naturalistic experi-
mental settings could result in even faster recovery rates.
An ideal way to study the ecology and evolution of vocal
communication would be to capture all vocalisations and their
drivers in natural settings. But complex social and physical
contexts can be acoustically challenging (Brumm 2004; Clem-
mons & Howitz 2010; Bousquet, Sumpter & Manser 2011),
especially when individual-level information is important.
Compared to most data commonly collected via remote sens-
ing, acoustic recordings require high sampling rates and thus
have high storage and energy demands. Therefore, vocal com-
munication has not been frequently studied using backpacks
(Wilmers et al. 2015). Recent technology has made previously
unexplored questions more accessible by providing data from
individuals behaving in more biologically meaningful settings
than ever before. Animal-borne recorders (loggers) have pro-
ven useful in gaining normalised sound recordings, irrespective
of the distance towards any receiving base station (Johnson,
Aguilar de Soto &Madsen 2009; Cvikel et al. 2014; Couchoux
et al. 2015). However, they are subject to weight, storage and
battery constraints. In addition, whenever multiple devices
have internal clocks, their timing eventually drifts apart (clock
drift). Post hoc synchronisation of audio tracks is possible by
using additional signals, such as a master device (Levin et al.
2015), GPS (Walker et al. 2015) or infrared pulses (Anisimov
et al. 2014) as an external reference (e.g. Fig. 4b). However,
this requires a substantial amount of data processing and
comes at a cost of precision. Moreover, such devices could
affect potential research questions by increasing animal weight
load or by imposing specific technical requirements, for exam-
ple unstructured environments [necessary for infrared-based
synchronisation (Anisimov et al. 2014)]. Telemetric devices
(transmitters), on the other hand, do not store information on
the animals and thus allow extended, continuous recording
periods and system-based synchrony while maintaining small
size and light weight (TerMaat et al. 2014; Gill et al. 2015).
Therefore, they may not only have smaller direct effects on the
animals (Wilson & McMahon 2006), but also allow longer
continuous recordings that can bypass handling-related effects.
However, their application can be restricted by transmission
range. In our set-up, the signals were received up to a distance
of 26 m which allows recording animals in large enclosures
and even in the field under certain conditions, if an adequate
power supply is provided. Specifically, if the position of an ani-
mal can be anticipated, it is possible to capture its vocalisations
by placing the receiving antenna accordingly, for example close
to the nest, roost, lek or colony. Or, if the species allows being
approached (Radford & Ridley 2008; Bousquet, Sumpter &
Manser 2011), it could even be possible to follow a set of vocal-
ising individuals. Additionally, transmission distance and
recording time could be increased if the study species could
cope with an augmentedweight.
In small animals, particularly in birds, devices need to be
light weight and ergonomic to prevent constraints on locomo-
tion and other behaviours (Hooge 1991; Barron, Brawn &
Weatherhead 2010; Vandenabeele et al. 2012, 2014; Blackburn
et al. 2016). So far, the effects on vocal behaviour in addition
to locomotor activity were reported only once (Anisimov et al.
2014), and, compared to in our study, ceased after a longer per-
iod of time. This was probably due to a device with higher pro-
portional weight and less ergonomic harness whose
attachment required anaesthesia. Especially in the field, it is
important to ensure that such devices do not hamper normal
locomotion (Barron, Brawn & Weatherhead 2010; Blackburn
et al. 2016). Our device is currently the lightest on-board
microphone method and can be applied to animals as small as
hummingbirds (ongoing study on black jacobins, Florisuga
fusca, pers. comm.Monte &Gahr, 2016). However, deploying
observation devices on living animals may influence various
aspects of their lives (Hooge 1991; Ludynia et al. 2012; Anisi-
mov et al. 2014), and weight is not the only property of a back-
pack that may affect them. Therefore, it is important to pay
attention to unexpected complications that may arise. For
example, during earlier stages of the device, we noted strong
behavioural effects of the protruding antenna. In fact, in a pre-
vious study, the antenna had to be incorporated into the har-
ness for females to ensure normal reproductive behaviours
(Gill et al. 2015), which came at a cost of transmission quality.
In the device’s current version, this has been overcome by
incorporating the antenna wire in the backpack (coil). Thus,
our backpacks allow successful reproduction (pers. obs., see
Results ‘Effects of backpack attachment and battery
exchange’) and can be used in various complex physical and
social settings.
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In general, if recordings are made before animals have recov-
ered from backpack attachment, there can be confounding
effects in the outcome of an experiment. One way of overcoming
this is through a thorough assessment and subsequent exclusion
of any affected recordings, which is possible only when record-
ing duration (up to 16 days in our study) exceeds the habitua-
tion period (up to 3 days in our study). Such long-term
continuous recordings thus further extend the scope of scientific
questions that can be addressed by enabling us to track within-
individual changes in vocal behaviour of undisturbed animals,
for example in response to changing contexts. For instance, it
would be possible to investigate with minimal impact the vocal
ontogeny of individuals, by following the development of all
their vocalisations, even in complex social environments.
Because the multi-channel recording procedure results in
perfectly synchronised tracks, it is not only possible to study
spectro-temporal features of vocalisations, but also the tempo-
ral relationships between vocal events. This method would
therefore be suitable for investigating vocal networks of highly
vocal, group-living animals (see Fig. 5b). For example, the
white-browed sparrow weaver (Plocepasser mahali) produces
complex duets and chorus song that seem to be linked with
social status and pair bond (Voigt, Gahr & Leitner 2006).
However, their vocalisations are difficult to assign to specific
individuals. Because the singing behaviour is predictable in
time and place, this species seems a promising candidate for
field studies (ongoing pilot project, pers. comm. Leitner &
Voigt, 2016). But fine-scale temporal precision and synchrony
are not only important for studying vocal interactions. They
are also a prerequisite for other subjects of investigation, such
as the coordination of high-speed multimodal courtship beha-
viours (Bostwick 2003; Ota, Gahr & Soma 2015), echolocation
(Cvikel et al. 2014), or electrophysiology (TerMaat et al.
2014). Because the recording process allows connecting and
recording further channels in parallel (e.g. spiking neurons,
heart rate), it is possible to investigate the meaning of vocal
signals by integrating them into a variety of contexts.
In conclusion, it is important to evaluate potential effects of
a given methodology in order to minimise an influence on the
study species and ultimately on the research question. Using
our method, it is possible to quantify vocal behaviour with
individual-level resolution in largely undisturbed subjects.
Therefore, challenging aspects of vocal communication can be
investigated in small animals, even in small birds, while they
behave freely in structured, acoustically complex or changing
environments, even in the field. Animal-attached microphones
thus allow collecting unbiased vocal information from individ-
uals in previously unexplored situations ranging from large
groups to loud anthropogenic noise, which in turnwill advance
our understanding of mechanisms and evolution of animal
communication.
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Figure S1: Amplitudes of different sound events recorded by backpack 
Mean normalised amplitudes of backpack recordings during “no noise” (light grey bars) and “noise” 
condition (dark grey bars): Baseline background levels (n = 10) and loudest syllables recorded by the 
Non-focal (n = 15) and Focal bird’s backpack (n = 15). In both noise conditions, the syllables recorded 
by the Focal bird’s backpack were much higher in amplitude than those recorded by the Non-focal 
ones. 
  
 
Figure S2: Interaction details from Fig. 5 (PSTH)  
PSTHs of the stack-call interactions of three birds in the “no noise” (left) and “noise” (right) condition. 
In each PSTH, the vertical dashed line represents the onset of the call given by the reference bird 
(symbol inside white square), and the coloured area represents normalised binned vocalisation 
onsets of the other bird (symbol inside corresponding coloured square). Red horizontal lines represent 
the upper and lower confidence intervals (see Methods). Data available at 
http://datadryad.org/review?doi=doi:10.5061/dryad.h8h35. 
  
Supplementary Video 1: Backpack attachment (real time) 
Demonstration of how to attach a transmitter backpack on a zebra finch (real time). 
Supplementary Audio 1: Sound files corresponding to Figure 3a 
Two calls recorded by backpack and external microphones in different conditions in the following 
order: Call 1 recorded in “no noise” condition via backpack (i) and via external microphone (ii). Call 2 
recorded in “no noise” condition via backpack (iii) and via external microphone (iv). 
Supplementary Audio 2: Sound files corresponding to Figure S3  
The identical call recorded by the caller’s backpack and by the backpack of the other individual (i.e. 
as “focal” versus “non-focal” call).  
Table S1: Estimated parameters for calling activity 
Day Lower Upper Fit 
1 0 273.8517 1.047623 
2 11.27283 1211.867 368.2638 
3 271.0442 2301.281 1036.209 
4 591.1981 3146.983 1628.205 
5 685.9842 3406.461 1788.999 
6 768.2764 3552.053 1930.71 
7 724.7044 3452.677 1846.059 
8 0 265.655 0.484488 
9 36.4427 1443.643 490.1048 
10 78.97351 1662.567 628.777 
11 260.5525 2349.662 1061.494 
12 475.0668 2927.306 1463.353 
13 558.8101 3026.157 1553.253 
14 498.0024 2952.411 1488.713 
15 599.7624 3164.497 1656.169 
16 119.5749 1832.445 719.002 
17 751.116 3583.635 1907.76 
18 700.0914 3393.852 1811.839 
19 853.4044 3746.917 2053.378 
20 1020.361 4159.362 2328.865 
  
Table S2: Estimated parameters for locomotor activity 
Day Lower Upper Fit 
1 5.866373 161.356 26.50014 
2 42.61392 430.3366 186.7778 
3 40.98511 432.8327 186.7778 
4 122.9156 641.5026 330.0278 
5 94.61405 570.4926 283.3611 
6 107.7157 603.1087 306.25 
7 159.1418 721.5347 393.3611 
8 13.499 324.9939 117.3611 
9 94.55955 567.7036 283.3611 
10 148.5686 691.938 373.7778 
11 175.5833 742.969 413.4444 
12 199.6481 792.922 448.0278 
13 209.6277 833.1265 469.4444 
14 210.0272 829.9171 469.4444 
15 197.6279 791.9319 448.0278 
16 56.94039 469.3772 215.1111 
17 237.8173 879.1853 506.25 
18 178.1898 763.7226 420.25 
19 223.261 852.2261 484 
20 242.4351 882.3769 513.7778 
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Individual recognition of opposite sex vocalizations in the zebra 
finch 
Abstract 
Individual vocal recognition plays an important role in the social lives of many vocally active species. In 
group-living songbirds the most common vocalizations during communal interactions are low-intensity, 
soft, unlearned calls. Being able to tell individuals apart solely from a short call would allow a sender to 
choose a specific group member to address, resulting in the possibility to form complex communication 
networks. However, little research has yet been carried out to discover whether soft calls contain 
individual identity. In this study, males and females of zebra finch pairs were tested with six vocalization 
types - four different soft calls, the distance call and the male song - to investigate whether they are able 
to distinguish individuals of the opposite sex. For both sexes, we provide the first evidence of individual 
vocal recognition for a zebra finch soft unlearned call. Moreover, while controlling for habituation and 
testing for repeatability of the findings, we quantify the effects of hitherto little studied variables such as 
partners’ vocal exchange previous to the experiment, spectral content of playback calls and quality of the 
answers. We suggest that zebra finches can recognize individuals via soft vocalizations, therefore 
allowing complex directed communication within vocalizing flocks. 
Published as: D’Amelio, P. B., Klumb, M., Adreani, M. N., Gahr, M. L., & ter Maat, A. (2017). 
Individual recognition of opposite sex vocalizations in the zebra finch. Scientific Reports, 7(1), 
5579. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-017-05982-x 
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Individual recognition of opposite 
sex vocalizations in the zebra finch
Pietro B. D’Amelio, Milena Klumb, Mauricio N. Adreani, Manfred L. Gahr & Andries ter Maat
Individual vocal recognition plays an important role in the social lives of many vocally active species. In 
group-living songbirds the most common vocalizations during communal interactions are low-intensity, 
soft, unlearned calls. Being able to tell individuals apart solely from a short call would allow a sender to 
choose a specific group member to address, resulting in the possibility to form complex communication 
networks. However, little research has yet been carried out to discover whether soft calls contain 
individual identity. In this study, males and females of zebra finch pairs were tested with six vocalization 
types - four different soft calls, the distance call and the male song - to investigate whether they are able 
to distinguish individuals of the opposite sex. For both sexes, we provide the first evidence of individual 
vocal recognition for a zebra finch soft unlearned call. Moreover, while controlling for habituation and 
testing for repeatability of the findings, we quantify the effects of hitherto little studied variables such 
as partners’ vocal exchange previous to the experiment, spectral content of playback calls and quality 
of the answers. We suggest that zebra finches can recognize individuals via soft vocalizations, therefore 
allowing complex directed communication within vocalizing flocks.
Within a social context, such as a cocktail party, to recognize your spouse’s voice might be of survival impor-
tance. The capacity to unambiguously identify a conspecific solely by its vocalizations, called “individual vocal 
recognition”, allows for fast turn-taking communication in a crowd1. Individual vocal recognition is widespread 
in the animal kingdom and many mammalian and avian species are able to vocally recognize their partners, kin 
or group members2–6. Previous research on this topic shares a common feature: only the most prominent or com-
mon vocalization types of each species were examined. However, several species are known to produce a large set 
of different acoustic signals, allowing individuals to flexibly convey information in various contexts using a large 
vocal repertoire. Therefore, to understand the communication processes in a given species the whole of its vocal 
repertoire must be explored.
Zebra finches are group living, socially monogamous, highly vocal birds7. In the wild, in non-breeding condi-
tion, they usually form small groups of which the pair is the central unit8. In addition to the male song, wild zebra 
finches use up to eleven distinct call types7, a repertoire which can also be observed in captive birds9–12. Zebra 
finches are able to coordinate their responses to different call types within fractions of a second11. However, it 
remains unknown how such fast communication is achieved within a group. Specifically, it is not known whether 
birds can rely on auditory stimuli alone or whether they need other cues to recognize a caller. In a social situation it 
is predominantly the partner that answers most call types (produced by the mate)11 but previous research has only 
tested the males’ song, distance calls of adults and begging calls of chicks for recognition of individual identity13–17, 
without clarifying how soft calls are responded to in large groups. Zebra finch songs13 and distance calls7, 16, 18  
can indeed be individually recognized. In playback experiments comparing distance calls of the mate and a famil-
iar individual, adult males and females showed a different vocal response towards of the individuals depending on 
their familiarity14, 15. Building on this playback approach, we tested whether six types of zebra finch vocalizations 
contained information regarding individual identity: four different unlearned soft calls™stack, kackle, tet, and 
hat), the distance call and male song. The function of the soft calls is currently being refined, with the tet and stack 
are social calls often used for within pair communication10–12, the kackle is a breeding call used at the nest19, and 
the function of the hat call is not yet clear, but it is probably an alarm call previously named tuck or thuk7, 12. In our 
experiment, test subjects were presented with playback of three opposite-sex birds differing in their familiarity: 
(1) their partner, (2) a familiar and (3) an unfamiliar individual. The experiment was replicated on 2 successive 
days to establish the repeatability of birds’ responses. We predicted that if birds recognized individuals vocally, 
they would answer differentially based on the level of familiarity. We compared the type, number and latency of 
response to playbacks. Wireless backpack microphones20 allowed us to unambiguously record single birds during 
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the experiment and during couples’ normal calling interactions prior to experimentation. Pairs are known to 
differ in the quality of their bond (fitness)21 and calling patterns10, 22, and these characteristics might be related11. 
Therefore, we also examined whether the strength of the relationship before the experiment had an influence on 
the number of answers during the playback experiment. Finally, we explored whether differences in spectral fea-
tures of the playback stimuli influenced the observed response. If soft calls could be used to recognize individuals, 
they would allow birds to address specific individuals in vocalizing flocks.
Results
Call rate throughout the experiment. First we checked whether the birds habituated to our playback 
design. We found no consistent decrease in the vocal activity during the experiment (see Supplementary Fig. S1). 
There were no systematic variations observed in the number of calls; birds continued to use a similar rate of calls 
throughout the experiment. There was no statistical difference in the number of calls of the first and the last bin 
for males (p = 0.48) and females (p = 0.10) suggesting no habituation to the experimental design.
Responses to playback: latency. Playback is an established method to test whether animal vocalizations 
contain individual identity, and we expected that different levels of familiarity between caller and receiver elicit 
different vocal responses.
First, we examined whether the latency of response to the playback calls differed by familiarity. In males we 
found a single significant difference (Fig. 1a, see Supplementary Table S1): individuals answered faster to stack 
calls of their mate than to those of non-mates during the second trial (trial B, mean ± SD, mate: 0.52 s ± 0.37 s, 
familiar: 0.65 s ± 0.42 s, unfamiliar: 0.64 s ± 0.41 s; differences between fitted values, i.e. effect size: stack-m 
– stack-f 0.19 s faster, p = 0.0018; stack-m – stack-uf 0.19 s faster, p = 0.0018). The difference between the two 
trials was due to a slower response to both familiar and unfamiliar calls in trial A (compare: trial A, familiar: 
a
b
Figure 1. Latency during playback. Latency to the first answering call for different playback series (analysed 
time interval: 0–1.5 s after the onset of the playback stimulus). Colours represent the type of playback 
call broadcast; dots indicate individual calls (raw data). Familiarity categories: m = mate of the focal bird; 
f = familiar individual; uf = unfamiliar individual. For males (a) and females (b) in both trials the computed 
95% credible intervals (error bars) as well as the fitted value (black symbols) are shown. Significant differences 
between mate and the other familiarity categories are marked by black asterisks.
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0.55 s ± 0.39 s, unfamiliar: 0.59 ± 0.41); in contrast, the latency to respond to the mate’s playback remained similar 
in both trials (trial A, mate: 0.55 s ± 0.39 s).
For all female call types we found at least one statistically significant difference for one of the trials (Fig. 1b, 
see Supplementary Table S2). When answering stack calls, females responded faster to their mate than to familiar 
and unfamiliar birds in both trials (mean ± SD, mate: 0.59 ± 0.40 (A), 0.65 ± 0.37 (B); familiar: 0.70 ± 0.39 (A), 
0.69 ± 0.39 (B); unfamiliar: 0.72 ± 0.39 (A), 0.67 ± 0.38 (B); effect size for each trial, stack-m – stack-f p = 0.0004 
(A), p = 0.0142 (B); stack-m – stack-uf = p = 0.0005 (A), p = 0.0036 (B)).
Results regarding the song and remaining four calls were equivocal between trials. However, all statistically 
significant differences in each trial always went towards the expected direction: the focal individual responded 
faster to the partner than to a familiar or unfamiliar male.
For distance calls, answers to the mates were always faster than to those of familiar and unfamiliar males in 
both trials (mean ± SD, mate: 0.51 ± 0.35 (A), 0.58 ± 0.38 (B); familiar: 0.64 ± 0.37 (A), 0.68 ± 0.37 (B); unfa-
miliar: 0.69 ± 0.35 (A), 0.64 ± 0.36 (B)). The latencies to unfamiliar calls in the second trial were the only ones 
that were not significantly slower than the answers to a mate’s calls (effect size, distance-m – distance-f = 0.12 s, 
p = 0.0004 (A), 0.11 s, p < 0.0001 (B); distance-m – distance-uf = 0.18 s, p <= 0.016 (A), 0.04 s, p = 0.16 (B)).
For hat calls, the answers to the mate were also faster than those to familiar and unfamiliar individu-
als (mean ± SD, mate: 0.62 ± 0.39 (A), 0.63 ± 0.39 (B); familiar: 0.76 ± 0.40 (A), 0.65 ± 0.38 (B); unfamiliar: 
0.71 ± 0.41 (A), 0.76 ± 0.41 (B)). All but one comparison were statistically significant (effect size, hat-m – 
hat-f = 0.11 s, p = 0.0032 (A), 0.01 s, p = 0.3497 (B); hat-m – hat-uf = 0.08 s, p = 0.0187 (A), 0.15 s, p < 0.0001 (B)).
With kackle calls, responses to the mate were significantly faster than to both familiar and unfamiliar calls only 
during the second trial (mean ± SD, mate: 0.75 ± 0.41 (A), 0.67 ± 0.40 (B); familiar: 0.75 ± 0.39 (A), 0.70 ± 0.38 
(B); unfamiliar: 0.74 ± 0.40 (A), 0.74 ± 0.40 (B); effect size, kackle-m – kackle-f = 0.02 s, p = 0.3322 (A), 0.07 s, 
p = 0.0256 (B); kackle-m – kackle-uf = 0 s, p = 0.5333 (A), 0.07 s, p = 0.0235 (B)).
The answers to songs of the mate were also significantly faster than those to familiar and unfamiliar songs for 
the first but not for the second trial, despite trends in the expected direction (mean ± SD, mate: 0.66 ± 0.41 (A), 
0.68 ± 0.42 (B); familiar: 0.79 ± 0.41 (A), 0.70 ± 0.42 (B); unfamiliar: 0.78 ± 0.38 (A), 0.71 ± 0.40 (B); effect size, 
song-m – song-f = 0.18 s, p < 0.0001 (A), 0.01 s, p = 0.3855 (B); song-m – song-uf = 0.16, s p = 0.0004 (A), 0.03 s, 
p = 0.2033 (B)).
For tet calls, there was a significantly faster response to the mate compared with the other two levels of famil-
iarity during trial B (mean ± SD, mate: 0.76 ± 0.41 (A), 0.67 ± 0.40 (B); familiar: 0.75 ± 0.41 (A), 0.77 ± 0.39 (B); 
unfamiliar: 0.65 ± 0.39 (A), 0.75 ± 0.41 (B); effect size, tet-m – tet-f = 0.05 s, p = 0.116 (A), 0.10 s, p = 0.0048 (B); 
tet-m – tet-uf = −0.06 s, p = 0.9474 (A), 0.08 s, p = 0.0196 (B)).
Taken together, our results demonstrate that females can identify individual identity upon hearing males’ stack 
calls. Although inconclusive, our results suggest that partners can be distinguished from individuals of differing 
familiarity also by the remaining call types.
Response to playback: number of calls per playback series. Second, we considered the total number 
of calls emitted during each playback series. Overall, the number of answers did not differ between the two trials 
(probability trial B > trial A; p = 0.60 for females and p = 0.75 for males).
In males, during trial A, the number of answers elicited by stack calls depended strongly on their famil-
iarity. Male zebra finches responded with a higher number of calls to the stack calls of their pair-bonded 
females (mean ± SD of number of calls, 171.8 ± 152.9) than to those of a familiar (29.7 ± 22.1; probability 
stack-m < stack-f = 0.0003) or unfamiliar female (69 ± 52.6, probability stack- m < stack- uf = 0.0064; Fig. 2a). 
No other comparison reached statistical significance in males. In females, the number of answers showed no 
strong relationship with the level of familiarity of the caller (Fig. 2b). These results suggest that males can identify 
individual identity by hearing females’ stack calls.
Type of answering call. Males and females responded to playbacks using different call types. Females 
predominantly responded with stack calls (69.2% of the total answers), followed by distance calls (22.4%) (see 
Supplementary Fig. S2). In males we found a similar pattern, the majority of their responses being stack call 
(50.1%), followed by distance calls (17.6%) and hat calls (11.8%) (see Supplementary Fig. S3). Not only the num-
ber of calls or their latency, but also the quality of the answer (type of call used to answer) might differ when 
responding to different familiarity levels. However, we did not find any such differences (see Supplementary 
Tables S3 and S4 for females and males, respectively). Thus, we conclude that the level of familiarity did not influ-
ence the type of response to playback.
Habituation within playback series. Because the specificity of the answers for the different familiarity 
levels could change during the experiment due to behavioural habituation, we compared results obtained dur-
ing the first and last 30 playback calls of each series with those of the complete series (300 calls). Regarding the 
number of calls, in males, we found only two statistical differences between the two datasets for both first and last 
playback calls (see Supplementary Figs S4a and S5a) which were in the expected direction, there were more calls 
in response to the mate compared with the other familiarity levels. In females, we also found only three differ-
ences between response to the first 30 playback calls versus the complete dataset, and only one difference between 
response to the last 30 playback calls and the complete dataset (see Supplementary Figs S4b and S5b). Thus also 
for females we found limited differences between datasets and all in the expected direction with more answers 
to mates. Interestingly, considering only the first playback calls in the first trial we found more answers to mates 
compared to both of the other levels of familiarity when answering male songs.
There were very few differences in response to experimental conditions over time when considering the 
latency of response to playback when comparing the full dataset to the first 30 calls (see Supplementary Fig. S6 
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and Tables S5 and S6) and to the last 30 calls (see Supplementary Fig. S7 and Tables S7 and S8). Only when con-
sidering the 30 call subsets, males showed significant differences in the direction opposite to our expectations in 
kackle and hat, i.e. slower answers to the mate than to non-pair-bonded females. This might be due to the rarity 
of elicited answers and the absence of a real pattern leading to false positive results.
For females, for which we showed that latency was very important (Fig. 1b), there was only one case out of 24 
for each first and last 30 playback calls dataset where the direction of the difference opposed our expectations. 
The majority of differences between latency to respond to the mate versus other familiarities observed in the full 
dataset were also present in the subset data, especially in the first trial (A) (see Supplementary Figs S6b and S7b); 
a change in response to experimental treatment over time occurred during the last 30 playback calls of the second 
trial (B) were most of the differences with the full dataset are concentrated (see Supplementary Table 8). These 
results confirm that the quality of the answer did not change much throughout the experiment and that longer 
playback series produced more reliable results.
Relation between calling behaviour during baseline and experiment. We investigated whether the 
calling relationship of mates before the experiment influenced the number of answers during the experiment. We 
first asked which call combinations showed repeatable patterns during the baseline period and, therefore, might 
result in a predictable answering rate during the playback experiment (see Supplementary Table S9). We therefore 
considered only the stack-stack exchanges whose percentage of answers was consistent during baseline recording 
for males (repeatability = 0.995 + 0.004) and females (repeatability = 0.83 + 0.13). Subsequently, we correlated 
the percentage of answers during the playback experiment (separately for trial A and B) with the percentage 
of answers during the baseline (mean of both days). There was no relationship between baseline and experi-
ment in females (trial A p = 0.7905, trial B p = 0.4784) but we detected a negative relationship in males (trial A 
p = 0.0325, trial B p = 0.0523) (see Supplementary Fig. S8). The relationship between response during baseline 
a
b
Figure 2. Number of calls during playback. Number of answering calls that focal individuals emitted during the 
different playback series. Raw data for males (a) and females (a) and both trials (symbols indicate responses of 
individual birds) and the computed 95% credible intervals (error bars) as well as the fitted value (black symbols) 
are shown. Colours represent the type of playback call broadcast. Familiarity categories are indicated by letters: 
m = mate of the focal bird; f = familiar individual; uf = unfamiliar individual. Significant differences between 
mate and the other familiarity categories are marked by black asterisks.
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and experimental periods in males demonstrates that vocal performance during the experiment is related to 
preceding vocal relationships.
How the variability of call type spectral features is related to the variation in conspecific 
response. Finally, we identified the most individually distinct call types and whether the individual varia-
bility of each call type was a good predictor of the conspecific response (quantified as the number of calls and 
latency to respond). We aim to demonstrate that what we interpret as recognition is not a by-product of easier 
discrimination. According to our analysis the hat was the most distinct call type for both males and females. The 
stack call, although unambiguously recognised by both males and females, was not the most distinct call type (see 
Supplementary Fig. S9a). Furthermore, the magnitude of the response (response to the mate – response to the 
familiar/unfamiliar) was not correlated with the index of individual distinctiveness (see Supplementary Fig. S9b). 
Because the most individually distinct call types were not the ones recognised best, we demonstrated that there 
was recognition beyond discrimination.
Discussion
Females and males unambiguously showed individual recognition of stack calls produced by the opposite sex. We 
found a differential response to distinct familiarity levels, both in the number and timing of the response. Females 
only used timing to demonstrate recognition: they vocalized at similar rates when responding to the playback of 
different familiarity levels, but responded more quickly to the calls of their mate versus non-mates. Intriguingly, 
males used multiple strategies in different trials to demonstrate recognition: a higher number of calls in response to 
mates during the first and a shorter latency to respond during the second. Furthermore, in females, consistent dif-
ferences between answers to their mate and those to at least one other level of familiarity were detected for two call 
types (hat and distance call). Only latency and number of calls regardless of type differed between familiarity levels.
Until recently, soft calls have been considered “a background hum in which other calls are embedded (…), not 
directed at specific individuals and do not stimulate specific replies”7. In contrast to this view, growing evidence 
demonstrates that soft calls are indeed directed at individuals and can elicit specific replies10, 11, 22. In group con-
texts, addressing specific subjects is a prerequisite for effective communication and we now provide the missing 
link explaining how this is achieved: we show that soft calls can be assigned to individuals and that the latency 
of an answer can provide specific information. For stack calls, we estimated a difference between the answer to 
the mate and familiar or unfamiliar individuals of approximately 188 ms for males and 125 ms for females. This 
delay is roughly similar to the mean latency of calls used as replies and double the length of stack calls10; therefore, 
this response gap can be biologically relevant and directly used within a communicating group. Individual vocal 
recognition using contact calls has rarely been investigated in Passeriformes although different functions have 
been proposed: for example, Large-billed Crows (Corvus macrorhynchos) can recognize strangers’ loud calls23, 
Long-tailed bushtits (Aegithalos caudatus) kin’s contact calls6, Chestnut-crowned Babblers (Pomatostomus ruficeps) 
group members’ contact calls24 and Silvereye (Zosterops lateralis) mates’ calls25. However, in most of the studies it 
was unclear whether these calls were learned and a large proportion of the typical repertoire remained untested. 
Therefore, more research is needed to identify common themes in the evolution of recognition of soft vocalizations 
and to establish whether addressing specific individuals in a vocalizing group is common among Passeriformes.
Females tended to respond differently to their partner’s vocalizations in most call categories tested, whereas 
males’ answers only differed when responding to stack calls. We cannot yet explain this result, but differential dis-
crimination abilities26 and sex-specific roles in the communication process have been proposed27. Despite several 
lines of evidence indicating that females might be able to recognize individual identity from all soft call types, we 
could only confirm this for hat and stack calls. This may be due to the differing functions of specific call types. For 
example, recognition of the hat call might be important in identifying the alarming bird, a colony member or an 
external individual, whereas recognizing the stack call may serve to maintain vocal contact with a mate. Tet and 
kackle calls, in contrast, are part of the private communication occurring at the nest where other individuals are 
not present and thus, individual recognition may be less important12, 19. Breeding calls, such as the kackle, become 
more common once a couple is nesting11. The stack call, on the other hand, is one of the most common call types 
in non-breeding groups10, 11, a situation which resembles the context of our playback experiment, which might 
explain why stack calls were promptly recognized in our study.
Notably, our results entail a process of comprehension learning of the stack call, which is important because 
comprehension learning is a prerequisite for the evolutionary origin of vocal learning10, 28. Soft calls are generally 
used when partners are in close proximity of each other – and therefore see each other7, 12, 19; hence cues other than 
acoustic modalities are available to facilitate individual recognition. Therefore, identifying individuals is indeed 
not the sole intention of these vocalization types; the encoded identity can be used in communication between 
specific individuals in a group. Our results suggest that birds are integrating information about call type and call 
identity to tailor vocalizations and provide the correct answer type and time. Previous observations and multiple 
independent lines of evidence led us to postulate that our findings agree with the hypothesis that vocal learning 
is driven by social complexity29. Learning acoustic parameters is a precursor for any subsequent learned modi-
fication of the spectral features of a vocalization30. Moreover, soft calls are encoded in a high order telencephalic 
nucleus of the motor pathway10, which is fundamental for the control of learned vocalizations, and may facilitate 
coordination of communication31, 32. Therefore, although vocal recognition is present in many vocal non-learners5 
and comprehension learning may just be a prerequisite rather than a driving force, we suggest that unlearned calls 
in vocal learners might provide a model to better understand the origin of vocal learning capabilities.
Until now, only part of the repertoire of the zebra finch had been tested for individual recognition. As for 
many other Passeriformes33, song has repeatedly been shown to contain individual characteristics that can be 
used for identification7, 27, 34. In most cases this has been proven in simultaneous choice tests13, 35, 36. In contrast, 
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higher vocal response towards the partner’s song was only reported once and exclusively when vocalizations 
emitted towards the speaker were taken into account36. Our results regarding song are equivocal; females showed 
a differential response during their first trial, confirming previously published results, but this response did not 
hold during the second trial, which could partially be explained by habituation to the experimental design for 
this vocalization type. In addition to song, several studies investigated the distance call of both sexes, attempting 
to assess whether these vocalizations contain individual information and whether this information is used for 
identification13–15, 37. In our experiment, we found sex-dependent behavioural responses to recordings of distance 
calls from individuals of different familiarity. Female zebra finches displayed more and faster responses towards 
their mate’s calls than towards familiar and unfamiliar distance calls, thereby confirming previously reported 
discrimination capabilities14. Conversely, in males, no such differences were found, despite trends in the expected 
direction. Our results thus diverge from previous studies, which demonstrated a significantly higher number of 
answers during the replay of the mate’s than of familiar distance calls. However, in previous studies only distance 
calls were regarded as answers15 or only considered the neuronal response in males’ high-order auditory areas 
(Caudomedial Mesopallium, NCM)38. Furthermore, the difference between our and previous studies might be 
due to differences in the selection method for playback stimuli. We extracted distance calls from the normal com-
munication flow, i.e. calls uttered when both partners remained in the same sound-proof box. In contrast, pre-
vious studies used provoked distance calls elicited by visually separating the individuals14–17, 39, 40. Because social 
context can influence the acoustic structure of a bird’s call40, it is possible that provoked calls emitted by birds in 
isolation exhibit enhanced call urgency in order to initiate contact with their partner. This call urgency might in 
turn increase the motivation of focal subjects to respond to these calls in a playback setup, possibly explaining 
why males in previous experiments showed a higher vocal response to their partner’s calls than in our study.
We used natural rather than synthetic vocalizations for playback to ensure that stimuli contained all neces-
sary acoustic structures, as altered call perception is possible when using artificially created vocalizations41, 42. 
Additionally, we employed long playback sessions to increase power for our analyses. Most playback studies use 
very few calls to avoid habituation. Instead, we attempted to mitigate habituation by continuously varying the 
interval between successive calls. Despite the long duration, calling rate did not decrease during the experiment 
or during the single series, indicating that the birds did not habituate to the playback. Additionally, differences 
between the results obtained for the first 30 playback calls compared to those for all 300 calls were negligible. 
When comparing the last 30 playback calls to the entire dataset the only noteworthy differences occurred dur-
ing females’ second trials which may indicate a certain degree of habituation. This is remarkable because we 
found that low numbers of answers (e.g. familiar kackle and hat in males, see Supplementary Figs S6a and S7a) 
actually increased improbable and false positive results. We repeated the entire experiment on two consecutive 
days to assess whether birds habituated to the playback design. Indeed we found differences between trials, but 
not concerning the stack call, which was always answered differentially according to familiarity level. The differ-
ences between trials are difficult to interpret and should be considered when planning experiments that contain 
multiple presentations of the same stimulus. Finally, we did not observe an effect of social context required for 
answer specificity14, 15, the audience pairs, as their calls did not influence the results directly. Specifically, backpack 
microphones worn by the focal birds assured the individuality of the recordings20, and the effect of the audience, 
quantified in our models, was limited.
Stress is also a possible confounding factor in our experimental setup. Notably, corticosterone levels in zebra 
finches increase 24 hrs after the separation of an established pair43. Moreover, these hormones are associated 
with a reduction in vocal discrimination ability40. Therefore, mate separation before and during the playback 
experiment might have increased stress levels in the test subjects, thereby impairing their discrimination abilities. 
Although we endeavoured to reduce the stress for focal birds by limiting the separation period to one night before 
the first experimental trial, the different personalities of the test subjects may have led to differences in stress 
response44. In addition, the quality of the pair bond itself might influence the level of stress birds experience when 
separated from their mate; couples sharing a stronger bond might be more strongly affected by separation than 
those having weaker pair bonds. This might partially explain why in males, which are highly repeatable in their 
response22, we found a negative relationship between the proportion of answers during playback experiments 
and the baseline. Unfortunately, the small sample size of our study makes it difficult to generalize these findings; 
however, the correlation with measurements of pair strength is worth further investigation.
Vocal individual recognition of the so-called “soft calls” has not previously been tested in zebra finches; we 
provide the first evidence that at least one of these call types, the stack call, contains individual identity despite not 
being more individually distinct than other soft calls. This finding implies that soft unlearned acoustic signals are 
sufficient to determine a caller’s identity and that visual cues are not required. We have identified the mechanisms 
underlying how birds vocally interact in a group. Namely, employing differential latency times when answering 
to different subjects allows a caller to address individuals specifically. Vocal recognition is a fascinating aspect of 
vocal communication because the ability to recognize individuals in a group of vocalizing conspecifics is a pre-
requisite for complex communication networks.
Material and Methods
Ethics statement. The use of audio transmitters, bird housing in sound-proof boxes, and conduct of all 
other experimental procedures were approved by the government of Upper Bavaria (record number 55.2-1-54-
2532-21-2015). All further animal husbandry and handling was conducted according to the directives 2010/63/
EU of the European parliament and of the council of 22 September 2010 on the protection of animals used for 
scientific purposes.
Animals and housing conditions. A total of 12 adult zebra finches, six pairs, served as the focal birds 
for the experiment, plus 14 additional birds which served as the audience (i.e. as company for focal birds)15. All 
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pairings were “forced”, i.e. couples were formed by randomly selecting unrelated individuals from the breeding 
facilities of the Max-Planck-Institute for Ornithology, Seewiesen, Germany. Birds were kept in a 13/11 Light/
Dark cycle, at 24 °C and 60–70% humidity. Food (mixed seeds, and “egg food”), fresh water and cuttlebone were 
provided ad libitum. We performed all experiments with birds from forced pairs in the non-breeding condition. 
All couples had been together for at least six months, raised at least one brood and had been housed without 
nesting material for three months prior to the experiment. Zebra finch couples were housed in single pair-cages 
(123.0 cm × 37.0 cm × 38.5 cm) in two separate rooms with three experimental couples per room. Within each 
room couples could see and hear each other, whereas there was no acoustic or visual contact between pairs 
housed in different rooms, making these two groups “unfamiliar” to each other. Experimental pairs were housed 
with other breeding pairs, seven of which served as “audience couples” during the playback experiments.
Experimental timeline, sound recording and playback. Zebra finch couples were moved to 
sound-proof boxes one week before the experiment to allow for acclimatization to the new conditions. Animals 
were equipped with custom-made light-weight (less than 5% of average body weight) wireless microphone trans-
mitters fitted on their back via a leg-loop harness as previously described20 which recorded continuously through-
out the experiment. To determine the vocal relationship between males and females10, 22, we audio recorded each 
pair for three consecutive days, using the recordings of the first and third day as the baseline for subsequent 
analysis of calling patterns. Audio was scored for four hours a day (12:00 to 16:00). Each sound-proof wooden box 
was equipped with a general microphone (TC20; Earthworks, USA) which was used to extract playback stimuli.
To create the familiarity level “familiar” (equivalent to a group member in the wild), we moved a couple from 
the same housing facility as the focal pair into their cage during the evening of day 3 (end of baseline recording). 
The two pairs shared a cage for approximately 24 h, separated by a wire mesh allowing acoustic and visual interac-
tion. Their calls served as “familiar stimuli” during the playback experiments37, 38. During the night of day 4, the 
“familiar” couple was removed and the male and female of the focal couple were separated. Each focal bird was 
placed with an unfamiliar, established pair: the “audience couple”. This audience provides a social context that 
increases the specificity of the answers14, 15 and prevents social isolation40. Experiments were carried out during 
the morning and afternoon of days 5 and 6, resulting in one trial per bird per day. The time of testing (morning/
afternoon) was randomized, and audience couples were changed between trials (i.e. in the evening of day 5).
The replay of calls was controlled via a computer connected to an amplifier (CS-PA1, SINTRON Vertriebs 
GmbH, Germany), and calls were broadcast via a loudspeaker (KFC-1761S, Kenwood Electronics, UK) placed at 
the back wall of the sound-proof box. The sound level of the experimental signals, measured at a distance of 1 m 
from the loud speaker (Sound Meter, Model HD600, Extech Instruments, U.S.A), was adjusted to a peak value 
between 50.03 dB ± 0.87 dB (mean ± SD; minimum for the lowest call type, the tet) and 74.05 dB ± 1.15 dB (cor-
responding to the loudest call type, the distance call reflecting a typical level of a natural distance call)39, and was 
constant for all three familiarity levels of each call type.
The playback stimuli and the focal bird’s calls were recorded (via external and backpack microphone, respec-
tively) synchronously on separate audio channels for subsequent alignment. Each subject was presented with calls 
of three different individuals of the opposite sex, representing three familiarity levels: “mate” (m; partner of the 
focal individual), “familiar” (f; known individual), and “unfamiliar” (uf; unknown individual). Six different vocal-
ization types were used for playback experiments: tet, stack, distance call, kackle, hat, and - in the case of females 
- song (for the original audio files see additional information). Playback calls were extracted from the general 
microphone recordings during the acclimatization phase and baseline period. In rare cases in which birds did not 
emit a specific call type during the sampling period, this type was omitted from the playback. Each vocalization 
was high-pass filtered (freq = 85 Hz), its amplitude normalized to 0.1 dB (maximal sample value) and the stimulus 
faded in and out to avoid rapid amplitude changes. Playback calls were presented in blocks, each block consisting 
of three series of playback calls of the same call type. Each series consisted of calls of an individual representing 
one of the three different familiarity categories (m, f, and uf). We used three randomly selected vocalizations of 
each call type per individual in order to mitigate pseudo-replication45. Within a series, each playback call was 
repeated 100 times for a total of 300 calls. To ensure that the playback was unpredictable, the inter-call intervals 
were changed randomly at each emission (within 2 ± 0.5 s, uniform distribution). Playback series within a block 
were interspaced by 70 ± 10 s of silence, and different call-type blocks by 130 ± 10 s of silence. The total duration 
of an experimental trial was approximately 2:45 h for males (15 series) and 3:30 h for females (18 series). The order 
of call-type blocks and of familiarity categories within blocks, as well as the order of single calls within series, were 
determined semi-randomly.
Sound analyses and sorting of vocalizations. Sorting of vocalizations from audio files proceeded as 
previously described10, 20. Briefly, sounds that exceeded a manually set amplitude threshold were extracted for fur-
ther analysis. Using custom software written in Delphi Pascal for Windows (SoundExplorer; R. F. Jansen, MPIO, 
2000; see ref. 11 for GitHub address), the following parameters of each sound were computed: average frequency, 
modal frequency, fundamental frequency (first peak), Wiener entropy, duration, and their standard deviations. 
The subsequent clustering process was based on a k-means clustering algorithm46. After noise detection and elim-
ination, the results were refined manually: each cluster was checked and sorting errors were corrected, resulting 
in a separate cluster for each call type of a bird’s repertoire10, 11. Information about the call type and the timestamp 
was saved for each vocalization. We used this information to determine the temporal relationship between all 
possible call type combinations of mates during the baseline10, 11 and during the playback experiments. During 
the baseline period we considered all calls emitted within 0.5 seconds from the partner’s call as answers. For each 
combination of call types, we calculated the number of answers and the proportion of answers from the total 
amount of emitted calls of that specific type (see ref. 22 for details on calculations).
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How the variability of call type spectral features is related to the variation in conspecific 
response. We then explored whether the most individually distinct call types were the ones that were easier 
to discriminate. We extracted 14 acoustic features12 of each call sonogram tested as playback stimuli (i.e. for each 
call type three calls for individual of each familiarity). which were then used to conduct principal component 
analysis (PCA)47 for each call type. We extracted the mean frequency and its standard deviation, median fre-
quency, skew, kurtosis, spectral flatness measure, entropy, mode frequency, frequency precision of the spectrum, 
peak frequency, fundamental frequency, dominant frequency, maximum dominant frequency, and duration (R 
package “seewave”)48. Subsequently, we used the first two principal components as explanatory factors in a linear 
discriminant analysis (R function “lda”)49 with familiarity level as a predictor. We used the parameters obtained 
to predict (R function “predict”)49 the proportion of cases in which the calls were assigned to the correct famil-
iarity. We ran this analysis for each focal bird and we present the average and SD of the incorrect assignments 
(see Supplementary Fig. S9). Call types in which the individuals are very distinct will have a lower proportion of 
incorrectly assigned calls. Lastly, we used the within call type variability as a predictor of the magnitude of the 
response to the conspecific (number of calls and latency, response to the mate – response to the familiar/unfa-
miliar – for the latency the average for each individual was taken) in a linear mixed model with random factors 
as described below.
Statistics. All statistical analyses were performed using R50 in a Bayesian framework. We used linear 
mixed-effect models51 to analyse the effect of different playback stimuli on the total number of response calls 
emitted during each playback series, and on the latency of the first answering call for each playback series (upper 
limit 1.5 s) separately by sex. Before interpreting the results, we checked whether model assumptions were met by 
inspecting the residuals for normality, homoscedasticity, and lack of remaining pattern. Both the total number 
of responses and latency were square root transformed to approximate normality. Three categorical variables 
served as fixed effects in both models: familiarity (3 levels: mate, familiar, and unfamiliar), playback call type (5 
levels: distance, stack, kackle, hat, and tet; 6th level for females: song) and trial (2 levels: trial A and trial B), as well 
as all interactions. We included individual identity (12 levels), audience (i.e. the identity of the audience pair, 7 
levels) and playback order (i.e. the order in which playback series were broadcast, 15–18 levels) as random factors. 
Model structure was based on the study design rather than model selection. Familiarity was expected to influence 
both outcome variables (total number of response calls and latency of the first answering call). Playback type and 
trial were also hypothesized to affect the outcome differentially by familiarity in the distinct playback call types. 
Therefore the interactions of all these variables were included. In order to obtain parameter estimates we used 
Maximum Likelihood (ML) because we were most interested in fixed effects52. We calculated credible intervals 
(CrI) using the function “sim” from the R package “arm”53. A total of 10000 values were simulated from the joint 
posterior distribution of the model parameters. If the CrI of different playback categories did not overlap, the 
results were considered significantly different from each other. In cases where CrIs overlapped, but the fitted val-
ues differed largely between playback series, a derived calculation from the aforementioned simulated values was 
performed. For this purpose, simulated values of the two groups of interest were compared (10000 comparisons), 
and we reported the number of cases in which the value of the first group was larger than the one of the second 
group. If this condition held true for less than 5% of the cases, the mean response of the first group was regarded 
as significantly smaller than that of the second.
To determine whether birds had habituated to the playback experiment, we investigated changes in calling rate 
throughout the experiment. First, we counted the events occurring in 500 s bins (roughly the length of a playback 
series) for each bird and trial. We then performed a linear mixed model with the number of calls as the dependent 
variable and bins (18 levels for males, 21 for females) as the explanatory variable with individual ID as a random 
factor. The parameters were simulated 10000 times to estimate fitted values and CrI from the outcome of the 
model. This allowed an assessment of patterns and enabled us to test whether there was a statistical difference in 
the number of calls between the first and the last bins.
We tested whether the familiarity of the playback affected the type of answer. For each trial we scored and 
counted the number of calls within 0.5 s of every playback call. We then calculated the proportion of each type of 
answer out of the total answers for each bird. Because very low counts might easily influence the proportions, we 
set a threshold of 5 answers to each playback series in order to be considered (dataset included as additional infor-
mation, see Supplementary Table 3). For each playback series we compared the proportion of call types of the three 
familiarities using a non-parametric test (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test). We ran the test only when there were at 
least 8 non-null values per series (i.e. the sample size was at least 8 times the number of explanatory variables)54.
Additionally, we investigated whether we could explain individuals’ answering rate by the pair’s vocal relation-
ship established before the experiment (during “baseline”). Among all call combinations used during “baseline”, 
we selected only those in which each bird had used at least 3 calls in order to rule out inconsistent and rare com-
binations. For the resulting combinations we calculated a repeatability index22 because only in case of a repeatable 
behaviour we can expect a consistent response during the experiment. We calculated repeatability according to 
the F ratio: the mean squares among groups divided by the mean squares within groups55. Finally, for repeatable 
call combinations, we quantified the correlation between the proportion of answers (i.e. of calls emitted within 
0.5 s) during playback and baseline.
Data availability. Data available from the Dryad Digital Repository: D’Amelio B., P., Klumb., M., Adreani, N. 
M., Gahr, L. M. & ter Maat, A. Data from: Individual recognition of opposite sex vocalizations in the zebra finch. 
Dryad Digital Repository. doi:10.5061/dryad.4g8b7 (2017).
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Supplementary fig.1  
Acclimatization of the number of call. Number of calls focal individuals emitted during the entire 
playback experiment, divided in 500 s bins. Shown are the raw data of both trials for all 12 individuals, 
divided in males (top, a) and females (bottom, b). Dots represent the sum of responses each individual 
emitted per 500 s bin by trials; error bars indicate estimated credible intervals and fitted values from the 
linear mixed model. We notice that in contrast to what we would expect in case of becoming accustomed 
to the playback stimuli; there is not a steady decline of the number of calls during the playback. There is 
no statistical difference between the first and the last bin. 
  
Call type Familiarity Latency P. mate slower 
  A B A B 
Tet 
Mate  0.89 ± 0.45 0.63 ± 0.40   
Familiar 0.80 ± 0.44 0.66 ± 0.42 0.9419 0.755 
Unfamiliar  0.66 ± 0.42 0.68 ± 0.42 0.743 0.8757 
Stack 
Mate  0.55 ± 0.38 0.52 ± 0.37   
Familiar 0.55 ± 0.39 0.65 ± 0.42 0.4206 0.0018 
Unfamiliar  0.60 ± 0.41 0.64 ± 0.41 0.1343 0.0018 
Distance 
Mate  0.39 ± 0.30 0.43 ± 0.32   
Familiar 0.44 ± 0.34 0.45 ± 0.33 0.1836 0.3585 
Unfamiliar  0.48 ± 0.38 0.53 ± 0.38 0.0549 0.0957 
Kackle 
Mate  0.76 ± 0.41 0.64 ± 0.41   
Familiar 0.83 ± 0.38 0.72 ± 0.41 0.7985 0.1429 
Unfamiliar  0.76 ± 0.41 0.64 ± 0.42 0.6141 0.571 
Hat 
Mate  0.63 ± 0.42 0.72 ± 0.43   
Familiar 0.71 ± 0.42 0.64 ± 0.40 0.1844 0.5638 
Unfamiliar  0.69 ± 0.48 0.62 ± 0.42 0.2669 0.889 
Supplementary table 1 
Latency of males’ calls to females’ playback. The mean ± the standard deviation of each playback series 
is reported together with the probabilities (P) that calls emitted during mate series have a longer latency 
than calls emitted during the other familiarity categories. The statistical significant differences are 
reported in bold. 
  
Call type Familiarity Latency P mate slower  
  A B A B 
Tet 
Mate  0.76 ± 0.41 0.67 ± 0.40   
Familiar 0.75 ± 0.41 0.77 ± 0.39 0.116 0.0048 
Unfamiliar  0.65 ± 0.39 0.75 ± 0.41 0.9474 0.0196 
Stack 
Mate  0.59 ± 0.40 0.65 ± 0.37   
Familiar 0.70 ± 0.39 0.69 ± 0.39 0.0004 0.0142 
Unfamiliar  0.72 ± 0.39 0.67 ± 0.38 0.0005 0.0036 
Distance 
Mate  0.51 ± 0.35 0.58 ± 0.38   
Familiar 0.64 ± 0.37 0.68 ± 0.37 0.0004 0.0001 
Unfamiliar  0.69 ± 0.35 0.64 ± 0.36 0.016 0.16 
Kackle 
Mate  0.75 ± 0.41 0.67 ± 0.40   
Familiar 0.75 ± 0.39 0.70 ± 0.38 0.3322 0.0256 
Unfamiliar  0.74 ± 0.40 0.74 ± 0.40 0.5333 0.0235 
Hat 
Mate  0.62 ± 0.39 0.63 ± 0.39   
Familiar 0.76 ± 0.40 0.65 ± 0.38 0.0032 0.3497 
Unfamiliar  0.71 ± 0.41 0.76 ± 0.41 0.0187 0.0001 
Song 
Mate  0.66 ± 0.41 0.68 ± 0.42   
Familiar 0.79 ± 0.41 0.70 ± 0.42 0.0001 0.3855 
Unfamiliar  0.78 ± 0.38 0.71 ± 0.40 0.0004 0.2033 
Supplementary table 2  
Latency of females’ calls to males’ playback. The mean ± the standard deviation of each playback series 
is reported together with the probabilities (P) that calls emitted during mate series have a longer latency 
than calls emitted during the other familiarity categories. The statistical significant differences are 
reported in bold.  
  
 
Supplementary fig. 2 
Call types that females used to answer male playback. Shown are the mean number of answers for each 
playback series in trials A and B. Colours represent the type of answering call (used). Familiarity 
categories: m= mate of the focal bird; f= familiar individual; uf= unfamiliar individual. 
  
 
Supplementary fig. 3 
Call types that males used to answer female playback. Shown are the mean number of answers for each 
playback series in trials A and B. Colours represent the type of answering vocalization (used) ("intro" = 
song introductory syllable). Familiarity categories: m= mate of the focal bird; f= familiar individual; uf= 
unfamiliar individual. 
 
  
Trial Playback  
type 
Answer 
type 
Proportion of the specific call type used 
as answer (mean ± SD) 
Test (N; K-W 
chi-squared; P-
value) Mate Familiar Unfamiliar 
A Distance Stack 0.31 ± 0.30 0.38 ± 0.30 0.42 ± 0.13 13; 0.7; 0.699 Distance 0.54 ± 0.19 0.52 ± 0.32 0.56 ± 0.13 13; 0.03; 0.987 
B Distance Stack 0.47 ± 0.28 0.75 ± 0.14 0.47 ± 0.38 13; 1.7; 0.418 Distance 0.30 ± 0.22 0.16 ± 0.04 0.34 ± 0.37 13; 0.3; 0.875 
A Hat Stack 0.67 ± 0.22 0.90 ± 0.08 0.69 ± 0.24 13; 5.4; 0.067 Distance 0.28 ± 0.18 0.07 ± 0.09 0.25 ± 0.13 13; 5.4; 0.068 
B Hat Stack 0.89 ± 0.09 0.89 ± 0.10 0.93 ± 0.06 9; 1.1; 0.576 
A Kackle Stack 0.39 ± 0.37 0.52 ± 0.36 0.80 ± 0.18 15; 3.2; 0.200 Distance 0.51 ± 0.38 0.26 ± 0.23 0.19 ± 0.18 15; 2; 0.365 
B Kackle Stack 0.87 ± 0.10 0.94 ± 0.04 0.84 ± 0.23 15; 0.9; 0.630 Distance 0.12 ± 0.10 0.05 ± 0.04 0.06 ± 0.07 15; 1.8; 0.397 
A Song Distance 0.34 ± 0.32 0.37 ± 0.18 0.16 ± 0.11 8; 1.4; 0.488 
B Song Stack 0.62 ± 0.21 0.87 ± 0.13 0.84 ± 0.16 10; 3; 0.223  
A Stack Stack 0.86 ± 0.16 0.82 ± 0.12 0.77 ± 0.23 12; 0.7; 0.692 Distance 0.11 ± 0.14 0.18 ± 0.12 0.23 ± 0.23 12; 1.4; 0.488 
B Stack Stack 0.93 ± 0.08 0.92 ± 0.03 0.95 ± 0.07 15; 0.8; 0.673 Distance 0.07 ± 0.08 0.04 ± 0.03 0.05 ± 0.07 15; 0.7; 0.692 
A Tet Stack 0.68 ± 0.32 0.72 ± 0.41 0.82 ± 0.40 16; 2.9; 0.237 Distance 0.32 ± 0.32 0.08 ± 0.09 0.05 ± 0.08 16; 5.5; 0.065 
B Tet Stack 0.80 ± 0.20 0.98 ± 0.04 0.81 ± 0.32 12; 2.4; 0.307 
 
Supplementary table 3 
Females’ answers to males’ playback of the three familiarities. Represented are the over threshold (at 
least 5 calls per bird per series, at least 8 non-null values per series) tested proportions of each answer 
type over all the answers for each series. A numerical example illustrates best our approach: to test 
whether birds used differential proportions of stacks out of all the answers to respond to play-backed 
stacks depending on the familiarity level we did the follow: If for example a bird used 30 calls to answer 
the stack mate calls and 15 of these answers were stacks, its proportion of answers with stack to mate’s 
stack was 50%; if the same bird then used 20 calls to answer the familiar stacks and 15 of these answers 
were stacks, its proportion of answers with stacks to familiar stacks was 75%; finally, if the same bird 
used 20 calls to answer the unfamiliar stacks and 18 of these answers were stacks, its proportion of 
answers with stacks to unfamiliar stacks was 90%. We did the same for every tested bird and then 
compared the proportion of the three familiarities with a non-parametric test (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum 
test). 
  
Trial Playback  
type 
Answer 
type 
Proportion of the specific call type used 
as answer (mean ± SD) 
Test (N; K-W 
chi-squared; P-
value) Mate Familiar Unfamiliar 
A Distance 
Tet 0.22 ± 0.24 0.08 ± 0.10 0.03 ± 0.05 18; 5.3; 0.070 
Stack 0.11 ± 0.16 0.27 ± 0.33 0.25 ± 0.21 18; 0.9; 0.641 
Distance 0.20 ± 0.19 0.28 ± 0.35 0.27 ± 0.26 18; 0.04; 0.982 
Whine 0.03 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.27 0.17 ± 0.37 18; 0.04; 0.980 
Hat 0.23 ± 0.27 0.09 ± 0.17 0.13 ± 0.26 18; 2; 0.372 
B Distance 
Tet 0.06 ± 0.10 0.03 ± 0.04 0.14 ± 0.34 18; 0.2; 0.904 
Stack 0.31 ± 0.26 0.49 ± 0.44 0.51 ± 0.39 18; 1.1; 0.567 
Distance 0.25 ± 0.21 0.21 ± 0.33 0.14 ± 0.13 18; 1; 0.612 
Whine 0.04 ± 0.08 0.03 ± 0.05 0.03 ± 0.03 18; 0.4; 0.829 
Hat 0.19 ± 0.37 0.15 ± 0.24 0.03 ± 0.05 18; 0.5; 0.781 
A Hat Stack 0.55 ± 0.25 0.64 ± 0.44 0.07 ± 0.08 9; 2.2; 0.326 
B Hat Stack 0.62 ± 0.31 0.92 ± 0.13 0.75 ± 0.20 11; 2.7; 0.255 
A Kackle Stack 0.36 ± 0.34 0.67 ± 0.18 0.44 ± 0.30 9; 1.5; 0.472 
B Kackle Stack 0.93 ± 0.06 0.82 ± 0.23 0.78 ± 0.26 15; 0.6; 0.754 Distance 0.02 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.06 0.05 ± 0.05 15; 0.4; 0.820 
A Stack Stack 0.64 ± 0.14 0.57 ± 0.41 0.57 ± 0.47 13; 0.1; 0.952 Distance 0.13 ± 0.16 0.04 ± 0.07 0.04 ± 0.04 13; 1; 0.601 
B Stack Stack 0.72 ± 0.25 0.85 ± 0.08 0.69 ± 0.31 17; 0.4; 0.816 Distance 0.14 ± 0.23 0.10 ± 0.09 0.05 ± 0.05 17; 0.8; 0.666 
B Tet Stack 0.83 ± 0.25 0.87 ± 0.07 0.81 ± 0.29 13; 1; 0.621 
 
Supplementary table 4 
Males’ answers to females’ playback of the three familiarities. Represented are the over threshold (at least 
5 calls per bird per series, at least 8 non-null values per series) tested proportions of each answer type 
over all the answers for each series. For further explanation and a numerical example see caption of the 
table S3 

Supplementary fig. 4 
Number of answering calls that focal individuals emitted during the broadcasting of the first 30 playback 
stimuli of the different playback series. For males (A) and females (B) and both trials raw data (symbols 
indicate responses of individual birds) and the computed 95% credible intervals (error bars) as well as the 
fitted value (black symbols) are shown. Colours represent the type of playback call broadcast; symbols 
indicate responses of individual birds. Familiarity categories: m= mate of the focal bird; f= familiar 
individual; uf= unfamiliar individual; stars mark significant differences from the category "mate". 
  
 
Supplementary fig. 5 
Number of answering calls that focal individuals emitted during the broadcasting of the last 30 playback 
stimuli of the different playback series. For males (A) and females (B) and both trials raw data (symbols 
indicate responses of individual birds) and the computed 95% credible intervals (error bars) as well as the 
fitted value (black symbols) are shown. Colours represent the type of playback call broadcast; symbols 
indicate responses of individual birds. Familiarity categories: m= mate of the focal bird; f= familiar 
individual; uf= unfamiliar individual; stars mark significant differences from the category "mate". 
 
  
 
Supplementary fig. 6 
Latency to the first answering call, measured for the first 30 (playback) stimuli of the different playback 
series (analysed time interval: 0 - 1.5 s after the onset of the playback stimulus). Colours represent the 
type of playback call broadcast; dots indicate individual calls (raw data). Familiarity categories: m= mate 
of the focal bird; f= familiar individual; uf= unfamiliar individual. For males (A) and females (B) and 
both trials the computed 95% credible intervals (error bars) as well as the fitted value (black symbols) are 
shown. Stars mark significant differences from the category "mate"; stars at the bottom indicate 
significance in the direction opposite to the expectation (i.e. slower answers to the mate than to non-
mates). 
  
Call 
type 
Familiarity Latency P mate slower Qualitatively 
consistent with full 
dataset? 
  A B A B A B 
Tet 
Mate  0.80 ± 0.43 0.49 ± 0.33     
Familiar 1.04 ± 0.42 0.65 ± 0.41 0.0836 0.0862 YES YES 
Unfamiliar  0.67 ± 0.44 0.63 ± 0.44 0.4116 0.1147 YES YES 
Stack 
Mate  0.52 ± 0.34 0.41 ± 0.32     
Familiar 0.62 ± 0.55 0.61 ± 0.39 0.0001 0.0247 NO YES 
Unfamiliar  0.56 ± 0.46 0.53 ± 0.39 0.0954 0.0799 YES NO 
Distance 
Mate  0.37 ± 0.27 0.33 ± 0.26     
Familiar 0.32 ± 0.20 0.36 ± 0.22 0.4982 0.4974 YES YES 
Unfamiliar  0.32 ± 0.31 0.49 ± 0.36 0.8049 0.0042 YES NO 
Kackle 
Mate  0.84 ± 0.40 0.57 ± 0.39     
Familiar 0.53 ± 0.59 0.87 ± 0.32 1 0 NO NO 
Unfamiliar  0.92 ± 0.30 0.51 ± 0.37 0.3716 0.7859 YES YES 
Hat 
Mate  0.83 ± 0.45 0.80 ± 0.39     
Familiar 0.55 ± 0.36 0.61 ± 0.46 0.9968 0.9757 NO NO 
Unfamiliar  0.47 ± 0.43 0.84 ± 0.41 0.995 0.5419 NO YES 
 
Supplementary table 5 
Latency of males’ calls to females’ playback considering only the first 30 calls of each series. The mean ± 
the standard deviation of each playback series is reported together with the probability (P) value that calls 
emitted during mate series have a longer latency than calls emitted during the other familiarity categories. 
The statistical significant differences are reported in bold. The two rightmost columns indicated whether 
the result is different from the one obtained considering the entire playback series. 
  
Call type Familiarity Latency P mate slower Qualitatively 
consistent with 
full dataset? 
  A B A B A B 
Tet 
Mate  0.81 ± 0.43 0.66 ± 0.40     
Familiar 0.83 ± 0.40 0.74 ± 0.38 0.2611 0.1715 YES NO 
Unfamiliar  0.62 ± 0.33 0.68 ± 0.41 0.9758 0.5432 NO NO 
Stack 
Mate  0.57 ± 0.37 0.59 ± 0.41     
Familiar 0.70 ± 0.42 0.77 ± 0.40 0.0462 0.0002 YES YES 
Unfamiliar  0.76 ± 0.39 0.75 ± 0.38 0 0.0001 YES YES 
Distance 
Mate  0.44 ± 0.31 0.62 ± 0.38     
Familiar 0.52 ± 0.30 0.58 ± 0.37 0.0271 0.8984 YES NO 
Unfamiliar  0.60 ± 0.33 0.55 ± 0.36 0.0001 0.431 YES YES 
Kackle 
Mate  0.77 ± 0.42 0.58 ± 0.33     
Familiar 0.91 ± 0.39 0.61 ± 0.36 0.0107 0.0394 NO YES 
Unfamiliar  0.72 ± 0.37 0.79 ± 0.33 0.7197 0 YES YES 
Hat 
Mate  0.56 ± 0.38 0.67 ± 0.40     
Familiar 0.82 ± 0.42 0.62 ± 0.38 0 0.6271 YES YES 
Unfamiliar  0.95 ± 0.39 0.65 ± 0.35 0 0.3757 YES NO 
Song 
Mate  0.52 ± 0.33 0.65 ± 0.35     
Familiar 0.74 ± 0.34 0.71 ± 0.44 0 0.2027 YES YES 
Unfamiliar  0.59 ± 0.34 0.55 ± 0.36 0.0775 0.8752 NO YES 
 
Supplementary table 6 
Latency of females’ calls to males’ playback considering only the first 30 calls of each series. The mean ± 
the standard deviation of each playback series is reported together with the probability (P) value that calls 
emitted during mate series have a longer latency than calls emitted during the other familiarity categories. 
The statistical significant differences are reported in bold. The two rightmost columns indicated whether 
the result is different from the one obtained considering the entire playback series. 
  
 
Supplementary fig. 7 
Latency to the first answering call, measured for the last 30 (playback) stimuli of the different playback 
series (analysed time interval: 0 - 1.5 s after the onset of the playback stimulus). Colours represent the 
type of playback call broadcast; dots indicate individual calls (raw data). Familiarity categories: m= mate 
of the focal bird; f= familiar individual; uf= unfamiliar individual. For males (A) and females (B) and 
both trials the computed 95% credible intervals (error bars) as well as the fitted value (black symbols) are 
shown. Stars mark significant differences from the category "mate", stars at the bottom indicate 
significance in the direction opposite to the expectation (i.e. slower answers to the mate than to non-
mates). 
 
  
 
Call 
type 
Familiarity Latency P mate slower Qualitatively 
consistent with full 
dataset? 
  A B A B A B 
Tet 
Mate  0.77 ± 0.47 0.61 ± 0.32     
Familiar 0.87 ± 0.45 0.60 ± 0.42 0.5469 0.7434 YES YES 
Unfamiliar  0.66 ± 0.34 0.80 ± 0.42 0.4131 0.1148 YES YES 
Stack 
Mate  0.56± 0.37 0.50 ± 0.42     
Familiar 0.58 ± 0.36 0.63 ± 0.37 0.2021 0.0414 YES YES 
Unfamiliar  0.50 ± 0.37 0.59 ± 0.42 0.4894 0.1476 YES NO 
Distance 
Mate  0.47 ± 0.36 0.52 ± 0.38     
Familiar 0.44 ± 0.34 0.42 ± 0.24 0.5022 0.506 YES YES 
Unfamiliar  0.56 ± 0.41 0.54 ± 0.38 0.2751 0.5683 YES YES 
Kackle 
Mate  0.85 ± 0.49 0.63 ± 0.44     
Familiar 0.80 ± 0.40 0.81 ± 0.42 0.3835 0.0706 YES YES 
Unfamiliar  0.75 ± 0.38 0.62 ± 0.40 0.4619 0.3243 YES YES 
Hat 
Mate  0.43 ± 0.41 0.77 ± 0.39     
Familiar 0.75 ± 0.51 0.52 ± 0.37 0.0076 0.9977 NO NO 
Unfamiliar  0.75 ± 0.45 0.60 ± 0.40  0.0063 0.9721 NO NO 
 
Supplementary table 7 
Latency of males’ calls to females’ playback considering only the last 30 calls of each series. The mean ± 
the standard deviation of each playback series is reported together with the probability (P) value that calls 
emitted during mate series have a longer latency than calls emitted during the other familiarity categories. 
The statistical significant differences are reported in bold. The two rightmost columns indicated whether 
the result is different from the one obtained considering the entire playback series. 
 
  
Call type Familiarity Latency P mate slower Qualitatively 
consistent with 
full dataset? 
  A B A B A B 
Tet 
Mate  0.85 ± 0.42 0.67 ± 0.40     
Familiar 0.70 ± 0.46 0.83 ± 0.38 0.9476 0.0001 YES YES 
Unfamiliar  0.80 ± 0.38 0.68 ± 0.37 0.6155 0.0021 YES YES 
Stack 
Mate  0.60 ± 0.45 0.72 ± 0.39     
Familiar 0.64 ± 0.40 0.69 ± 0.36 0.1143 0.6098 NO NO 
Unfamiliar  0.74 ± 0.42 0.73 ± 0.37 0.0054 0.2941 YES NO 
Distance 
Mate  0.58 ± 0.39 0.45 ± 0.34     
Familiar 0.71 ± 0.37 0.73 ± 0.38 0.0021 0 YES YES 
Unfamiliar  0.69 ± 0.36 0.74 ± 0.38 0.0023 0 YES NO 
Kackle 
Mate  0.73 ± 0.40 0.62 ± 0.39     
Familiar 0.72 ± 0.41 0.73 ± 0.45 0.5208 0.1153 YES NO 
Unfamiliar  0.73 ± 0.35 0.79 ± 0.37 0.6942 0.0021 YES YES 
Hat 
Mate  0.65 ± 0.37 0.61 ± 0.38     
Familiar 0.72 ± 0.42 0.83 ± 0.36 0.1217 0.0004 NO NO 
Unfamiliar  0.57 ± 0.41 0.75 ± 0.43 0.7051 0.1229 NO NO 
Song 
Mate  0.66 ± 0.46 0.66 ± 0.43     
Familiar 0.84 ± 0.39 0.49 ± 0.38 0.0138 0.9869 YES NO 
Unfamiliar  0.68 ± 0.41 0.63 ± 0.37 0.2061 0.3962 NO YES 
 
Supplementary table 8 
Latency of females’ calls to males’ playback considering only the last 30 calls of each series. The mean ± 
the standard deviation of each playback series is reported together with the probability (P) value that calls 
emitted during mate series have a longer latency than calls emitted during the other familiarity categories. 
The statistical significant differences are reported in bold. The two rightmost columns indicated whether 
the result is different from the one obtained considering the entire playback series. 
  
 
call_comb. ans_m awd_m ans_f awd_f day ans_m_p awd_m_p ans_f_p awd_f_p cp 
stack_stack 148 125 124 152 d1 38.54 32.55 21.12 25.89 1 
stack_stack 175 174 184 177 d3 33.27 33.08 21.47 20.65 1 
stack_stack 208 243 243 203 d1 15.77 18.42 19.35 16.16 2 
stack_stack 296 267 262 293 d3 15.23 13.74 16.21 18.13 2 
stack_stack 1196 1346 1173 1045 d1 32.88 36.99 20.94 18.65 5 
stack_stack 1041 1302 1274 1009 d3 29.77 37.23 23.20 18.38 5 
stack_stack 70 84 86 75 d1 7.88 9.46 7.21 6.29 8 
stack_stack 193 224 227 188 d3 4.06 4.71 16.62 13.76 8 
stack_stack 79 87 91 81 d1 15.52 17.09 2.03 1.80 9 
stack_stack 169 196 198 180 d3 22.84 26.49 4.06 3.69 9 
stack_stack 64 127 120 60 d1 10.261 20.35 5.60 2.80 11 
stack_stack 333 462 450 323 d3 12.97 17.99 6.60 4.75 11 
 
Supplementary table 9 
Stack-stack call interactions in all six focal pairs during the baseline (days 1 and 3). Absolute and relative 
numbers of answered stack calls and stack calls used as answers by males and females (ans_m, ans_f: 
number of stack calls that were used by male or female, respectively, to answer a partner's stack call; 
awd_m, awd_f: number of male or female stack  calls, respectively, that were answered by a stack call of 
the partner; ans_m_p, ans_f_p: percentaged number of stack calls that were used by male or female, 
respectively, to answer a partner's stack call; awd_m_p, awd_f_p: percentage number of male or female 
stack  calls, respectively, that were answered by a stack call of the partner; cp: couple ID). 
  
 
Tria A, MALES, Baseline~playback experiment 
 Estimate Standard 
Error 
P-value 
Intercept 3.09 0.44  
playback experiment -6.66 2.07 0.0324 
Tria B, MALES, Baseline~playback experiment 
Intercept 2.88 0.45  
playback experiment -6.73 2.46 0.0523 
Tria A, FEMALES, Baseline~playback experiment 
Intercept 1.45 0.47  
playback experiment -0.83 2.93 0.7905 
Tria B, FEMALES, Baseline~playback experiment 
Intercept 1.04 0.54  
playback experiment 2.41 3.09 0.4784 
Supplementary fig. 8 
Relationship between the proportion of stack-stack answers given during baseline (mean of both days) 
and those during trials A and B of the playback experiment. Dots represent individual birds, lines the 
regression line of the linear model between the 2 variables, whose results are reported in the table together 
with the correspondent P-value. The males are depicted in red and the females in black. 
  
 
Supplementary fig. 9 
Relation between the variability in the call type (e.g., stack call) to the variation in conspecific response. 
(a) Values of incorrect assignment of the linear discriminant analysis. For each call type the percentage of 
incorrectly assigned calls are reported (mean value and the standard deviation, n=6 individuals per sex). 
Higher values correspond to more similar calls (i.e. call types more difficult to assign to the correct 
individual). (b) Results of linear mixed model (shaded areas) with row data (dots) correlating the within 
call type variability as a predictor of the conspecific response (number of calls left panel and latency in 
the right panels). Top panels contain the differences between mate and familiar and the bottom panels 
between mate and unfamiliar. Male calls are depicted in red and females in blues.  
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Vocal exchanges during pair formation and maintenance in the 
zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) 
Abstract 
Background: Pair compatibility affects the success of a pair; however, its causes and mechanisms are not 
fully understood. Vocal exchange may be very important for pair formation, coordinating pair activities, 
maintaining the pair bond and mate guarding. To investigate the role of vocal exchange in pair formation 
and pair maintenance, we explored whether new and established pairs of zebra finches differed in their 
calling relationships. We used individualised backpack microphones to examine the entire daily vocal 
emission of pairs, with parallel video recording of behaviour. Results: We found that in non-breeding, 
isolated pairs, a specific type of call, the “stack call”, was the most common. Furthermore, all pairs used 
the stack call for precisely timed antiphonal exchange. We confirmed a difference between new and 
established pairs in social behaviour, with the former spending less time in physical contact. Notably, we 
found that this was mirrored by a difference in calling behaviour: members of new pairs converged over 
time on a more symmetric calling relationship. Additionally, we observed different response rates to 
partners among individuals, but a repeatable relationship of answering within pairs, which may reflect 
different degrees of motivation to answer the partner. 
Conclusions: Our findings show that there is plasticity in calling behaviour and that it changes during pair 
formation, resulting in a coordinated stack call exchange with a similar number of answers between 
partners once the pair is established. It is possible that some of the calling relationship measurements that 
we present reflect pair compatibility. 
Published as: D’Amelio, P. B., Trost, L., & ter Maat, A. (2017). Vocal exchanges during pair 
formation and maintenance in the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata). Frontiers in Zoology, 14(1), 
13. https://doi.org/10.1186/s12983-017-0197-x
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Vocal exchanges during pair formation and
maintenance in the zebra finch
(Taeniopygia guttata)
Pietro Bruno D’Amelio*, Lisa Trost and Andries ter Maat
Abstract
Background: Pair compatibility affects the success of a pair; however, its causes and mechanisms are not fully
understood. Vocal exchange may be very important for pair formation, coordinating pair activities, maintaining the
pair bond and mate guarding. To investigate the role of vocal exchange in pair formation and pair maintenance,
we explored whether new and established pairs of zebra finches differed in their calling relationships. We used
individualised backpack microphones to examine the entire daily vocal emission of pairs, with parallel video
recording of behaviour.
Results: We found that in non-breeding, isolated pairs, a specific type of call, the “stack call”, was the most common.
Furthermore, all pairs used the stack call for precisely timed antiphonal exchange. We confirmed a difference between
new and established pairs in social behaviour, with the former spending less time in physical contact. Notably, we
found that this was mirrored by a difference in calling behaviour: members of new pairs converged over time on a
more symmetric calling relationship. Additionally, we observed different response rates to partners among individuals,
but a repeatable relationship of answering within pairs, which may reflect different degrees of motivation to answer
the partner.
Conclusions: Our findings show that there is plasticity in calling behaviour and that it changes during pair formation,
resulting in a coordinated stack call exchange with a similar number of answers between partners once the pair is
established. It is possible that some of the calling relationship measurements that we present reflect pair compatibility.
Keywords: Monogamous songbirds, Vocal communication, Antiphonal calling, Individualized recording, Pair
compatibility
Background
Individual quality does not necessarily predict the breed-
ing success of a pair [1–3]. Instead, pair compatibility has
been proposed to influence success because of synergistic
effects between pair members [4, 5]. Furthermore, in
several bird species, breeding success is positively related
to pair-bond duration [6–9]. Although demonstrated
mainly in long-lived non-Passeriformes, the benefits of
“mate familiarity” and the “costs of mate change” may
partially explain the effect of pair-bond duration [10]. Pair
coordination is another factor that has been shown to
have fitness benefits in various songbirds [11–15], and it is
possible that vocal behaviour may be important for pair
coordination. However, only a few studies have explicitly
examined the influence of vocal exchanges between pair
members on pair coordination [16]. Despite its possible
interaction with pair compatibility, vocal coordination has
been mainly examined in the context of duetting. Duets
represent an extreme case of vocal synchronisation, where
partners adjust timing and type of vocalisations to match
their mate [17]. Duets have multiple, often independent,
functions in different contexts [18]: they can be directed
at outsiders [19–21], and can also be important in intra-
pair communication for functions such as coordination of
activities and pair-bond maintenance [22, 23]. Coordi-
nated vocal exchanges between pair members may also
play a critical role during pair formation [24]. Neverthe-
less, the role of intra-pair vocalisations during pair
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formation has rarely been fully described or experimen-
tally tested. Vocal exchange is a key factor in forming pair
bonds, coordinating pair activity and maintaining pairs; it
can thus provide us with an indication of pair
compatibility.
Zebra finches are group-living songbirds that form life-
long, monogamous pairs in the wild [25, 26] and in captiv-
ity [27]. It has been hypothesised that they use two forms
of communication, one with their partner and another
with the rest of the group [28]. Zebra finches utter several
thousand vocalisations each day and, with the exception
of the song learned by males, the sexes have similar un-
learned call types [15, 28, 29]. In zebra finches both sexes
are involved in partner choice [30, 31]. Hence, behavioural
coordination, potentially aided by vocal exchange using
multiple call types, may be relevant for the choice of a
mate and pair maintenance. The importance of song for
pair formation in zebra finches has been extensively docu-
mented [32–34], and song after pair-bond establishment
may be involved in stimulating the partner (i.e. females
produced larger eggs with more orange yolks when paired
to males with an high song output, [35]). However, song
seems not to be critical for pair maintenance [36]. On the
other hand, calling behaviour (e.g. the timing of calls and
their interactions) and its importance in pair formation
and maintenance has rarely been quantified. It is well doc-
umented that zebra finches initiate, and respond to, calls,
taking turns in a vocal exchange [15, 37–39], a behaviour
which is sometimes even termed duetting [40]. However,
apart during environmental modification [41, 42], the
importance and consistency of this alternating, antiphonal
communication has not yet been assessed and high-
resolution recording during pair formation is lacking.
Coordinated vocal exchanges within pairs could be
achieved by assortative mating (i.e. choosing a partner
because of a similar rate, or amount, of calling) or behav-
ioural convergence (i.e. changing the calls’ temporal
patterns to answer the partner). However, evidence sup-
porting both models is lacking. Therefore, a comprehen-
sive description of calling behaviour, both during pair
formation and after a pair bond has been established, may
enhance our knowledge of the mechanisms of pair forma-
tion and maintenance of bonds independently. In the
zebra finch, pair formation often takes less than a week
and can start within minutes [43]. To measure calling be-
haviour during pair formation, we chose a time period
that was sufficiently long to induce a relationship, but not
long enough to be confounded with nest building,
reproduction, or parenting [43–45]. To precisely quantify
vocal exchange, minimally-invasive long-term recordings
are necessary. Individual-based recordings enable unpre-
cedented accuracy in quantifying calling-behaviour with
minimal impact on the birds [37, 46]. Here we describe
the vocal processes of pair formation and maintenance
considering all vocalisations of both sexes, identifying the
different call types and measuring their timing.
In this study we use week-long video and audio record-
ings to compare established pairs with new ones. We
study new dyads from the very first encounters and here-
after we refer to this group as new pairs. We examine
differences in social behaviour, to determine if differences
in calling patterns (e.g. the presence or the pattern of
antiphonal calling) are related to pair experience. If post-
pairing behavioural convergence occurs, we expect the
new and established pairs to be more similar in both social
and vocal behaviour at the end of the recording period.
Additionally, we hypothesise that motivation to call in
response to the partner, measured as the proportion of an-
swers out of the total number of calls, may differ from pair
to pair depending on pair compatibility. The motivation
to answer more frequently may be in turn correlated with
time spent in physical contact, linking behavioural and
vocal aspects of pair commitment. With backpack micro-
phones, we recorded individual zebra finches and their
partners without interfering with their daily activities,
collecting nearly half a million vocalisation events. We
mainly focussed our analysis on the stack call, one of
several call types in the zebra finch repertoire [15, 28], as
it was the most common call produced. Stack call was ini-
tially thought to just signal movement [28], but more and
more evidence suggest that it is important in an affiliative
context [29] and specifically during intra-pair communica-
tion [15, 37, 39, 47]. We identified antiphonal calling using
stack calls in all pairs. New and established pairs differed
in the symmetry of their calling relationship in term of
number of stack calls used to answer their partner; this
was paralleled by differences in social behaviour. We
propose that antiphonal calling with this specific call type
developed during pair formation may represent a private
communication channel (i.e. the meaning of the inter-
action is only clear to the partners), which may enhance
pair maintenance and pair synchronisation.
Methods
Study animals and recording scheme
A total of 24 mature adult zebra finches (over 120 days
post-hatch) were housed in pairs and were video and
audio recorded in sound-proof chambers for one week.
Inside the sound-proof chambers pairs were kept in
cages of 60 × 30 × 40 cm with grit, food (egg food and
mixed seeds) and water ab libitum. The light cycle was
13 h light and 11 h dark with the day period spanning
from 8:00-21:00 hours. Birds were audio-recorded for
12 hours (8:00-12:00, 12:00-16:00 and 17:00-21:00).
Maintenance (cage cleaning, replacing food and water,
etc.) was done between 16:00 and 17:00 so as not to
interfere with the recordings. The birds were placed in
the sound-proof chamber the morning of the first day of
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recording. Every second day we analysed 8 hrs of record-
ing (8:00-16:00). Established pairs (N = 4), which had all
bred successfully at least once prior to the experiment,
were chosen randomly from breeding facilities at the
Max Planck for Ornithology during a non-breeding
period to capture normal daily vocal exchange. The
members of new pairs (N = 8), unrelated and randomly
chosen from our facilities, had never seen or heard the
partners before the start of the experiment. Just prior to
the experiment, the latter group was kept for at least
7 days in same-sex groups, acoustically and visually iso-
lated from members of the opposite sex. Half of these
birds had previous breeding experience and half were
naïve. After the experiment we allowed the new pairs to
breed in order to verify that they could raise offspring
and were thus comparable to the established pairs; all 8
newly formed pairs bred successfully. While breeding,
the new pairs were equipped with dummy backpacks of
equal size and weight to the recording backpack, to en-
sure that the equipment had not impaired copulation or
any other part of the breeding phase during the
experiment.
Backpack microphone and recording selectivity
Transmitters backpacks, and their application and em-
ployment, are described in detail elsewhere ([15, 36, 43]
the specific version used in our study is the one described
for males in [15]). Individuals were fitted with backpacks
custom-made for each bird (Fig. 1). Briefly, transmitters
were equipped with microphones (Sparrow System, Fisher
III, USA), attached to a backpack and mounted on the
back of each animal. The full backpacks weighed approxi-
mately 1.3 g, which is equivalent to 8.3% of the weight of
an average zebra finch (15.7 g) in our colony. The harness
was made of a ring of ~19 cm silicone tube (1.7 mm outer
diameter, Detakta, Germany); a second 7 mm long silicone
tube (1.1 mm, Detakta, Germany) was stretched and
pulled over the ring, thus separating it in two loops. The
audio transmitter, protected with shrinkable tubing leaving
a hole for the microphone, was fixed on the narrow part
Fig. 1 Tools: telemetry transmitter and repertoire. Top picture: a) Different components of the telemetry transmitter. I) Elastic cord, the upper
loop encircles the head and the bottom loop goes around the tail. II) Microphone transmitter body and antenna. III) Transmitter case. IV) 1.45 V
battery. b) The assembled backpack. c) Zebra finch equipped with a transmitter. Bottom panel: d) Sonograms of the scored calls of the male and
the female from a representative experimental pair (male only: song and introductory syllables are not shown): “Tet”; “Stack”; “Distance”, “Kackle”,
“Whine”, “Hat”. Despite many generations of captivity, the repertoire is very similar to the one described by Zann (1996) in wild birds. We added
one soft call type, called “Hat”. The meaning and function of this call are yet to be determined, but it may be a modified version of the “Thuks”
call used to indicate danger in wild populations [28]
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between the loops with an adhesive elastic bandage (BSN
medical Elastomull®haft). Finally, the transmitter was
wrapped in gauze to protect it from damage and dust.
One loop was placed around the neck, and one around
the tail base, connected with 1.5 cm teflon tape. The
posterior loop was placed rostral of the cloacal area,
and the knot rested above the furcula. Backpack micro-
phones were placed on the birds at least a week before
the start of recording to allow the birds to acclimatise
to the equipment [15, 46].
The AM-modulated radio signals sent by the micro-
phones were detected using AOR8600 receivers (AOR,
USA). The signal was processed in a 16-channel analogue-
to-digital converter (Delta 1010, M-Audio, USA) operated
at a sampling rate of 44100 Hz, and recorded using ASIO
data streaming environment (Steinberg, Germany; inter-
face adapted by Markus Kramer, MPIO Seewiesen). Each
recording channel was stored as .wav file of 4 h duration.
The wireless microphone was mounted on the bird’s
back, facing the body, thus primarily recording the bird’s
own vocalisations [15, 37, 46]. On rare occasions, the
recordings also included vocalisations emitted by other
birds. However, during clustering processes these were
clearly recognisable due to different basal frequency
intensities, and removed [46].
Repertoire and vocalizations clustering
We classified calls into different categories using previ-
ously described criteria [15, 37, 46]. Briefly, we used the
custom-written software “Sound Explorer” (see [15] for
GitHub address) to analyse the sonograms. For each sono-
gram we calculated the following parameters: duration,
mean frequency, mean frequency standard deviation (SD),
mode frequency, mode frequency SD, first peak, first peak
SD, zero crossing, maximum positive peak and minimum
negative peak. These parameters were used for automatic
sorting and the output clustering was subsequently manu-
ally refined. We refined clustering using visual features of
the sonograms. During the screening the scorer was aware
of the treatment (pair experience). However, he/she was
blind to the time information used to extrapolate data for
statistical analysis. These were automatically assigned and
hidden therefore not a type of subjective behavioural
recording [48]. Vocalisations were classified according to
the criteria described in Zann (1996), with minor modifi-
cations (Fig. 1d, bottom panel). We divided vocalisations
into 7 categories: 6 types of call (Fig. 1d, bottom panel,
Additional file 1) and a separate category for the vocalisa-
tions which we were unable to assign to any call type (e.g.
rare vocalisations or, since they are intergrading clusters,
vocalisations with features of two call types). For males we
included two additional categories: song and misplaced
introductory syllables (those which were not followed by
the song) (Additional file 1). Zebra finches are known to
include some of their calls in their song [49], therefore as
first step of clustering we ordered all vocalisations in their
sequence of occurrence, and were thus able to distinguish
which similar call types were used in songs from those
present as single calls. Finally, the number of songs was
calculated dividing the total number of syllables by the
average number of song syllables of each male (see Fig. 2
for birds’ daily emission of each call type).
Video recording and scoring
The video recordings were made with small cameras
(Handykam Colour 420 line CCD high resolution camera,
Handykam.com, Hayle, UK) positioned inside the sound
boxes but outside the cage and started automatically with
a set schedule. We analysed 30 min in the morning (8:00-
8:30) and 30 min in the afternoon (12:00-12:30). The
videos were scored with Observer® XT (Version 10, Nol-
dus Information Technology, Wageningen, Netherlands)
with the scorer blind to the treatment. The relative pos-
ition between the two birds was coded as “Clumping” if
the birds were in physical contact, “Close” if the distance
between individuals was less than one bird, and “Distance”
if the subjects were apart (Additional file 2). Addition-
ally, the following behaviours were scored: “Perching –
exploring”, indicating that the bird was either moving
or stationary in the cage; “Hopping” when the bird
jumped between perches with less than 3 sec. intervals
between hops, and “Preening” when the bird was clean-
ing its feathers (Additional file 3). Video and audio
recordings were synchronised based on recognisable
events (e.g. songs and/or the relative time between two
vocalizations). Specifically, the audio channel of the
video was extracted and aligned manually with the
audio from one of the transmitters. Once synchronised
and scored, the rate of each call type for each behaviour
was calculated.
Cross correlation analysis
We used cross-correlation analysis to determine the syn-
chronisation of pair vocalisations [37]. The onset times
of the different vocalisations were used to shape cross-
correlational density plots [50], where vocalisations of
one individual were aligned with specific vocalisations of
individualist partner. As a convention, we designated the
female calls as always beginning at time 0. The length of
the time window we evaluated was 2 seconds before and
after each female call, divided into 100 bins. All the calls
emitted half a second before or after the call of the focal
individual (the females) were considered answered and
answer calls respectively [15, 37]. Answer calls are voca-
lisations given in response to the focal individual within
0.5 seconds. Answered calls are those that receive a
response by the focal in the same time period. We used
the number of calls emitted during this interval to
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calculate the directionality index as follows: (Number of
Answers - Number of Answered) / (Number of Answers
+ Number of Answered). Therefore the directionality
index is 0 when the number of answers is the same for
males and females. The female call is the focal stimulus,
thus the directionality index is positive if the number of
answers is greater for the male, and negative if greater
for the female. Confidence limits were calculated using
Poisson probabilities based on the baseline levels of the
correlation which was defined as the period between 4
and 2 seconds before and 2 and 4 after the focal vocali-
sations. Hence, it was assumed that calls from these two
2 seconds periods had a random distribution [37].
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted in R version 3.2.3
[51] using a Bayesian statistical approach with the pack-
ages “arm” [52] and “lme4” [53]. Linear Mixed Models
(LMM) were calculated using the maximum-likelihood
(ML) method to have a better estimation of the fixed ef-
fects [54]. Posterior means and their 95% credible inter-
vals (CrI) were calculated (10000 simulations) using the
function “sim”. We used flat prior distributions (i.e. it
does not influence the posterior distribution of the simu-
lated data), therefore sensitivity analyses of prior
distributions were not required. In all cases, the residuals
were checked visually for the model fit with the follow-
ing plots: residual vs. fitted; residual distribution;
residual variance vs. fitted. In addition, we visually
checked the assumption that the random effects were
normally distributed. Tables with the full model results
can be found in the Additional file 4. When it was
necessary to compare subgroups within an analysis we
performed a derived calculation: out of the 10 000 set of
simulated parameters we report the number of cases for
which the estimated value of the first group was larger
than that of the second group, and report this value as
“p”. The threshold of 5% would be equivalent to signifi-
cance level in a frequentist framework.
To explain the amount of time spent in physical con-
tact, termed clumping, we included the experience of
the pair (categorical, 2 levels) and the day (categorical, 4
levels) as explanatory variables in the LMM, and since
we expected that the effect of familiarity changes with
time (days), we included the interaction. Pair ID was
added as random factor (categorical, 12 levels) (Fig. 3a).
Clumping ~ Experience * Day + (1|PairID)
To study the directionality index over time of new and
established pairs we ran a LMM with experience and
day as explanatory variables. We used the absolute value
Fig. 2 Proportion of call types by day. The proportion of each call type is reported for all the birds of the study. Each row represents a pair and
the two columns are for females (left) and males (right). Within each column the 4 days of the study are plotted next to each other. The different
colours of the bars represent the different call types (Misp. Intr. is the abbreviation of misplaced introductory syllables: those which were not
followed by the song). The height of the bars represents the proportion of call types relative to the bird and day (sum for each bird each day
equal to 1). The top 8 pairs with the shaded background are pairs that never met before the experiment whereas the bottom 4 are already
established pairs. -Triangles indicate new pairs formed by individuals which had never previously bred successfully with another mate
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of the index because we focused in its difference from 0
and not its direction. Because we were interested to
know whether the two treatments changed over time we
included the interaction between pair experience and
day (Fig. 3b). |Directionality| ~ Experience * Day
+ (1|PairID)
To determine the relative distance at which birds
vocalised most frequently, we used a LMM with relative
position as the explanatory factor (categorical, 3 levels)
of the calling rate. For this model we only considered
the calling rate of stack calls. The square root of the call-
ing rate was taken, to achieve normal distribution of the
residuals. Pair ID and day were used as random factors
to account for repeated measures (Additional file 5).
Calling rate ~ Relative position + (1|Day) + (1|PairID)
To study the correlation of the numbers of stack calls
between males and females we used 2 LMMs consider-
ing either the males’ total number of calls or the males’
number of answers as outcome variables and the corre-
sponding females’ variables as explanatories. Both
models had day of recording and pair experience nested
into pair ID as random factors (Fig. 4). To represent the
two models in the same plot we normalized the data div-
iding, for each relationship, by the highest number of
calls. Total male calls ~ Total female calls + (1|Day)
+ (1|Experience/PairID); Male answer calls ~ Female an-
swer calls + (1|Day) + (1|Experience/PairID)
To determine if vocalisations were related to beha-
vioural aspects, we modelled the proportion of calls used
as answers (out of the total number of calls of the focal in-
dividual) as a function of the time spent in physical con-
tact (Fig. 5). We ran 2 separate models for the 2 sexes. For
these LMMs, we used the same random effect structure
as the models of stack calls described above. Additionally,
since measurement units were different and measurement
values were several orders of magnitude apart, we
standardized both variables using z-scores to simplify the
interpretation. We also ran the same model excluding the
null clumping values, days in which birds did not clump,
to confirm the result. Percentage of answers ~ Clumping
+ (1|Day) + (1| Experience/PairID). The repeatability of
the directionality index was calculated according to Les-
sells & Boag (1993) [55], where the among-groups vari-
ance component describes variance among pairs and the
within-group variance component describes the variance
within a pair across different days.
Results
Proportion of different calls by day
We first looked at the proportion of different call types
emitted by individual birds exposed to our experimental
conditions. We recorded and categorised 475 903 vocali-
sations. Only a small portion of the vocalisations (mean
± SD per recording; 2.62 ± 2.43%, N = 96) were not
assigned to one of the depicted call types (Fig. 1d). In 94
cases out of 96 (12 pairs recorded for four days in a
week) the stack call was the most frequently emitted call
type (0.84 ± 0.16%, N = 96) (Fig. 2, Additional file 6).
This was the same in both new (8-hour recordings
where stack calls were the most common call type / total
number of recordings; 62/64) and established (32/32)
pairs, and it did not change during the observed period
(day1: 24/24; day3: 23/24; day5: 24/24; day7: 23/24).
Fig. 3 Social and calling behaviour over time. Proportion of time
spent in physical contact (a) and directionality index (b) of new and
established pairs over time. a) Amount of physical contact
(“clumping”), given as a proportion of the overall time, for each of
the four days. The boxplots represent the row value, the red dots
the estimated Bayesian values and the red segments the Credible
Intervals (CrI) estimated from the LMM. An asterisk indicates a lack of
overlap between CrI and the fitted values (equivalent to frequentist
significance set at <5%). b) Directionality index over time. Each line
is a pair; established pairs are shown in grey whereas new pairs are
in black. The variance in new pairs is bigger at the beginning than
at the end, indicating that the relationship becomes quantitatively
more symmetrical
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Stack calls were almost always the most frequently-
emitted call in both new and established pairs.
Social behaviour of new and established pairs
We asked whether the proportion of time spent in phys-
ical contact (clumping) differed depending on pair
experience. We found that new pairs spent very limited
time clumping during the first day (time of clumping
expressed in seconds and as percentage of the total time
scored, mean ± SD; 29 ± 81 sec., 0.8 ± 2.2%, N = 8)
(Fig. 3a), whereas established pairs clumped for much
longer (919 ± 923 sec, 25.5 ± 25.7%, N = 4). Credible
intervals do not overlap zero, indicating a marked differ-
ence (899 sec., CrI: 181 – 1620, p = 0.0032). In the fol-
lowing days, the trend that new pairs spent less time
clumping continued, but the credible intervals of new
and established pairs overlapped (Fig. 3a) indicating that
there was no longer a clear difference (day3: p = 0.0832;
day5: p = 0.1409; day7: p = 0.0817). Only the established
pairs spent a considerable amount of time in physical
contact during the first day, whereas the newly intro-
duced pairs spent less time in contact.
Calling behaviour of new and established pairs
To see if new and established pairs differed in vocal co-
ordination, we used cross-correlations to show whether
there was a specific answer to our focal stimulus, the
partner calls. Pair members used different combinations
of call types to respond to their partner, and these com-
binations of call types showed a coordinated pattern of
replies (i.e. over-threshold number of calls within the
analysed time window, see method “cross-correlation”)
(Additional file 7). However, only one combination,
stack-stack, was present among all the studied pairs on
each day (Additional file 7, Additional file 8). We con-
firmed that mates answer to each other with very precise
latency and low rate of overlapping calls [37] (Additional
file 8). Observing the stack-stack calling we found that
both new and established pairs tended to respond to
their partners, with pairs varying in the number of re-
plies (antiphonal calls) and total calls (Additional file 6,
Additional file 8). The shape of the cross-correlation
histogram, which shows the amount of replies of the
partners compared to baseline calling, can therefore be
used to describe the calling relationship (Additional file
8). The shape can be summarised by the directionality
index, which changed from pair to pair (some pairs were
asymmetrical, others were symmetrical), and also over
time within the pairs. We found very high repeatability
(r ± SE: 0.94 ± 0.03, N = 12) in the directionality index,
indicating that each pair develops a specific calling rela-
tionship. The directionality index values (Fig. 3b) of new
pairs were very wide in range on the first day (mean ± SD,
day 1: -12.27 ± 32.64, N = 8) and tended to converge to a
more symmetrical relationship over time (day 7: -5.90 ±
10.21, N = 8). The absolute value of the directionality index
statistically differed between the first and the last day (p <
0.0001, N = 8). In contrast, the index of established pairs
did not change significantly (day1: -1.43 ± 8.74, day 7:
-7.05 ± 22.32; p = 0.1011, N = 4). Furthermore we observed
a more symmetrical relationship of established pairs com-
pared with new ones during the first day (probability that
new pairs had higher directionality index than established
Fig. 5 Correlation between proportion of male answers and time
spent in physical contact. Amount of time in physical contact and
proportion of answers (standardised by z-scores). The dots are the
raw values, one point for each male each day, the bold line is the
fitted regression line drawn from the posterior distribution of the
value estimated from the LMM. The thinner lines and the shaded
area represent the credible intervals
Fig. 4 Correlation of the numbers of stack calls and answers
between males and females. Total number of stack calls (red dots)
and number of stack call replies to stacks (blue crosses) for males and
females for each day for each pair (values are normalised dividing by
the highest number of calls). Bold lines represent the relationships
extracted from the estimated posterior of the linear mixed models;
thinner lines are the respective 95% credible intervals. Number of
answers is tightly correlated between males and females, while call
number is only loosely correlated, indicating that different
individuals use differing proportions of calls to answer the partner
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ones, p = 0.0006, N = 12); the difference was not significant
during the last day (p = 0.8084, N = 12).
Correlations of total number of stack calls and reply stack
calls
We defined motivation to answer the proportion of calls
used as answers out of the total number of call emitted.
Consequently, to understand whether the motivation to
reply differed within and between pairs, we compared the
total number of stacks between partners with the propor-
tion of the number of stacks used as replies (to other
stacks) (Fig. 4). If the two distributions were similar it
would mean that each individual used the same proportion
of calls to answer the partner (i.e. the motivation to answer
was similar among individuals). In contrast, we found that
the two relationships differed greatly in shape and disper-
sion, indicating that each bird answers to the partner with a
different proportion of calls. If the slope of the relationships
were 1 and the intercept 0, it would mean that the number
of calls, either the total calls or only the replies, was equal
between males and females. On the contrary we found a
difference between males and females in the total number
of calls (estimated regression line; y = 0.190 + 0.398x). How-
ever, when considering the number of replies, the number
of calls used was more similar (y = 0.026 + 0.790x). Most
interestingly, if the credible intervals (CrI) were narrow it
would indicate the use of a similar strategy across pairs. We
found that this was the case for the number of answers
(0.711 - 0.870), which was very similar between and across
pairs, whereas the total number of calls had a wide CrI
(0.066 - 0.739) and was only loosely correlated between and
across pairs. To further explore the difference between the
correlation of number of answers and total number of
calls we measured the goodness-of-fit of the models,
marginal and conditional r2-values (i.e. how much of
the variance is explained by fixed effects alone and
total respectively; [56, 57]). We found that for total
amount of calls, marginal (r2m) and conditional (r2c)
r2-values were 0.102 and 0.777, whereas for the num-
ber of replies, r2m = 0.860 and r2c = 0.943. We found
that the experience of the pair did not explain any
variance and most of the variance explained by the
random factors was due to differences between pairs.
Furthermore, for the model including the total num-
ber of calls, the residuals against the random factor
“day” showed a specific pattern. This probably was
because they called much less during the first day
than predicted from the model.
Relationship between clumping time and proportion of
answers
As we found that different individuals answer with differ-
ent percentages of calls (Fig. 4) we tested the correlation
of vocal with the social behaviour. We combined
information from the video and audio recordings to calcu-
late the relationship between the time spent in physical
contact (mean ± SD expressed in seconds; 556 ± 627 sec.,
N = 12) and the proportion of replies of the males’ stack
calls (expressed in %, 15 ± 10.1%, N = 12) (Fig. 5) and of
the females’ stack calls (17.7 ± 10.8%, N = 12) on their total
number of stacks. A higher proportion of calls used as
answers might reflect a higher motivation in answering,
and also a longer time spent in clumping might reflect a
stronger motivation to stay in contact. We found a posi-
tive relationship between standardised time spent clump-
ing and the proportion of replies (after standardisation,
see “statistical analysis” in methods, slope: 0.300, CrI:
0.097 - 0.499; Fig. 5). This means that each increasing unit
of clumping time (expressed as change in standard devi-
ation) yields an increased expected proportion of replies
by about a third of a unit. For instance, an increase of
627 sec. of clumping time would lead to an increase of 3%
in the proportion of calls that a male uses as replies. The
number of 0 s in the clumping values may bias the model.
Interestingly, also excluding occurrences in which the
birds did not clump, yielded to a very similar result (slope:
0.282, CrI: 0.073 - 0.492). For the proportion of calls used
by females as answers, this relationship was not as strong
(slope: 0.068, CrI: -0.182 - 0.315). Interestingly, the experi-
ence of the pair did not explain any variance in the
proportion of answers of male or female stack call. We
conclude that clumping time can predict, to a certain
extent, the proportion of replies of the male.
Discussion
Antiphonal calling with stacks was a common feature
for all zebra finch pairs in this study; this alternating
calling behaviour was temporally precise, characterised
by a very low rate of overlap between calls and a high
level of alternation between mates. As both new and
established pairs displayed this behaviour, we propose
that this pattern of alternating stack calls could define a
private channel of communication between mates in
non-breeding situations, possibly a display of monoga-
mous pairs [58]. Physical contact, termed clumping, has
been used by many studies as a behavioural indicator of
bonded pairs [59–61]. As expected, when comparing
new and established pairs, we confirmed that only the
latter spend time in physical contact during the first day
[43]. Interestingly, the difference in social behaviour
between new and established pairs is mirrored by a dif-
ference in calling patterns. We found that both new and
established pairs exchanged stack calls; however, new
pairs were more variable with regard to the directionality
of the calling relationship during the first day (i.e. often
the relationships are asymmetrical, meaning that one
member answered more than the other). A week later,
these new pairs had more symmetrical calling
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relationships. We can describe the observed pattern as
behavioural convergence, labelling it as post-pairing
adjustment [62]. The number of stack calls of males and
females within a pair was loosely correlated, whereas the
number of calls used to answer the partner was similar
between pair members. This suggests that quantitatively
pairs had a balanced vocal exchange, but each bird used
a specific and different percentage of calls to answer the
partner. The percentage of replies (‘answer calls’) by the
males positively correlates with the amount of clumping
exhibited by the pair. We tentatively interpret this as
stronger motivation towards the partner expressed by
both vocalisation and affiliative behaviour. The vocal
exchange of stack calls did not occur when the birds
were clumping, but rather when they were distant from
each other. This suggests a function of vocal exchange
during locomotion using this call type, perhaps when
birds are relatively close [28, 29].
Previous studies have already described antiphonal
calling involving stacks [15, 37]. Here, we added a
detailed and quantitative description of the pattern of
stack call usage during establishment of new pairs and
the consistency of stack usage over time in already
established pairs. High behavioural similarity between
partners may make cooperation more effective, and may
have fitness consequences in species with bi-parental
care (part of the “mate familiarity effect”, reviewed [10]).
Coordination of other behaviours, such as provisioning
and foraging, has been found to be beneficial in zebra
finches in the wild [13]. The antiphonal exchange might
aid the coordination between partners, and possibly im-
prove decision making processes (e.g. during foraging
behaviour). Alternatively, or additionally, as a display
that continues after the formation of the pair bond, it
could be important for pair maintenance [58, 63], or
potentially support mate guarding. However, whether
the symmetrical communication has a functional value
is still an open question. Experiments measuring fitness
parameters are necessary to answer it.
We observed a large difference between marginal and
conditional r2-values in the model correlating the total
number of calls of males and females. The pattern of the
residuals vs. random effect “day” did not follow a normal
distribution and partially explains this result: the daily
number of calls changed during the experiment and
changed differentially for males and females. On the
contrary, the random factor “day” did not explain any
variance in the model correlating the number of
answers. Therefore, showing that the answering relation-
ship was acquired early in the pair development and the
proportion of answers remained consistent over time
despite the change in the overall amount of calls. The
pair forms quickly within the first days [45], and we
showed that in conjunction, the vocal relationship
stabilized early. This partially explains why the experi-
ence of the pair did not influence either the relationship
between number of calls and number of answers or the
relationship between the latter parameter and the
amount of clumping. However, the very high variability
between pairs and the small sample size might mask the
differences between groups. From the analysis compar-
ing number of answers and number of calls it is possible
to draw further conclusions. We observed a high
behavioural similarity between paired males and females
in the number of calls used to answer the partner [37].
However, when we considered the total amount of calls
produced, we observed asymmetry between partners.
This might reflect a different motivational state and
interest of the birds towards their partner [64], since in
our experimental design, individuals could not choose
their partners. The quality of the match might therefore
differ substantially among pairs, producing different pat-
terns of calling and replying. In addition, we found that
clumping time predicts the percentage of answers of the
male. Males that spent more time in physical contact
also used a higher proportion of their calls to answer
their partner. Hence antiphonal calling could be tested
as an indicator of pair compatibility. To find methods to
quantify pair quality, compatibility, is very important
since fitness can depend on it [2, 5]. Further, specifically
designed experiments involving mate choice are needed
to better clarify the relationship between answering rate
and clumping. Likewise latency to the first occurrence of
affiliative behaviours, such as clumping, allopreening,
copulation, and their quantity, can be studied in correl-
ation to fitness and vocal behaviour to find what factors
better predict pair compatibility.
The vocal repertoire was similar among different birds
and the most common call type for isolated pairs in a
non-breeding situation was almost invariably the stack
call. Different authors have reported other calls to be the
most common; Zann (1996, ch. 10, p. 197) described the
tet, others the distance call [65, 66]. This could be due to
the context in which the recordings were made, or the
tools used to record vocalisations. For example, the cited
studies used an external microphone that might have
failed to detect vocalisation with low amplitude [65, 66].
Also, the birds used by Zann were in groups and allowed
to breed. That breeding status affects the type of calls that
are emitted is supported by Gill et al. (2015), which shows
a change in abundance according to the context; this
could alter the relevance of some calls according to the
deviance (i.e. the relative abundance of a particular call
type [67]). Furthermore, Gill et al. (2015) showed that in a
group situation, in contrast with our isolated pairs, the
stack call is not always the most common type and other
call type combinations other than stack-stack were always
present between pair members. These differences suggest
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a social meaning for other call types and call combinations
(i.e. some calls and call combinations might have a
message for members of the group other than the mate).
Given the diversity of calls and their different uses,
studying the temporal relationships of vocalisations could
improve our understanding of complex communication
[68] and the ‘linguistics’ of calling. Most language usage is
interactive, involving rapid turn-taking characterised by
short turns and very rapid responses [69]; zebra finch
vocal exchange mirrors this pattern. The zebra finch call-
ing system is clearly lacking flexibility in its messages
compared to that of humans; however, turn-taking
patterns and tempos of the different systems can be com-
pared. Hence investigating the dynamic pattern of calling
could help to understand the role of turn-taking in vocal
communication [70]. The first step in this direction would
be to verify that these calls are enough to identify the
caller, making possible to select the interlocutor. More-
over, this fast exchange model of vocal communication
can be investigated from the point of view of behavioural
neurobiology [37]. During antiphonal calling, a bird must
provide the specific appropriate response within a few
milliseconds of an auditory stimulus. When the bird hears
a call, it needs to process it: that is extract the type of call
and the calling individual’s identity, recall the memory of
that individual, and choose and utter an extremely rapid
response, which makes our system ideal for investigating
processing recognition and answer choice.
Our approach, with the use of backpack microphones
and continuous recording, allowed an extremely high level
of precision and accuracy in our measurements. However,
despite the high repeatability of the turn-taking behaviour,
due mainly to the time consuming procedures, the sample
size is a limitation of our study, and it is therefore difficult
to confidently generalise all of our results. Nevertheless,
we are convinced that the results and the approach pre-
sented here may spur further research on calling patterns
because of its relevance for different fields.
Conclusion
Here, we document differences between new and estab-
lished zebra finch pairs, shedding light on the role of alter-
nating (antiphonal) calling. Members of both new and
established pairs use stack calls to answer their partner.
While birds in established pairs respond to their partner
with equal number of calls, the newly formed pairs begin
with one bird calling more, but then develop a calling
relationship that becomes more symmetrical over time.
We therefore found post-pairing behavioural convergence
between pair members, whereby they adjusted the number
of calls used to answer their partner. In addition, within
both groups, pairs differed from each other, but were in-
ternally consistent. Furthermore, in males, reply frequency
was positively correlated with the time spent in physical
contact with their partner. The high repeatability together
with the possible reflection of a motivational state leads us
to postulate that the study of such calling relationships
might add information on pair compatibility. We propose
that the patterned exchange of vocalisations may repre-
sent a fundamental part of the pair bond, and may serve
as a private channel of communication within the pair.
Additional files
Additional file 1: Audio examples of the call repertoire of the zebra
finch. (same pair as Fig. 1). Five calls for each sex and call type are spaced
by one second silences. We randomly selected calls to be presented
from the ones not containing noise. Sounds were recorded with
backpack microphones and their amplitude normalised to -0.1 dB
(maximal sample value). (7Z 240 kb)
Additional file 2: Video example for each behaviour scored for the relative
position. 30 seconds for each behaviour are shown. (MOV 8114 kb)
Additional file 3: Video example for each behaviour scored for individual
behaviour. 15 seconds for each behaviour are shown. (MOV 4853 kb)
Additional file 4: Tables with estimates, Standard Errors (SE), Credible
Intervals (CrI) and random factor and residual variance of each LMM used.
First is presented model structure, together with mean and SD of the raw
data. The graphical representation, if present, is referred after the model.
(DOCX 24 kb)
Additional file 5: Figure S1. Rate of stack calls during different relative
position of pair members. Rate of stack calls (n/sec) for the 3 different
relative positions scored. Clumping: the pair is in physical contact. Close: the
space between the birds is less than one bird. Distance: the birds are apart.
Boxplots are drawn using raw data, the red dots are the estimated Bayesian
values and the red segments the Credible Intervals (CrI) estimated from the
LMM.. Both males and females used different rates of stack calls depending
on their relative position (data not shown for each sex separately). While in
physical contact, (clumping), the birds called the least (measured in calls/
sec., mean ± SD, 0.090 ± 0.115 calls/sec., N = 12), followed by close proximity,
(close), (0.160 ± 0.126 calls/sec, N = 12); whereas when they were spatially
separated, (distance), the pairs had a higher rate of calling (0.243 ± 0.183
calls/sec., N = 12). Using the output of the LMM we calculated the
probability that estimated values of one of the relative positions would be
higher than the ones of another; asterisks indicate p < 0.05. We found that
the probability that the calling rate during “Clumping” was higher than
“Close” was p = 0.0074, and “Close” higher than “Distance” was p = 0.0556,
indicating strong differences between these categories. Thus, relative
position influences the amount of elicited calls. (PNG 333 kb)
Additional file 6: Table S1. Total and proportion of different call type
by bird. Total number and proportion (in brackets) of each call type for
each individual. The total number of calls is the mean of the four days of
recording and the proportion is calculated from this mean. Misp. Intr. is
the abbreviation of misplaced introductory syllables (those which were
not followed by the song). (XLSX 11 kb)
Additional file 7: Table S2. Response strength for each pair each day
each combination. Within a time window of interest of 4 s before and
4 s after call onset for our cross-correlation histograms we counted the
number of calls. We divided the time window with a binwidth of 50 ms
(i.e. 160 bins in total). The number of calls in the bins in the first 0.5-s
(Nbase, i.e. the calls between 4 and 3.5 seconds before the focal calls)
was used as baseline and those in the 0.5-s bins after call onset
(Nresponse) as the response. We calculated the response strength index
for each call combination for each pair for each day as follows: Rre-
sponse = (Nresponse –Nbase) / (Nresponse + Nbase). The index range
between -1 and +1, positive values correspond to an increase of calling
after the stimuli (partner calls) compared to the baseline, negative value
to an inhibition of calling, values close to 0 to maintenance of baseline
calling (all the values are multiplied by 100 to aid readability). We set a
threshold to avoid weak correlations to bias the results: if the number of
D’Amelio et al. Frontiers in Zoology  (2017) 14:13 Page 10 of 12
calls within the time window considered did not reach 160 (i.e. one call
for each bin) the index was not computed (reported as 0). (XLSX 31 kb)
Additional file 8: Figure S2. Stack-stack cross-correlation for each pair.
Each row represents a pair, and each column shows a different day of
the experiment. For each scored day per pair, a cross-correlation graph
[50] is presented of the stack-stack call relationship between male and
female. Cross-correlation histograms show the temporal correlation
between one male and one female call type within a given time window.
Histograms were aligned on female vocalisations. The y-axis represents
the number of calls, normalised by the bin with the highest number of
occurrences (between 0 and 1). The interval considered on the x-axis is 0
± 2 sec. The 0.99 Poisson confidence limits are shown with horizontal red
lines [37]. Typically, the shape of the histogram is characterized by a sharp
inhibition in the bins next to the 0, because of the little overlap between
calls, and a spike of events within 0.5 sec, often over the set confidence
interval. Therefore, the calls in the window within ± 0.5 sec. from the focal
calls are considered as replies and coloured according to the sex. The
replies of the males are depicted in orange and females in grey. Within
each cross-correlation the numbers on the top represent the total
amount of stack calls over the 8 hours of recording, and the number
used to reply to the stack calls of the partner. (PNG 3557 kb)
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Additional file 1. Audio examples of the call repertoire of the zebra finch. (same pair as Figure 1). Five 
calls for each sex and call type are spaced by one second silences. We randomly selected calls to be 
presented from the ones not containing noise. Sounds were recorded with backpack microphones and 
their amplitude normalised to -0.1 dB (maximal sample value). 
Additional file 2. Video example for each behaviour scored for the relative position. 30 seconds for each 
behaviour are shown. 
Additional file 3. Video example for each behaviour scored for individual behaviour. 15 seconds for each 
behaviour are shown. 
Additional file 4: Estimates, Standard Errors (SE), Credible Intervals (CrI) and random factor variance of 
each LMM used. First is presented model structure, together with mean and SD of the raw data. The 
graphical representation, if present, is referred after the model. 
Additional file 6: Table S1. Total and proportion of different call type by bird. Total number and 
proportion (in brackets) of each call type for each individual. The total number of calls is the mean of the 
four days of recording and the proportion is calculated from this mean. Misp. Intr. Is the abbreviation of 
misplaced introductory syllables (those which were not followed by the song). 
Additional file 7: Table S2. Response strength for each pair each day each combination. Within a time 
window of interest of 4 s before and 4 s after call onset for our cross-correlation histograms we counted 
the number of calls. We divided the time window with a binwidth of 50 ms (i.e. 160 bins in total). The 
number of calls in the bins in the first 0.5-s (Nbase, i.e. the calls between 4 and 3.5 seconds before the 
focal calls) was used as baseline and those in the 0.5-s bins after call onset (Nresponse) as the response. 
We calculated the response strength index for each call combination for each pair for each day as follows: 
Rresponse =(Nresponse –Nbase) / (Nresponse +Nbase). The index range between -1 and +1, positive 
values correspond to an increase of calling after the stimuli (partner calls) compared to the baseline, 
negative value to an inhibition of calling, values close to 0 to maintenance of baseline calling (all the 
values are multiplied by 100 to aid readability). We set a threshold to avoid weak correlations to bias the 
results: if the number of calls within the time window considered did not reach 160 (i.e. one call for each 
bin) the index was not computed (reported as 0). 
  
Additional File 5
 
Additional file 5, Figure S1: Rate of stack calls during different relative position of pair members. Rate 
of stack calls (n/sec) for the 3 different relative positions scored. Clumping: the pair is in physical contact. 
Close: the space between the birds is less than one bird. Distance: the birds are apart. Boxplots are drawn 
using raw data, the red dots are the estimated Bayesian values and the red segments the Credible Intervals 
(CrI) estimated from the LMM.. Both males and females used different rates of stack calls depending on 
their relative position (data not shown for each sex separately). While in physical contact, (clumping), the 
birds called the least (measured in calls/ sec., mean ± SD, 0.090 ± 0.115 calls/sec., N = 12), followed by 
close proximity, (close), (0.160 ± 0.126 calls/sec, N = 12); whereas when they were spatially separated, 
(distance), the pairs had a higher rate of calling (0.243 ± 0.183 calls/sec., N = 12). Using the output of the 
LMM we calculated the probability that estimated values of one of the relative positions would be higher 
than the ones of another; asterisks indicate p < 0.05. We found that the probability that the calling rate 
during “Clumping” was higher than “Close” was p = 0.0074, and “Close” higher than “Distance” was p = 
0.0556, indicating strong differences between these categories. Thus, relative position influences the 
amount of elicited calls. 
  
 
 
Additional file 5, Figure S2: Stack-stack cross-correlation for each pair. Each row represents a pair, and 
each column shows a different day of the experiment. For each scored day per pair, a cross-correlation 
graph [50] is presented of the stack-stack call relationship between male and female. Cross-correlation 
histograms show the temporal correlation between one male and one female call type within a given time 
window. Histograms were aligned on female vocalisations. The y-axis represents the number of calls, 
normalised by the bin with the highest number of occurrences (between 0 and 1). The interval considered 
on the x-axis is 0 ± 2 sec. The 0.99 Poisson confidence limits are shown with horizontal red lines [37]. 
Typically, the shape of the histogram is characterized by a sharp inhibition in the bins next to the 0, 
because of the little overlap between calls, and a spike of events within 0.5 sec, often over the set 
confidence interval. Therefore, the calls in the window within ± 0.5 sec. from the focal calls are 
considered as replies and coloured according to the sex. The replies of the males are depicted in orange 
and females in grey. Within each cross-correlation the numbers on the top represent the total amount of 
stack calls over the 8 hours of recording, and the number used to reply to the stack calls of the partner. 
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Chapter 4 1 
 2 
Synchronized recording of position and vocalization helps to understand the 3 
function of bird vocalizations 4 
 5 
Abstract 6 
The function of a communication signal can be accurately understood only if the global context is 7 
interpreted correctly. Vocalizations are often emitted in the presence of conspecifics, whose behaviour 8 
can subsequently influence the emission of further vocalizations. In a small songbird, the zebra finch 9 
(Taeniopygia guttata), we asked whether and how the position of a conspecific (receiver) relative to the 10 
focal bird (sender) predicted the types and rate of acoustic signals emitted. We recorded the vocalizations 11 
of individual birds using on-board devices, and automatically extracted individual position from video 12 
recordings. Both sources of information were synchronized to integrate them with fine temporal 13 
resolution. We demonstrate that only one type of vocalization is strictly related to movement, and discuss 14 
its potential functions. Our results indicate that the relative position of senders and receivers is important 15 
to correctly interpret the vocal repertoire of a species, and opens up the possibility of generating 16 
ethograms to clarify the context-dependent usage of vocalizations. 17 
 18 
Prepared as: D’Amelio, P. B., Gahr, M., & ter Maat, A.: Synchronized recording of position and 19 
vocalization helps to understand the function of bird vocalizations 20 
  21 
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Introduction 22 
Birds use a wide variety of vocalizations. Precise descriptions of bird species’ vocal repertoires are 23 
essential for vocal communication studies. The more we investigate vocal networks (Benetos, Stowell, & 24 
Plumbley, 2018), neural correlates of vocal communication (Elie & Theunissen, 2015a) and evolution of 25 
vocal repertoires (Leighton, 2017), the more important a precise characterization of each vocalization 26 
type becomes. The repertoire characterization should not only include the description of the spectral 27 
features of vocalizations but also of their usage. To define the entire array of vocalizations and their 28 
functions the integration of different kinds of information (e.g. age, sex of the vocalizing individuals, 29 
behavioural context) is needed, since communication relies extensively on contextual information (Smith, 30 
1969). Tools to explore vocal repertoires have been recently expanding to include continuous remote 31 
recordings (Stepanian et al., 2016), on-board devices (Gill et al., 2016) and unsupervised clustering 32 
algorithms (Murray, Mercado, & Roitblat, 1998; Parsons & Jones, 2000). Although an increasing effort is 33 
put in the automation of ethograms (Anderson & Perona, 2014; Sakamoto et al., 2009), methods that 34 
integrate different kinds of information, e.g. context and spectral features (Elie & Theunissen, 2015b), are 35 
still underdeveloped. Despite the increasing interest and technological advances, research on bird vocal 36 
repertoires is still based on broad categorizations of behaviours, and the position of the individuals is 37 
never considered. A better, yet unexplored approach would be to record positional information in real-38 
time. 39 
 40 
Recently, a variety of studies have focused on zebra finch vocal repertoire and its functions (Boucaud, 41 
Mariette, Villain, & Vignal, 2016; Elie & Theunissen, 2015b; Gill, Goymann, Ter Maat, & Gahr, 2015). 42 
This increased attention has been fuelled by the application of new methods: on-board recording devices 43 
and the possibility of analysing spectral features of very large datasets (Elie & Theunissen, 2015b; Gill et 44 
al., 2016). These studies have confirmed that calls distinguishable by different spectral shapes are 45 
typically elicited in different contexts. However, many questions remain unanswered. For example, the 46 
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definition of certain calls remains ambiguous. Specifically, two calls with different spectral features, the 47 
“stack” and the “tet”, were found to be emitted during the same behavioural context (Elie & Theunissen, 48 
2015b). The tet and the stack calls are unlearned affiliative contact calls (D’Amelio, Trost, & ter Maat, 49 
2017; Zann, 1996). The tet call is described as the most common call type in zebra finch groups, where it 50 
does not elicit a specific behavioural response from the receiver (Elie & Theunissen, 2015b; Zann, 1996; 51 
but see Gill et al., 2015). Tet calls are also important for communication at the nest (Elie et al., 2010). The 52 
stack call has been anecdotally described as an infrequent vocalization mainly produced just before taking 53 
off and in flight, especially by males while leading females in search for nest sites (Zann, 1996). Zann 54 
(1996) also noticed that the stack call is the most commonly emitted call of isolated zebra finches (also in 55 
Gill et al., 2016). Subsequent studies found additional important characteristics of this call type: 1) stack 56 
calls are used in antiphonal communication (D’Amelio, Trost, et al., 2017; Gill et al., 2015; Ter Maat, 57 
Trost, Sagunsky, Seltmann, & Gahr, 2014); and, 2) are individually vocally recognized by both males and 58 
females (D’Amelio, Klumb, Adreani, Gahr, & ter Maat, 2017). These two points demonstrate that stack 59 
calls can be directed to specific individuals. 3) Stack calls are mostly life-stage-specific (i.e. their 60 
frequency of emission changes during different life stages. Specifically it decreases in the breeding 61 
context) (Gill et al., 2015). 4) They are sexually dimorphic (Elie & Theunissen, 2015b), 5) their rate and 62 
timing of production can be modulated both at short- (Benichov et al., 2016) and long-time scales 63 
(D’Amelio et al., 2017). 6) this modulation is probably controlled by the telencephalic areas of the song 64 
system (Benichov et al., 2016). Besides the tet and the stack calls, the adult zebra finch repertoire includes 65 
a “distance” call used to communicate with mates in absence of visual contact (Blaich et al., 1996); an 66 
alarm/alert call called “tuck” (likely named as “hat” too) (D’Amelio et al., 2017; Elie & Theunissen, 67 
2015b); and different types of breeding calls emitted during different life-stages, from nest building to 68 
copulation (Elie & Theunissen, 2015b).  69 
In this study, we equipped captive zebra finch couples with on-board microphones in a non-breeding 70 
setting, and employed a system for continuous position detection to explore call usage with high temporal 71 
resolution. We monitored birds continuously, recording synchronously their position in the aviary and 72 
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their vocal activity. Specifically, we asked whether the type and/or frequency of calls changed depending 73 
on the distance between the birds. Whilst considering all the vocalizations produced, our setup allowed us 74 
to focus on one call type emitted predominantly, the stack call. By adding information about the birds’ 75 
relative distance, we are now in a position to further investigate the use of this call type. We propose that 76 
the real-time estimation of relative distance between partners and/or group members is essential to clarify 77 
the function of different types of vocalizations.  78 
 79 
 80 
 81 
Material and Methods 82 
Ethics statement  83 
The use of audio transmitters and all other experimental procedures were approved by the government of 84 
Upper Bavaria with the record number 55.2-1-54-2532-21-2015 and conducted accordingly. All further 85 
animal husbandry and handling were conducted according to the directives 2010/63/EU of the European 86 
Parliament and of the Council of 22 September 2010 on the protection of animals used for scientific 87 
purposes. 88 
Animal housing 89 
We recorded the behaviour of 3 established pairs of adult zebra finches (3 males, 3 females) that had 90 
successfully reproduced at least once and had not bred for at least a month at the time of the experiment. 91 
Each pair was housed separately in the experimental facilities of the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology 92 
in Seewiesen on a 13:11 light:dark cycle with 22–26 °C temperature, 40–50% humidity, and ad libitum 93 
food, grit and water. During the experimental recordings the birds, one pair at a time, were moved to a 94 
separate room, without visual or acoustical contact with other birds. The experimental aviary was 1x1x1 95 
m with a transparent ceiling for video recording from the top. The camera (Handykam HK100441, Hayle, 96 
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UK) was placed at the centre 65 cm over the cage ceiling. The aviary had two perches at the same height. 97 
Food, grit and water were provided, but no breeding items were present. 98 
 99 
Experimental timeline, video and sound analysis 100 
Vocalizations were recorded with light-weight wireless microphone transmitters fitted on the bird’s back 101 
via a leg-loop harness (Gill et al., 2016). Birds were fitted with a backpack for a week before being 102 
moved to the experimental room where they stayed four days prior the recording, to allow habituation and 103 
acclimatization which normally takes 3 days (Gill et al., 2016).  104 
We recorded for two hours in the morning (8:30-10:30), two at midday (12:00-14:00), and two in the 105 
afternoon (15:30-17:30) and analysed one hour for each recording of the first and third day after 106 
acclimatization. Video and audio were recorded simultaneously by the same device and software and 107 
were thus synchronized. After separating video and audio tracks the latter were processed in order to 108 
classify call types as previously described (D’Amelio et al., 2017). 109 
From the video track, we extracted one frame per second (Quick time 7, different time resolution can be 110 
chosen according to the question) and saved it as an image. In ImageJ (version 1.51p) we used two java 111 
macros to remove the background of each image leaving the two birds visible. The second macro 112 
determined the coordinates of each bird at all time points. Once the position of the two birds was 113 
determined, we computed their distance to each other (i.e. relative position). When the coordinates of the 114 
birds corresponded to the beforehand identified coordinates of the perches we identified the bird as sitting 115 
on a perch and corrected the distance accordingly. We had to consider that the camera view is conical; 116 
therefore we measured one object of known length on the perch and on the ground. The ratio between 117 
these measurements was calculated to correct for the distance of birds sitting on a perch or on the ground. 118 
To distinguish between “on a perch” and “under a perch” we used a size threshold because objects on 119 
perches look bigger being closer to the camera. Finally, when a bird was flying no distance was calculated 120 
because we could not estimate the height. 121 
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Using the original timestamps we then integrated spatial and vocal information in R environment (R Core 122 
Team, 2017). 123 
Time series and statistical analysis 124 
Vocal and positional information were converted to time series (vocal event per second and distance 125 
between birds per second). The time of emission of each vocalization was approximated to the nearest 126 
integral second. The time series for the positional information were defined using 1 second intervals 127 
starting at 0 for the first image. Movement was calculated from distance as the absolute difference in 128 
relative position between two consecutive seconds; all the values were normalized to the maximum 129 
distance of each recording before being processed. The movement values were assigned to the time bin 130 
that precedes the change of position (e.g. at time 1, relative distance was y1 and movement z1, is the 131 
difference of position, y2 – y1). To calculate the total amount of movement for each session we summed 132 
all the absolute movement values. 133 
We extracted the cross-correlation values between distance/movement and call type for each pair, day and 134 
part of the day. The reference time series was always the relative position, the second was the 135 
vocalization. To avoid the detection of false positives we controlled the autocorrelation of the time series 136 
used. Since only one of the two time series, the vocalization, had autocorrelation our results will not be 137 
spurious (Dean & Dunsmuir, 2016). To test whether the cross-correlation values of a specific time lag of 138 
the different pairs deviated from random we devised a permutation test. For each time series the values 139 
were permutated, using blocks of four values to correct for autocorrelation, and a new cross-correlation 140 
value calculated. The process was repeated 1000 times and the 95% confidence interval of the time lags ± 141 
5 seconds were extracted and averaged. We present the probability that the real value at time lag 0 of the 142 
cross-correlation between distance/movement and vocal production differs from the calculated fitted 143 
value.  144 
To test whether the amount of movement and the vocal emission were correlated we fitted linear mixed 145 
models using the package “arm”(Gelman & Su, 2015). The couple identity was included as random 146 
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factor. Residuals were checked visually for normality and absence of patterns. We used the package 147 
“MuMI” (Bartoń, 2016) to estimate r2. The package estimates marginal and conditional r2-values which 148 
correspond to the variance explained by fixed effects alone and total respectively. We report only the 149 
marginal r2-values since we were interested in the fixed part of the model. 150 
 151 
 152 
Results 153 
Isolated pairs kept in a non-breeding context emitted at least 6 call types besides the male song. However, 154 
the majority of the classified calls were stacks (proportions: stack 0.87 ±0.02, tet 0.04 ±0.02, distance 155 
0.04±0.02, hat 0.03± 0.03, breeding calls 0.01±0.01).  156 
The birds spent the most of the time on perches (84.1 % on perches vs. 15.9 % on ground). Periods of 157 
intense activity, hopping, were alternated with periods where very little physical activity occurred both 158 
with birds separated and in physical contact (figure 1 A, purple line).  159 
For the most common vocalization type, stack calls, a clear pattern emerges: their emission is correlated 160 
with hopping whereas when birds did not move, very few vocalizations were uttered, and this was not 161 
influenced by whether they were apart or in physical contact (figure 1).  162 
 163 
Movement predicts stack emission 164 
We tested whether movement or distance between birds was the best predictor of stack emission rate. We 165 
used 4 different time bins (1s, 2s, 5s, and 10s) to determine the temporal window that best describes the 166 
use of the stack call (figure 2). The time lags with the highest cross-correlation value between movement 167 
and stack emission were almost always within the 1 second interval (1s: 17/18, 2s: 17/18, 5s: 16/18, and 168 
10s: 17/18). There was no tight correlation between Stack emission and the distance between birds. 169 
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Instead, the highest cross-correlation values were higher for movement than for distance regardless of bin 170 
width (Mean ± SD (1s), Movement: 0.38 ± 0.11; Distance 0.24 ± 0.11). Independently from the time 171 
resolution used the time lag with highest cross-correlation value was 0, meaning that movement and vocal 172 
emission occurred at the same time. 173 
 174 
Usage of stacks in males and females 175 
The use of stack calls was not different between males and females (figure 3). In both males and females, 176 
there was no strong relationship between calling and distance for any time lag (mean ccf values ± SD and 177 
p-values for time lag 0, males: 0.12±0.12, p=0.17, females: 0.12±0.12, p=0.27). In contrast, for movement 178 
there was a significant difference from the baseline in the cross-correlation value when there was no lag 179 
between the time series (males: 0.32±0.13, p<0.0001; females: 0.29±0.09, p<0.0001). 180 
 181 
Comparison of different call types 182 
Furthermore, we compared whether different call types were used differently (figure 4). Again at time lag 183 
0 stack calls emission had a significant relationship with movement (mean ccf values±SD and p-values, 184 
0.37±0.12, p<0.0001) but not distance (0.14±0.14, p=0.17). In contrast, distance calls at time lag 0 did not 185 
show any change in cross-correlation values for either distance or movement. Interestingly, as the names 186 
suggest, cross-correlation values were higher for distance than movement (movement: 0.046±0.044, 187 
p=0.11; distance: 0.056±0.033, p=0.055). Also, tet calls were not correlated with distance (0.032±0.075, 188 
p=0.5) and movement (0.014 ± 0.035, p= 0.444); but, notably, for movement the time lag with the highest 189 
cross-correlation value was -1 second (values for time lag -1: 0.021±0.042, p=0.333).  190 
 191 
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Total amount of movement and call types 192 
Finally, we tested whether higher overall movement correlated with a global higher propensity to 193 
vocalize, independently of call type. We found that the amount of movement strongly correlated only 194 
with stack call production (r2-values: stack calls= 0.88, distance calls= 0.40, breeding calls= 0.18, song= 195 
0.12, hat calls= 0.08, tet calls= 0.06; figure 5).  196 
 197 
 198 
Discussion 199 
Movement, rather than distance between individuals, predicted the stack call emission in male and female 200 
zebra finches. No other call type was strictly connected to motion, suggesting a specific function of the 201 
stack during movements. Despite having distinct acoustic features, previous studies have lumped two 202 
affiliative contact calls, tet and stack, into one category arguing that they were emitted during the same 203 
behavioural context (Elie & Theunissen, 2015b). Our results show that context classification is not 204 
enough to define the vocal repertoire and that fine, real time, behavioural monitoring is necessary to 205 
differentiate between certain call types. We found clear differences in the usage of tet and stack calls 206 
suggesting that they indeed have different functions. We did not find differences in the use of stack calls 207 
between males and females. Therefore, despite being sexually dimorphic (Elie & Theunissen, 2015b), 208 
they probably serve the same function(s). Nomenclature of zebra finch calls has not always been 209 
consistent (e.g. see Elie & Theunissen, 2015b; Zann, 1996), but the increased interest about them 210 
necessitates a universally accepted labelling of calls. A precise and shared repertoire has implications for 211 
multiple fields from the understanding of the evolution of complicated vocal communication (Seyfarth & 212 
Cheney, 2014) to mechanisms of perception (Elie & Theunissen, 2015a) and production (Elemans, 2014). 213 
Integration between spectral feature, context and real-time evaluation of distance of group components is 214 
likely to be necessary to achieve the final repertoire description. 215 
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 216 
Interestingly, at the smallest time resolution that we employed, 1 second, the highest cross-correlation 217 
values between movement and stack emission were the ones with no time lag. We aligned distance with 218 
“movement that is going to come”; consequently, no time lag between movement and vocalizations 219 
indicates that stack calls were emitted mostly during or following the movement. However, finer time 220 
resolution would be necessary to study the causality between movement and vocalisations in detail, 221 
because in 1 second birds can perform more than one jump (pers. obs.). We also observed that calls can 222 
be emitted before/after take-off and during flight; hence rather than the probability of locomotion they 223 
might signal the action itself. 224 
Zebra finches produce basically nothing but stack calls when in total isolation (Gill et al., 2016). 225 
Consequently, one hypothesis is that stack calls merely co-occur with any action, hop or flight, 226 
independently of the social context. However, we also know that stack calls contain individual identity 227 
and can be directed to specific individuals (D’Amelio et al., 2017; Stowell, Gill, & Clayton, 2016; Ter 228 
Maat et al., 2014). Combining the notions about antiphonal calling and individual recognition with the 229 
presented findings we can infer that the stack call might signal locomotion to a specific individual. Zebra 230 
finches are life-long monogamous and a pair moves together throughout the year (Zann, 1994). The 231 
maintenance of such a stable pair bond is linked to close spatial contact that can be facilitated by vocal 232 
communication. Interestingly, besides signalling locomotion, the continuous chattering of zebra finch 233 
pairs might have developed relevance for other behaviours such as pair maintenance and commitment to 234 
the partner (D’Amelio et al., 2017; Hernandez, Perez, Mulard, Mathevon, & Vignal, 2016). During 235 
movement the birds in our study hopped from one perch to another or to the cage’s mesh, often with 236 
exaggerated jumps, resembling a behavioural display (pers. obs.). However, the meaning of the observed 237 
hopping in the wild is yet to be discovered. From qualitative and anecdotal observations in the wild, it 238 
was observed that stack calls are emitted during nest search and take off (Zann, 1996). Therefore, stack 239 
call emission during hopping could be merely a by-product of the caged environment, a stereotypical 240 
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behaviour (Mason, 1991), yet other hypotheses should be considered. For example, stack calls might also 241 
act as “moving calls”, aiding the quorum decision in moving groups (Bousquet, Sumpter, & Manser, 242 
2011). Alternatively, they could be part of a sort of ritual dance since zebra finch (Ullrich, Norton, & 243 
Scharff, 2016) and other species in the taxonomic group, Estrildidae, perform ritualized movements 244 
during courtship (Langmore & Bennett, 1999; Ota, Gahr, & Soma, 2015). Interestingly both stack and 245 
song number were correlated with the total amount of movement; hence possibly also the stack call 246 
exchange is part of pair maintenance and reciprocal stimulation behaviour (Bolund, Schielzeth, & 247 
Forstmeier, 2012; D’Amelio et al., 2017).  248 
Albeit relatively rarely, the birds emitted other call types beside stack calls in our experiment; however, 249 
more active pairs did not simply produce more calls of any kind. Nevertheless, none of the call types 250 
recorded were correlated to specific behaviours, possibly because of our impoverished environment (Elie 251 
& Theunissen, 2015b). Distance and tet calls were not strictly correlated to either distance or movement 252 
(although tets had a weak tendency to be emitted before movements). To understand the precise rules of 253 
emission of specific calls, we need to integrate more information, and/or to design specific experimental 254 
arenas. For example, including information about movement related to feeding would help identifying 255 
types of calls or call rates referred to food (Clay, Smith, & Blumstein, 2012); placing nest material and 256 
nest boxes can elicit breeding calls (Zann, 1975), and so on. To explore the function of calls used at the 257 
group level it would be necessary to add and follow multiple individuals at once. The approach described 258 
here can help to produce ethograms to accurately describe the proximate cause of vocal emission.  259 
Detailed classification of behaviour, aided by learning algorithms and real-time tracking brought 260 
important breakthroughs in the study of behaviour (Anderson & Perona, 2014; Berman, Bialek, & 261 
Shaevitz, 2016; Sakamoto et al., 2009). However studies tracking birds' relative position are still limited 262 
(Dell et al., 2014) and none, to our knowledge, integrated vocalizations with positional information. 263 
Besides aiding a finer description of call functions a continuous unsupervised monitor of position can 264 
have applications in different fields. For example, the synchronicity of behaviours such as offspring 265 
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provisioning at the nest has been found to have fitness consequences (Mariette & Griffith, 2015). Thus, 266 
automating behavioural scoring using our method could enhance quantification and ease data collection. 267 
Or, in conjunction with neural recordings (Schregardus et al., 2006; Ter Maat et al., 2014), the here 268 
described system can be used to study the neural correlates of positional information and vocalizations.  269 
Using the approach outlined here, recording bigger groups and adding different contexts will certainly 270 
lead to a precise understanding of the call usage of zebra finches and the same methods can be applied to 271 
other species. Overall, the methods used in this study can lead to a novel strategy for drawing ethograms, 272 
a more objective and quantitative approach to measure behaviour and its global context. 273 
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 403 
Figure 1 Relative position and calling over time 404 
Example of the raw data binned every 10 seconds of the birds’ relative position over time (1 hour). On the 405 
y-axis are plotted distance (A-purple) or movement (B-blue) and number of stacks (green) for each bin 406 
normalized by the maximum value reached in the recording. The three variables (call number, movement, 407 
distance) were used as time series data for the cross-correlation analysis. 408 
  409 
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 410 
Figure 2 Maximum value of cross-correlation for different time lags 411 
Distribution over time lags of the maximum cross-correlation values between stack calls and distance 412 
(purple)/movement (blue) at different bin widths. The cross-correlation values of vocalizations with 413 
distance are on top and with movement at the bottom. For any bin widths considered high cross-414 
correlation values are concentrated around time lag 0 when correlating vocalizations and movement, 415 
whereas the high values are disperse when correlating vocalizations and distance. 416 
  417 
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 418 
Figure 3 Differences between male and females calls 419 
Cross-correlations between distance (top, purple) / movement (bottom, blue) and male (right) and female 420 
(left) stack calls for all the considered pairs for ±5 s time lags. Dotted red lines represent the estimated 421 
95% confidence intervals and the solid line the fitted values. At time lag 0 the cross-correlation between 422 
movement and vocal emission has very high values. The Stack calls emission is associated with 423 
movement rather than distance and males and females have very similar patterns. 424 
  425 
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 426 
Figure 4 Cross-correlation between distance (top) / movement (bottom) and 427 
different call types 428 
Three different affiliative contact calls are shown Stack, Distance and Tet call. On the top (purple) is 429 
shown the correlation between distance and the vocal emission. On the bottom (blue) is shown the 430 
correlation between movement and the vocal emission. For all the considered pairs the ±5 s time lags are 431 
shown. Dotted red lines represent the estimated 95% confidence intervals and the solid line the fitted 432 
values. The only strong correlation is between movement and stack call when there is no time lag between 433 
the two. 434 
  435 
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 436 
Figure 5 Correlation between total amount of movement and vocal emission 437 
Top left, representative spectrograms of the vocalization types considered. Rest of the panels, each box 438 
contains the relationship for different vocalization types between vocal emission (y-axes) and total 439 
amount of movement (x-axes). Each colour/symbol represents a couple. Each data point corresponds to 440 
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one hour of behavioural recording. The amount of movement is not simply correlated with the vocal 441 
emission of any call type but only with stack calls. 442 
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General discussion 
 
In my thesis, I studied the vocal exchanges of zebra finches as a model for vocal communication of social 
living species. Instead of focusing on a single vocalization type I decided to consider the entire species' 
repertoire. For example, I regarded songs, the most studied auditory communication signal in birds, just 
as one of the several types of vocalization. To quantify the vocal production of each individual with high 
precision I first contributed to the development and testing of a tool, the backpack microphone (chapter 
1). Using this device I was able to describe the vocal interactions between individuals, focusing on the 
most important social unit for this species: the pair (chapter 2, 3, 4). I first studied whether and how 
zebra finches recognize and reply to specific individuals within a group; I found that they are capable of 
individual vocal recognition of short innate calls (chapter 2). Then, I described the vocal relationship 
within bonded pairs and its development during pair formation; I found that turn-taking vocal behavior is 
stable in established pairs and needs to develop in newly formed ones (chapter 3). Finally, I integrated 
the relative distance between pair members with their vocal activity and discovered that one of the zebra 
finch affiliative contact calls is connected to movement, which helped us to characterize the vocal 
repertoire of the species (chapter 4). Overall the present thesis takes an important step towards the 
comprehension of the usage of learned and unlearned vocalization in songbirds. I am convinced that the 
outlined findings will represent: i) the basis for studying the fine mechanisms of the described behaviors 
at the neural level; ii) the foundation for a multispecies comparative analysis of call based communication 
and, iii) once the relevance of calling interactions is established in the wild, the starting point to unravel 
the impact of calling dynamics on fitness. 
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New tools for old questions: the importance and challenge of quantifying 
individual vocal behavior 
 
Knowing who says what to whom is fundamental for many questions in vocal communication (Gill, 
Goymann, Ter Maat, & Gahr, 2015; McGregor, 2005). Recording the vocal output of individuals without 
influence on the studied behavior is of substantial importance (Caccamise & Hedin, 1985). Doing it in 
small flying animals with short and rather similar inter-individual vocalizations is, however, not an easy 
task. For these animals, individualized recording has been achieved by either separating individuals 
(Fernandez, Vignal, & Soula, 2017), or triangulating the auditory signals after recording with microphone 
arrays (Chiu, Xian, & Moss, 2009; Suzuki et al., 2018), or using on-board devices (Chapter 1; Anisimov 
et al., 2014; Hiryu, Shiori, Hosokawa, Riquimaroux, & Watanabe, 2008). Miniaturization of on-board 
microphones has been difficult for different reasons. Compared to most data collected via remote sensing 
(e.g. position), acoustic recordings are very demanding in terms of sampling rate (44100 Hz in all 
recordings of the present thesis) resulting in high energy consumption and storage requirements. In 
chapter 1 we describe how we overcame these challenges. 
We demonstrated that our microphone-transmitters enabled us to obtain individualized and synchronized 
recordings with a recording duration (up to 16 days) that exceeded the habituation period (up to 3 days), 
resulting in unbiased behavioral quantification. The microphone-transmitters carried as backpacks, 
required minimal handling of the birds and in addition, the battery exchange after ~14 days biased only 
the day of manipulation with vocal and locomotor activity recovering to baseline within 24 hours. The 
quality of the recordings remained very high regardless of the environmental and social noisiness. The 
device also allowed successful copulation and egg laying. Since it affects bird behavior only temporarily 
and enables normal physical and vocal interactions, we achieved high flexibility in the study design: 
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multiple individuals, noisy conditions, developmental studies and complex aviary design, they all do not 
hamper the recording quality.  
Depending on the specific question and model species the tool can be customized to suit different 
circumstances. Larger animals, for example, could carry heavier devices equipped with bigger batteries 
resulting in longer recording periods and/or larger recording ranges. Larger animals could also carry the 
usually heavier loggers (see introduction chapter 1 for a review comparison loggers vs. transmitter); 
however, loggers cannot be synchronized precisely hence they are not suitable for vocal interaction 
related questions. The current transmitting range of the microphone-backpacks (up to 26m) allows 
recordings even in the wild under certain conditions. For example, so far, to record habituated groups of 
animals researchers had to follow them with a microphone (Bousquet, Sumpter, & Manser, 2011; 
Golabek & Radford, 2013); now each individual of the group could carry a transmitter and the researcher 
can follow them with an antenna. This would allow recording synchronously each animal in the group. 
Moreover, it would be possible to place the antenna in strategic positions where sender carrying birds 
assemble, such as roosts or feeding places. With individual-level resolution and synchronized recordings, 
we can now study duets, identify dialogues in vocalizing groups or eavesdropping on the private whispers 
at a night roost in the wild. 
However, the data recorded with our microphone transmitters also pose new challenges. The amount of 
data is simply massive: many thousands if not millions of vocalizations had to be handled for each study 
presented here (chapter 2, 3, 4). The data analysis necessitates new techniques, due to the fact that cross-
correlation analysis is not sufficient anymore when more than two birds are involved (Stowell, Gill, & 
Clayton, 2016). Moreover, the analysis became complicated and data hungry when we 
compared/correlated multiple types of vocalizations. Specific analytical methods will need to be 
developed to understand the interplay between different call combinations and individuals in vocal social 
network.  
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In summary, the backpack-microphones transmitter we described in chapter 1 is currently the best tool 
for recording individualized vocal activity in small animals and was, therefore, the basic tool used in each 
thesis chapter. I was able to test the exact influence that it has on the studied behavior. Therefore, it 
allowed me to precisely quantify vocal behavior in relevant social settings and it was particularly useful 
for unlearned calls of songbirds, which are often soft, short and spectrally very similar between different 
individuals (Marler, 2004; Reichard & Anderson, 2015; Zann, 1996). On-board microphones will be the 
future of vocal communication studies. I could demonstrate that this system is suitable for captive 
conditions and that is ready to be tested in the wild.  
 
 
Individuality in zebra finch unlearned calls and the importance of timing 
 
Auditory learning leading to individual vocal recognition is ubiquitous among vertebrates (Jarvis, 2006). 
It has been proven in zebra finches when tested with the male song (Miller, 1979) and both sexes’ 
distance calls (Vignal, Mathevon, & Mottin, 2004, 2008). Besides the song and the distance calls the 
zebra finch repertoire contains short vocalizations, which, as mentioned above are: unlearned, very 
similar between individuals and often very variable within a type (chapter 2, Elie & Theunissen, 2015b; 
Zann, 1996). No study so far has investigated whether these vocalizations can be assigned to individuals 
by the fellow birds. Recording vocalizing groups with synchronized microphone–transmitters provided 
evidence that zebra finches respond to specific individuals (Gill et al., 2015), which requires individual 
recognition. Individual recognition can be achieved via different channels (e.g. visual, olfactory, 
acoustic). We now provide evidence that the acoustic channel can be used efficiently to identify 
individuals (chapter 2). Employing miniaturized microphone-transmitters (chapter 1), we demonstrated 
for the first time that unlearned soft vocalizations contain markers of individual identity. Moreover, our 
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result also provides a mechanism by which animals can address specific individuals in a group: the 
latency of the answer. Compared to the past notion, we mark a change of paradigm: we now show that 
what was thought to be an undirected and unspecific vocalization (Zann, 1996) can convey messages to 
specific individuals. We also found that timing and not the number of calls identifies who the bird is 
directing the response to, stressing the importance of timing in zebra finch vocal networks. The same call 
can have two opposite meanings (“I ignore you” vs. “I respond to you”) just by changing the latency to 
the sender call by ~150 milliseconds. As a consequence of this finding we now suggest that call latency, 
rather than the number of calls or type, should be strictly controlled when establishing communication 
networks or when using call based response as a proxy for preference (Chen, Clark, & Woolley, 2017). 
In parallel with the main finding of chapter 2 we also tested hypotheses never considered in acoustic 
learning studies so far: 
i) Do vocal relationships prior to the experiment influence the performance during the trial? 
ii) Does the type of call used as answer differ according to the familiarity of the playback?  
We know that the calling relationship in established pairs is stable over time but differs from pair to pair 
(chapter 3). Hence we can expect that a stronger calling association prior to the experiment will lead to 
stronger answering during the playback trial. Interestingly, the relationship prior to the experiment 
seemed to influence the answering during playback in a direction opposite to the expectations: males that 
answered with a higher proportion of calls during the baseline responded with the lowest proportion of 
calls during the playback. It is possible that this finding is just a false positive due to the small sample size 
but there are alternative explanations. For example, pairs with a higher answering rate might have 
stronger bonds (chapter 3) and produce more corticosterone, experience more stress, when divided for 
the playback experiment which in turn impairs hearing ability (Perez et al., 2012).  
In addition, we found that the type of call used to answer did not change depending on the familiarity of 
the playback. This was possibly a consequence of the testing context, in that it was appropriate only for 
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certain call types (chapter 4, Elie & Theunissen, 2015b), and caused the bird to use mainly stack and 
distance calls.  
Behavioural habituation in playback experiments can influence the resulting outcome (Kroodsma, 1986). 
Despite the long trials, we found only limited signs of habituation. Our strategy was to use several 
different exemplars of each type and familiarity (this also helped to avoid pseudoreplication; Kroodsma, 
Byers, Goodale, Johnson, & Liu, 2001). Also, we randomized the gap between playback calls so as not to 
create expectations of the listener. As a consequence, although we processed the largest amount of data 
analyzed to date in acoustic recognition experiments, signs of habituation were only found when playing 
back males’ songs. 
Some questions regarding vocal recognition by zebra finches remain still open. For example, in our 
experiment evidence for recognition of group members was limited. Therefore, how many different 
individuals can be distinguished and memorized remains unclear (Wiley, 2013). Another open question is 
whether the voice (i.e. an individual specific combination of relations between spectral features) itself is 
recognized or whether there is a specific identity label of each call type. A third open question is how 
phylogenetically common recognition of soft unlearned contact calls is, which is why comparative studies 
are necessary. We think that the novelty of our study, the expedients used to avoid habituation together 
with the strict data analysis approach, will influence how future playback studies will be designed and 
interpreted. 
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Consistency and flexibility of calling interactions 
 
Through recording new and established pairs of zebra finches non-stop for a week and analyzing all their 
vocal output, we found that paired birds answer each other mainly using an affiliative contact call, the 
stack. In established pairs, the pattern of antiphonal calling was consistent over time. Interestingly, new 
pairs developed a vocal relationship, consistent antiphonal calling, in parallel with the increase of other 
affiliative social behaviors. In fact, incipient pair members spent more and more time in physical contact 
which agrees with previous studies (Silcox & Evans, 1982). Meanwhile, we observed post pairing 
behavioral convergence in vocal behavior, in which the number of answers (calls following within half a 
second the call of a partner, see Ter Maat, Trost, Sagunsky, Seltmann, & Gahr, 2014) became similar 
between partners. The degree and speed of post pairing convergence can have fitness consequences or be 
a proxy for it (Laubu, Dechaume-Moncharmont, Motreuil, & Schweitzer, 2016). Whether this is the case 
for the turn taking vocalizations remains an open question. 
We showed that the turn-taking exchange can be flexible, but also extremely repeatable. Established pairs 
in the same context showed highly predictable vocal exchanges: they used always the same proportion of 
calls to answer the partner day after day and also within the day. Such a high degree of stereotypy is 
rarely encountered in vertebrate behavior (Bell, Hankison, & Laskowski, 2009). The continuous 
production of stacks might be the simplest discrete signal, an implicit binary one (Hailman, 2008), to 
declare the permanent presence of the sender. On the other hand additional, not mutually exclusive, 
functions can be hypothesized. For example, repeatable stack production might show a bird's commitment 
to stay with their partner. Also, the antiphonal exchange within a pair might signal their relationship to 
other group members. In addition, the matching of the number of answered calls within a pair can have a 
meaning similar to the matching of spectral features shown by some parrot species: address an individual 
and show interest (Balsby & Bradbury, 2009; Hile, Plummer, & Striedter, 2000).  
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Turn-taking vocal behavior is present in several animals, humans included (Levinson, 2015). Its study in 
non-human primates has increased in recent years (Flack, 2013) because it is one of the language 
principles (Levinson, 2015). However, no study so far has considered comparisons with birds. To aid the 
understanding of the principle of turn-taking I advocate for comparative studies and further studies on 
birds, especially to understand whether and how it is learned.  
If the stack exchange is more meaningful than just signaling the presence/movement of an individual, 
indexes derived from quantification of the turn-taking calling behavior will become a measure for pair 
compatibility. Pair compatibility, defined as the fitness benefits that arise from the union of two specific 
partners, was demonstrated to be important for mate choice and fitness in different systems (Schuett, 
Tregenza, & Dall, 2010), including zebra finches (Ihle, Kempenaers, & Forstmeier, 2015; Schuett, Dall, 
& Royle, 2011). In our experiment we measured only forced pairs, hence we expect their degree of pair 
compatibility to vary appreciably. Interestingly, we found some support for the hypothesis that vocal 
exchange can be an index of pair compatibility; the proportion of answers to the partner and the amount 
of time that birds spent in physical contact were positively correlated, suggesting a relationship between 
affiliative social and vocal behavior. Further study of the vocal interactions could thus contribute to 
understanding the mechanisms of pairing, monogamy and pair compatibility (Adkins-Regan & 
Tomaszycki, 2007; Goodson, Kabelik, Kelly, Rinaldi, & Klatt, 2009; Tomaszycki & Atchley, 2017). In 
this context it is also important that further studies clarify which partner influences the other in order to 
achieve the extremely repeatable and stereotyped calling pattern of established pairs.  
Using an innovative method, the individual vocal recording, we possibly bridged the gap between the 
fields of communication and sexual selection by showing consistent associations between vocal 
exchanges and pair formation and maintenance (chapter 2). 
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Partners’ relative spatial position clarifies zebra finch repertoire 
 
The commendable quantitative description of the zebra finch repertoire by Elie and Theunissen (2015b) 
still contained some ambiguity in the definition of two affiliative call types, the stack and the tet calls. 
Despite different spectral features, stack and tet were found to be emitted in the same context and 
therefore lumped into one category. Integrating the synchronous recordings of backpack microphones 
(chapter 1) with knowledge about the zebra finch repertoire (chapter 2 and 3) and the continuous 
tracking of bird spatial position (chapter 4) we found that only one call type, the stack, is strictly 
connected with movement. This suggests a specific function of the stack connected with locomotion, 
whereas tet calls, despite emitted in the same context, must have a different function. I recorded the 
smallest social unit, the pair, but the study of a group of animals is necessary to generalize and extend my 
conclusions. 
In a constant environment, stack exchange is flexible during pair formation and fixed in established pairs 
(chapter 3). In a group of zebra finches, the stack exchange might signal movement (and/or commitment, 
see above) to the partner and potentially also to the other group members. The fixed rate of answers 
characteristic of each individual (chapter 3, Ma, Maat, & Gahr, 2017) can create an expectation in the 
receiver brain that helps to keep contact without paying attention to the signal. A change of call type can 
create sudden arousal (Beckers & Gahr, 2012). While our description provides support for this scenario 
we also noted that many of the movements were overemphasized, birds did not simply hop from one 
perch to another but often flew high arcs over the perches and chose indirect trajectories. Possibly, the 
purpose of the hops combined with the calling activity is not only locomotion; they might be a 
stereotypical behavior or part of a couple display, a pair maintenance dance. Auditory-visual displays, 
common in the animal kingdom, increase the dimensions of the signals on which selection (natural and 
sexual) acts (Candolin, 2003). Combination of auditory and other signals is phylogenetically widespread 
in birds (Cooper & Goller, 2004; Dalziell et al., 2013), and, although quite concealed, is present in many 
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Estridild finches where their influence on mate choice is yet to be evaluated (Langmore & Bennett, 1999; 
Ota, Gahr, & Soma, 2015; Ullrich, Norton, & Scharff, 2016). 
Altogether, to finally understand the function of the repeatable antiphonal stack calling, we need studies 
on wild populations, as well as comparative research within the Estrildid finches (family Estrildidae) 
investigating how the connection between hopping and calling behavior is distributed phylogenetically. 
 
 
The study of calls in birds: status, and prospects  
 
Although being almost neglected for a long time (Marler, 2004), the study of bird calls is on the rise in 
the last few years. A lot of effort has been recently devoted to unraveling different aspects of call 
production (Benichov et al., 2016; Ter Maat et al., 2014), perception (Elie & Theunissen, 2015a; 
Theunissen & Elie, 2014) and usage (chapter 2, 3, Engesser, Ridley, & Townsend, 2016; Gill et al., 
2015; Ma et al., 2017; Suzuki, Wheatcroft, & Griesser, 2016). Several factors have contributed to this 
increased attention. In part it is due to improved methodologies to record vocalizations individually, 
process them and handle large datasets. Also it may be due to their involvement in interesting and 
cognitively demanding behaviors. For example, there is more and more evidence that the real “language” 
of birds uses the calls and not songs. In fact, only in call associations we find the combinatory syntax: the 
position of the vocalization within a combination is important for the meaning (Engesser et al., 2016; 
Griesser, Wheatcroft, & Suzuki, 2018). Moreover, mainly calls and not songs mediate social relationships 
and form interactive vocal networks (Gill et al., 2015). Despite the increasing interest in calls and their 
production, there are still many gaps in our knowledge. Is the combinatory syntax found in the distantly 
related Pied Babbler and Japanese tit a common feature for songbirds (Griesser et al., 2018)? Do all the 
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populations of babbler and tit species develop the use of syntax in their calls or did it only evolve under a 
specific condition?  
Moreover, the ontogeny of call usage in birds still deserves study. Call spectral features are unlearned but 
the purposeful use of calls might be a learned feature. For example, in a primate, the common marmoset 
(Callithrix jacchus), the turn-taking exchange of contact calls is learned behavior and parents provide an 
active role guiding the development of it  
 
Definition of the repertoire 
The amount and the precision of data collected with an on-board microphone and automatic recording of 
position provide an opportunity for better definitions of bird repertoires (e.g. chapter 4). One reason why 
defining the repertoire is important is that the size of the vocal repertoire, or the “functional repertoire 
size” (defined in Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 1998), has been often used as a proxy for vocal complexity 
(Freeberg & Krams, 2015; Holt, Barati, & McDonald, 2017). Social and vocal complexity have often 
been correlated and used as mutual explanation for their evolution (Freeberg, Dunbar, & Ord, 2012; 
Krams, Krama, Freeberg, Kullberg, & Lucas, 2012; Leighton, 2017; Wilkinson, 2003). But not all 
vocalization types have the same value with regard to communicative complexity (Fischer, Wadewitz, & 
Hammerschmidt, 2017). This is mainly because of one reason: vocalizations can have different numbers 
of functions. Certain vocalizations have one specific function, for example the tsik call of the common 
marmoset it is only emitted at the appearance of potential threat (Bezerra & Souto, 2008). Other 
vocalizations have multiple functions, for instance, the phee call of the common marmoset, stereotyped in 
acoustic structure, signals both the presence of an individual in absence of visual contact but it can also 
serve to coordinate the behavior of multiple individuals (Takahashi, Narayanan, & Ghazanfar, 2013).  
Defining vocal complexity is difficult and should not be limited to repertoire size. I argue that to 
investigate the evolution and driving forces of social and vocal complexity rather than simply count the 
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number of different vocalization it is more useful to study in detail closely related species and to try to 
correlate their differences in repertoire to different lifestyles. For example, among Estrildid finches there 
are examples of convergent evolution, related species with different life histories, varying degrees of 
sexual dimorphism or social propensity. For instance we could compare the strictly seedeater, male-only 
singing zebra finch and the omnivorous both sexes singing Blue-capped cordon-bleu, Uraeginthus 
cyanocephalus; or the zebra finch with its congener the double-barred finch, Taeniopygia bichenovii 
which has no sexual dimorphism (Clement, 1993). Quantifying their vocal behavior with the accuracy 
presented here and relating it to the different morphological, behavioral and ecological traits could clarify 
differences in the repertoire size and vocal usage, and help to make inferences concerning communicative 
complexity. 
 
Neural control of call production 
Unlearned vocalizations in vocal non learners are thought to be controlled only at the level of midbrain 
and medulla regions (Jarvis, 2006). Unlearned calls in vocal learners can also be produced just using the 
brain stem (Simpson & Vicario, 1990). However recent studies have found that different telencephalic 
areas are heavily involved in call perception and production (Benichov et al., 2016; Elie & Theunissen, 
2015a; Ter Maat et al., 2014). These findings find parallels with the picture emerging in non-human 
primates, where innate calls are under extensive cognitive and volitional control (Hage, Gavrilov, & 
Nieder, 2013; Hage & Nieder, 2013). In zebra finches secondary auditory areas, such as the caudomedial 
nidopallium (NCM) of adult birds neurons code for specific calls (Elie & Theunissen, 2015a); 
interestingly NCM projects directly and indirectly to the motor pathway of the song control system that 
controls learned vocalizations (Nottebohm, Stokes, & Leonard, 1976; Vates, Broome, Mello, & 
Nottebohm, 1996). This motor pathway was recently shown to be activated also during the emission of 
unlearned calls (Ter Maat et al., 2014), and may be important for the timing of calling (Benichov et al., 
2016). The function of the activation of the song motor pathway during call production is still unclear. It 
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might control the timing of call production, integrating information about the individual recognition 
processed in the secondary auditory areas (Gentner, Hulse, & Ball, 2004) and/or the decision about which 
type of call to use in a given context. The studies of the neural control cannot be independent of a precise 
behavioral quantification. My thesis provides the behavioral tools and paradigms that can be investigated 
at a neural level; like recording the activity of the motor control pathway nuclei during the change of call 
rates that occurs when the birds form pair bonds. 
 
Calls and the origin of vocal learning in birds 
Hypotheses for the origin of vocal learning are multiple and often mixed with thoughts on the origin of 
language (reviewed in Nowicki & Searcy, 2014). Many times it has been argued that vocal learning 
should have evolved in social species and that the possible driving forces are: i) female preference for 
varied vocalizations, ii) adaptation to sound propagation in different environments, iii) kin selection for 
information sharing.  
Parallels about vocal learning in mammals and birds are numerous and useful (Fitch, 2000; Hockett & 
Hockett, 1960; Janik & Slater, 2000). But with the increase in a number of the species studied I think it is 
time to focus also on the differences and on intra-taxon comparisons. Moreover, we need to study 
unlearned vocalization usage and its neural control in vocal learners, because learned vocalizations most 
certainly have evolved upon unlearned ones. I am going to argue that the understanding of call usage and 
its motor control might help us to trace back the origin of vocal learning in Passeriformes. The 
involvement of the song control system in behaviors other than singing (see the previous paragraph) is a 
fascinating finding when considered from an evolutionary point of view. The control of producing 
unlearned vocalizations - timing and context - during social encounters might have been the substrate on 
which the modification of vocalizations started. To verify these hypotheses two directions need to be 
explored: 
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i) Identification of the Passerines’ song control system homologous areas of other vocal learners lineages 
(Gahr, 2000; Liu, Wada, Jarvis, & Nottebohm, 2013) and their pattern of activation during non-learned 
vocalization. 
ii) Quantitative description in several species of the behaviors in which unlearned vocalizations are 
involved. 
Once more species will have been studied, the findings in my thesis regarding the quantitative description 
of behavior can be interpreted from an evolutionary point of view. 
 
 
Overall conclusions 
 
My work on zebra finches expanded our knowledge of vocal exchanges in a social bird species and 
provided tools to improve precise quantification of behavior. My dissertation presents critical first 
evidence that zebra finches are capable of individual vocal recognition using unlearned, short, soft calls 
and that a calling relationship has to develop within a newly formed pair to reach the stereotypy of calling 
exchanges in established pairs. These findings highlight the importance of having new tools to answer old 
questions. The automation of behavioral recording and scoring that I describe in this work is a new way 
of compiling ethograms that reduces observer bias and improves accuracy. Moreover, they allow us to 
fuel the open discussions on broad fundamental questions such as the importance and mechanism of pair 
compatibility and the origin of vocal learning. Future studies can expand upon this groundwork to 
examine the specific mechanisms of pairing and individual vocal recognition at the neural level and in 
larger social groups. Finally, broadening the research to non-model species in comparative studies is 
necessary to provide an evolutionary explanation to my findings.  
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